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MORNING

STAR,
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Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
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BR. BURLINGAME,

Agent.

All letters on business, remittances of money, &c
should be addressed to the Agent;and all communications designed for publication should be addressed t:
the Editor.
p
TERMS. For
advance, $2,50.

one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly
?
;
:

in

your duties?

Inces, will be charged20 cents a year in addition to
e price of the paper, to prepay the postage to the
n e.

blessing?

i

Then shall all be stricken dumb !
The mournful sorrows,

Shall be gone in glad to-morrow,—
Shall be banished quite away !

_ +

Bat of heaven’s sweet life instead!

:

.

with

father’s absence
his own

31, 1869.

on regularly

the exception

of

my-

from his station for a short

change and rest.
port

|

—

Our work has been pushed

this month,

Month.

Correspondence.
INDIA, Aug.

army

be our pay?

Ashe will probably re-

case, I need say no more of it

here, only that we look for him back ina
month or so with renewed health and hope.
We have been receiving through the
Morning Star and Christiun Freeman reports of the Yearly Meetings that were held
a few weeks ago in d'fferent parts of our
beloved Zion, and I must confess to a sense
of disappointment in reading these pub-

lished recorlls, Nor am I alone in thls,
for évery othér inembef of the niission has

let

Then out from the sea came

And

light, were the wooded mountains and smiling valleys of Thuringia.

horizon, was the

castle.

our Yearly Meetings have ibis year
their peace about Foreign Missions?

held
Is it

so vigorously

tory
for

for
all,

the

work

up and: organizing new

pushing

terri.

Christ.
that

Let
we

nm

forward

All these,

it

be
bot

suid, cuee
jea'ous

of

any of these benevolent enterprices, mor
do wu look upon them us the givals of
this in which we »rre engaged,
Werly!

and Beerterg, the Great Doulma, and finally

work of Luther, so long as one stone

upon

called

for, very

si fli ent apd

speed to Indi?

God

and

ou

mental act'vite

stillon

the Inselsherg, with

long, walk be.

G—

A

prove.

During

this

time,

we

at this
for obof the
to im-

have

con-

and colored,

taken a careful

survey of the

done,

and

‘this

conclusion

has

been

acceptable to

them

we

the churches wand

better condition than is aptto be the case

the

which they visit. Without

do not

see

how

the

could be prosecuted.

Others, we are told,

will join them

A competent theo-

soon,

logical instructor

with new roads.

firm and

enduring foundation,

upon which

As

the

result of past efforts, we have in

the valley seven

churches

at important

points, embracing a membership of nearly
five hundred, and there are numerous openwhich

invite the formation of others.

Three of these churches have houses of
worship erected for their special use, while

of erection.

tablished, with the ultimate design of making it a College, having property in land,
buildings and investments, the estimated

value of which is fiom forty to sixty thousand dollars. Seed had also been sown
from which the barvVest has notyet been
This

lover of geology abook of many pages. It
is a natural gateway of red-porphyry at
the entrance of a deep gorge.
Standing

ever, must

be taken witlr much allowance.

was exquisitely fresco-

and climbing to its top, we saw, on each
side of us, ledges o” rock rising to a great

hight.

Trees had forced

themselves

out

general

statement,

how-

Scarcely any ofthe churches are yet selfsupporting, while the standard of morals
in them istoo low. From slavery to enlightened Christian manhood, the distance
is great and the progress ow,

arship

of the

Normal

The schol-

School

is far from

what it should be, though, in view of all
the circumstances, it i3 quite as good as

road.

could be reasonably expected. It is to be
feared that many of the friends at the
North fail to understand the nature of the
obstacles with which our teachers here have
to contend. Tue schuol accommodations
have been Liherto very poor and inconvenient, but the prospect ahead is encouraging. The buildings donated by the government are being repa‘red, and will be
ready for occupancy in a few weeks.
It
may not be generally kaown that the
Freedmen's Burean recently appropriated
several thousand dllars for repairs, t»-

We stopped at an o'd mill and inquired
for the wa) leading over the Uebelberg, and

added to the

from the crevices with a statb rnness which

provoked admiration, and hung
banners from every

crag.

theic leafy

Ilow

we

were

to-getany farther was a question that nt;
urally presented itseld to each of uz; for to
all appearance we had really reached the
“jumping off p'ace” of which we kad
heard ever since we

were

children;

but on

examining closely, we discovered a narrow,
winding path, which, doub'ing many times
upon itself, led down to the brook and a'ong

by its side’un'il it brought us

te the high-

received so much information and 0 many
directions, that we began serious'y to won-

der how we had succecded in finding our
way thus far when we knew so little, We

entered a shady pal which

was

gether

with two thousand

dollars to

permanent fund.

is consequently

be

The school

a%ont to en‘er upon

a new

ery. The technol and the churches are mutually dependeut upon each other. The
former is dependent upon the latter for

be

half an hor

contenttoleaveit.”

to

* No, "s.ilanothr,

doubt

if many

of our friends in the

North are inform d with regardto what an
interesting band of wo kers has been

now.”

jee

But what were we ro do?

Go hack

Toere was no don't, f we went divectly vp
the mountain, in due time we stould come
tothe top,—tha' is, il’ we did nit ¢ mato
the bottom, (+ thing which one of our nam.

ber came very near doing) and we

|

We

‘“*TPutall evil unde your feet, waa o py
in my first writing bouk, and 1 never had
so stroaga desire to pnt it in pracrice as
10 the mill, wit the sun already looking
sleepy ? That was not t1 be thought of.

the

decided

raised

and

vp here.

Sister

Bro

Brackett,

Dudley,

who

Bro.

Dan-

are already

well kno #n, are ding, the work assigned
them at their r-spousrive peta, with increas.
fog
«fliciency
and acceptability,
Miss
Stowers, the L-dy Principal of the Normal

School, is doing, in a quiet way, one of the
grande-f of all winks in molding the charneters of the yona

ladies

who

come. un-

to try it, taking the precantion to leave cer

der Fer jvflu nee, and is thus rearing for

tain land-murks, provided we were obliged
to return. We were ju t on (hoor in wm king the ascent, not be. inde the distances was

herself an

endwing

fanto the
are SIX or

w wrkers already named, there
eight Founy men of marked

monnment.

In addi-

so great, Mthasause ww re o''iged often promi-e wha have béen raised 1pin the
Ww stop for breath,
aud otren to find a way (whurehes. M wb ofrbem ur: nw connected

\

relenting.

‘

day eveningof last week,

at this place could, in a

to discuss the

proper basis of land tenure. ' During the

evening, the proceedings were interrupted
by

persons who shoutéd

for amnesty

to

Fenians, and making a rtish for the platform,
they took posession of it. They smashed
furniture, and entirely destroyed the platform. Attempts were made to restore order, when a frec fight ensued, and the
meeting broke up anfid great excitement
and confusion.

should

ments which now agitate Europe, and calls

come from the second class may appear at
first strange, especially to those unac-

on the pebple to pray for divine guidance
and protection.
¥

But

that

opposition.

quainted with the fact that many of the pro-

JAPAN.
/
- A mint is about to go into. operation un-

fessed unionists in this section are such in
consequence of political reasons rather
than from conviction. Betweenthem and
the colored people there is still a strong
barrier, while the missionary or the teacher sent from the North has to undergo almost

a

social

ostracism.

But

there

der the management -of the Japanese government, and a general system of education,
under foreign teaching, is being established.

The government has heretofore labored under every disadvantage, because of its inability to centralize either its power or its
revenue. A proposition to remedy this de-

are,

their power and influence wrested

join another communion,

anda better and

more elevating mode of worship substituted for the one which has hitherto prevailed.
ENCOURAGEMENTS

feat has recently been submitted to the Jap-,
anese Congress, and is favorably entertained.
‘
:
®

_

from

them, to see their more intelligent members

FOR THE FUTURE.

But in spite of all these opposing influ-

Boston Notes.
lp

|

4

RELIGIOUS.

The revival effort, inaugurated at South Boston
last week, is encouraging and fraught with blessings. Rev. A. B. Earle speaks directly and to

the point, and His words are sure to produce an
effect of some sort upon the mind of the hearer.
That the interest in the South Boston churches
is deepening and spreading is very evident; that

ences, F. Baptist doctrines are well re- great good will be done, cannot be questioned.
ceived wherever they have been presented, The meetings are to be continued for Some. three
and steady and sure progress has been or four weeks, then Mr. Earle will probably visit
East Boston and renew the labors of Jast winter,
made. Never has the denomination ex- which were so successful.
pt
pended money to better advantage than in.
Morning prayer meetings are to be held during
the mission and educational enterprises in the fall and winter at different point&if
the city,

this valley.

Now,

assert thatthe

in reply to the ques-

day

is not distant when this

Valley will be filled with strong F. Baptist churches, Storer College become a first
class institution, and New England ideas

predominate in this entire region.

B.

instead

of

having

them

a3

herétofore

at the

Young Men's Christian Association rooms.
chapel

of

Dr.

Tuesdays,

Kirk’s

chureh

will

The

be used

on

Rev. Mr. Morgan’s on Wednesdays,

the vestry of Rev. Mr. Dunn’s church on Thursdays, that of Rev. Mr, Fulton’s churcli on Fri-

days, and the ves‘ry of Bowdoin Square church
on Saturdays. As the meetings will be union
prayer

meetings,it

is thought

their

°

usefulness

will be greater than if restricted to one

locality.

An afternoon prayer meeting is held at the Mariner’s Exchange every afternoon fgom three to

four o'clock and is well attended. Many sailors
visit these meetings and engage. in the exercises.
Rev. Philip Brooks entered upon his

duties as

Rector of Trinity church last Sabbath.

Harper's Ferry, Nov. 2, 1869.

Rev. Mr.

Murray, of Park St. church, is to give a series of

ten or twelve

Events of the Week.
ip

Tile

republican

sates were held on
Margrchusetts

offiecrs,

and

elected

ut Prohibition

Alabama

democratic state « flicers.
zens ticket was put

declared
“Rings,”

in

also

elected

In Illinois a cirithe ficld,

with

the

intention of breaking up “political
similar to those

existing among

the democrats of New York city. It was
successful. Wisconsin and Minnesota have
likewise gon 1epablican by 8000 and 4000
respectively.
:
IMPORTANT DECISIONS.
Chief Jastice Caase delivered an impor>
tant decision in the U. S. Supreme cour:
last week. It appears that a party in the
South purchased land during the rebellion,
and gave bis note in ‘part payment.
The

vo‘e not having been discharged, the plaintif now claims that ho should be paid in
greeubacks. The. decision is, that as the
note was given in a state which claimed at
the time to be outcide of the United States,
jurisdiction, and which had also established
acurreney

of its own,

therefore,

no other

n.o1ey than confederate currency could be
legally colle ted. The decision has an important bearing on other similar contracts
made during the rebellion.
TIE

I'UBLIC

DEBT.

The statement f r S>ptember is another
evidence ¢f the soundness of the present
adwini trative policy. During the month,
the debt bas been diminished by $7,633,
882 75, and the yeur’s reduction amounts to

$02 332 070 65.

lectures on Sunday

evenings

The seats are to be free, the

adapted

At these rates the time is

in

topies

to the times; the

singing is tp be performed by some

was defestid. New York gave about 8000
democratic majority, with a small republican majori y in the legislature. New Jersey, Maryland

Hall.

discussed of a nature

ELECTIONS

Now, 2;

efits

Music

bE

Elections in (ight
Tuesday,

to bring | tud.nts, and the Latter upon the former for

In accordance
the top of the “preachers aud teachers.
mountain.” But we wulced t vice that time, with this view of the case, the work of the
and still we were winding along its base Home Mission § ciety and Sworer College
is essenti lly one, aad should be®jointly and
with no jr spect of getting high r.
¢ Uchelberg," said one of our nu nber, harm nivu-ly prosecuted.
‘“ let us take the name as a bad omen and
TIIE WOLKERS.

us ‘“in just

i.

A meeting was held at Limerick, on Sun-

very short time, gather around him a good

A Normal Schoo! has been es-

gathered.

its arch, which

‘i

IRELAND.

work here

a grand and imposing superstructure, if tion, What is to be our future here? we
carried to completion, is being reared. answer, In proportion to our faith. = If we
But even row we see only beginnings. [go forward and devise liberal things, we
The light is still faint and the surrounding may expect large returns. The success
achieved under God in the past, should dedarkness deep.
.termine our course in the future. Ifan
THE CHURCHES AND THE SCHOOL.
aggressive policy is pursued, we venture to

A most wi'd and romantic spot, and t) the

ed with green and gray lichens, we looked
down hundreds of feet into fir-clad d-pths,

that we are

stagnate with-

we were

under

West, we shall not so soon yidld our confidence in your sincerity.
Dat let us beseech Jou, vot tor our own sake, hut for
the suhe of our w. rk, for Indivs suke, it
generous inter st in all these good move- you love the Foreign M ssiom, lot us krow
ments at home,
We beliefe thas i {right inte
J.L. DP.

must

oo

A sojourn of nearly three weeks
place bas afforded us an opportunity
servation and for gaining Knowledge
situation here which we have sought

is left +ings

tradition

The Thorstein was our first resiing place.

sati<fiaot ry

All good principles

are

two or three others have hous2s’in process

2,800 feet of descent and a
fore us.

evidence might be adducedty prove that
we, who just now happen to be {reign mis
sionaries, have folr and stiphlewl a true and

for our churches snd owr Quarterly and
Year Meetings t agitate these questi ns,
40 bo'd othus'as:ic meeting: snd piss

when

here?” said a 1ow voice at my side; and I
started to find the sun was on the meridian

cut to tid us Gd-

forbid

even

“ Do you propuse sper dng ancther night

sympathy in

mistaken. © Brethren of the Est and

and

alone marks the spot, will be a Mecca to the

thousands of «vas glistening
with rears
evoked | y the poor heatheu’s woes? Did not
we fel it in the warm pressure of hundreds
reached

another,

Christian traveler,

the greatest of all benevolent enterprises,
according to your own admission,—the

of right hauds

tobe done. - The commission is unanimous
in the opinion that both lines are in much

tells us;

the Wartburg—that welcome light which
was set upon a hill during those years when
Rome had cast her darkening shadow over
the whole civilized world.
That castle
ballowed by the earnest prayers and holy

and consequently SO

of” hen~y

;

in the

its towers, surrounded by nine smaller bells,

at their stated seasons, spent their

expressions

exacting in its specifications of what remains

While their

education is at present limited, they have
much preaching talent, and their labors

communities

45

the present condition of the road, it is very

with the school, and go out and preach to
thie churches on the Sabbath.

very -Normal School, and have visited the col- we are glad to know, some noble excepored people at their homes.
tions to the rule. The opposition from the
by a stone table,
{ colored people comes largely from the
GENERAL VIEW OF THE WORK.
tramp of armed
who have hitherto, toa great
The conclusion: to which we have ar- Methodists,
castle walls, nor rived, stated -in a word, is, that much has extent, held the ground. It is with diffiLas roused the
besn done, but still more remains to be culty that their leaders can endure to have

ruins,

hangs the ponderous St. Maria Gloriosa.
We could distinctly see the beautiful
Friedenstein palace, the crown and pride
of Gotha. Letting our vision sweep southward acd westward, we saw the Schneekopf

latge a share of the solld strength of cur

such

Letter from Harper's Ferry,

years; but the first bugle note that shall
strengthened each day. When our teachsound the triumph, when the aggressor is
ers came tothe Shenandoah Valley at the
overthrown and Germany is herself again,
close of the war, they found their way
shall break the spell which binds him, and
hedged up by barriers almost insurmountgive him back the power and prestige of
able, and ‘the privations and hardships
the olden time.
which they were compelled to endure were
To the north-east we could just sce the very great. The white people were hosold town of Erfurt, which reaches back and
tile and the colored people were ignorant,
joins hands with the eighth century. The while both were prejudiced against Northhistory of its ancient cathedral, whose mfsern inflaehce. C)mmencing by imparting
sive walls have withstood the shock of many the very first principles of knowledge and
a siege, weuld be an epitome of German his- morals, light has gradually penetrated this
tory for mauy hundred year:.
Ia one of dark region. Those first laborers laid a

evangelization of the pagan world? And
the understanding with the brethren who this strange silence looks stranger still
are clerks, that no notice of the Foreign when we riflect that other Christian sects
work should agpear in the published win- are now greatly augmenting and intensifyutes? We are constrained to belivve that | ing their efforts in bebalf of the heathen in
there has been no such understanding in foreign 1in'ls. In each of these four Yeareither quarter, but that nothing was re- ly Meetings some one or more of our little
In all of them
ported because nothing was done in the in- band has lived and labored.
terest of this department of Christian eféphave several of us tried to present to the
fort.
For these weeks we have been churches the condition: and claims of the
searching for some word at least that pagan world. We have never asked for
might assure us that, it noliog wore, your pity, nor have we ever plead for pay.
We have Lesought you in the name of our
somebody offered up a prayer for the sue
cess of the gospel among the heathen, but common humanity, and for the sake of our
with the solitary exception of the two ¢x- holy religion. to extend a helping hand to
your peristing fellow men across the sea.
cellent resolutions adopted by the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, nota word of the kind Aud was it all ouly an evanescent emotion,
} Bas reached us. We have been gremly a glad though vain hope, that, as we plead
cheered by the true 1ing of the temperance with youin behalf of these henighted milresolutions, we have heartily rejoiced over ifons, your very hearts responded through
the advance ground taken everywhere on bursting lips. ‘Go, brothers, and may
the subject of popu'ar eduea‘ion; we have Chtist go with rou; we send you forth to
hai'ed with delight the tokene of more reso- thefar front of the deadly combat, but go
lute, thorough and systematic missionary assured of our confidence and «ur constant
work among our home churches; und we help; across the leagues of land and sea
have devoutly thanked God tor the wide vou shall still feel our bearts beat, and
door now so completely thio wu open for { euch our shouts of inspiration to confirm
the secular and spiritual education of the | your courage und keep your faith streng
dear Freedmen of the $ uthavd West, and and fresh: Joan into the deep well of hufor the very commendable zeal which our | man misty we lower you, but never fear,
brethren of the whol derowina'ion have ‘ogo lng as God helps us we shall hold
manifested in this most intere-tiug and the rope and stand ready for your fostant
encouraging field of labor, Hy 87 promp- aid?
ly entering this open door, and, jn the
To- ny, wu are asking onr own hearts,—
face of peculinldy irying em mrrassments,
were we deceived? Did not we surely read

of1aking

these

mighty Red Beard for these seven hundred

gaged, is through the denominational pa- | usual time in deliberations concerning the
pers. For this reason we eagerly and anx- kingdom of God on earth, aul made no
iously watch for the action of our Y early mention, in any way, atany time, weekand Quarterly Meetings, [uw comes it day or 8ubbath, morning, noon or night, of
then, that,as if by a general understanding,

Below

sits Frederick Barbarossa
and sleeps. Neither tha
hosts, the storming of the
yet the ear'hquake shock

absent, fur out of sight and hearing, we
were also out of mind when you preached
and prayed for the advent of Christ's kingdom of purity, veace and power?
We would not judge our brethren 8)
harshly.
Dat why was it that four leading
Yearly Meetings of the denomination, the
Maine Central, the Michigan, the Illinois
and the New Ilampshire, comprising the
two weikly organs, the theological school,
both the colleges and many subordinate in-

ers, met

Kyffhauser with its ruined

depths of the mountain, traditi n

ministry and laity,—wby was it, we cans
had a like experience. Pethips our brethren
didly
ask, that these four Sreat convocaat home are not aware that almost our sole |
means of knowing the mind of the churches tions of our Zion, fot td speak here of oth-

toward the enterprise in wllich we are en-

Nomber

package of foreign letters which greeted us. Lihere is a difficulty to be surmounted in the
opposition of the three great classes at the
The letters finished the day and left nothing
A ROYAL FAST.
south, viz.: the ex-rebels, the professed
now to wish for.
A
royal
decree
has been promulgated by
unionists,
and
many
of
the
colored
people
Heaven give to all those who wrote them
Queen Victoria, appointing the 10th of Nothemselves.
The
opposition
of
the
first
its choicest blessings.
N. F.
named class is nothing more than might be ‘vember as a day of fasting and prayer. The
expected, and is, of course, bitter and un- decree refers to the great religions move- .

More than one hundred and fifty villages, versed freely with those engaged in the
towns and'castles winked at us. Away to prosecution of the different departments of
the north, making an impression upon the our work, addressed audiences both white

that, because all of us, who are at best, all
told,but a dozen weak men and women, representing an immense constituency, were

of learning,

lesser islands,

which sank and rose upon the noiseless
waves and floated after us. Suddenly we
felt the wind across our faces; we saw a
great uprising of tinted mist ;'then these had
vanished and, in their stead, bathed in sun-

pened to occupy aseat in your large congregations, would he have heard any worl
of fraternal sympathy, or felt that he sat ia
the conpany of sincere and friendly helpers? But we could not be withyou; n»
delegate even could we send. And can it be

stitutions

an hour after,

the mass began to move, producing that optical illusion known to all who have sat in a
stationary car and looked at a passing train.
We seemed to have cut loose from the world
and to be floating off into infinite space.

Hindoo convert, or a Santak school-boy, or
3 mone of the members of this mission bap-

By-and-by!
Oh, say it sofuly,
Trinking not of earth and care,
But the by-and-by of heaven,

MIDNAPORE,

be coldly

but there was

idea was strengthened, when,

in person or by proxy, were with you, and
received expressions of sympathy and cordial support. Bat let me kindly. ask, had a

And we do not think of earthife, =

rn

years ago, the eldest of

flowing with glad thanksgiving.

We say it gently,

Missionary

Hin-

Had a sable brother from the Shenandoah
valley, some captive¥son of Ham set free
forever, been of your number, his sou)
would surely have
been filled to over-

Clouding eer our sky to-day,

a

the

It did not rain,

through the thick interlaced branches. We
found upon the top an open clearing, and
the first thing which caught my eye, as I
stepped out from the wood, was a wild deer
feeding upon some low bushes. He threw
up his head, gave one frightened Iook and
bounded away,
‘|
The view from the Uebelberg richly repaid us for our toil; and although we had
lost as a company the heel of a shoe, a veil,
the thumb of one glove, and gained an un-

10, 1869.

the great quiet mass of leaden gray, which mendable rent in a dress, still we voted the class of students.
had settled down into all the valleys and mountain not so very evil after all, since it
OBSTACLES.
covered all the mountains, except the very gave in return such a wide reaching landThe
obstacles
with which our. missiontop of the Inselsberg, which seemed indeed scape and—best of all—a fine sunset. We aries and teachers have to contend are by
an island that had lifted itself from the va- reached Friedrichsroda at half-past nine, no means small or few. In addition to
pory mass and was floating upon it. This but there were stil traces of red in the westhose which we have already suggested,
ern sky, and we cou'd see to separate the

money.
“Had the delegates of a weak’
chureh been. present at your conference,
they would Lave gathered hope and help.

In atime that is to come,
And the fears that now defeat us

nee

among

no'sunrise.

Whose is

Have you nota word to speak

usto ‘the grand

Ob, love shall greet us,

—

Mission

must be

quite as peantiful as a sunset, and fcll asleep
to dreamof Aurora and her gilded car.
But the morning came and with it no
golden hour, no goddess, and, apparently,

shall we be obliged to find friendly fellowghip and fervent affection in thefew facts
and figures of the Secretary’s business letters?
Had a peformed drunkard or a drunkards wife or child been at your Yearly
Meetings, he would surely have ‘been
cheered by the firm stand you took on the
true temperance platform. Had the agent
of some seminary of learning been with
Tog he would have taken heart and coined

‘Where so many longings grofe:

Waiting for us over there !

that a sunrise from the mountain

| alone because doing garrison duty in a distant land? Must the only bond that binds

By-and-by! We say it softly,
Thinking of a tender hope

Looking on our silent ded;

founded it?

same weapons, are we'to

the
:

~ By-and-By.

By-and-by!

A MOUNTAIN CLIMB.
Possibly some one will say, *‘sour grapes,”
when he Jearnsthat three tramps decided

wearing the same unjform and carrying the

other

®

By-and-by!

always

in its behalf? Are not we your own representatives? Soldiers of your own army,
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By-and-by!

have

your benevolent enterprises, must it now
lose, not its birthright alone, but even its

The Wlorning Star.

.

Who

vine favor many

*
Agents and others should be particular@o give
the Post.
ces (County and State) of hese Sod 3 for
whom they make remittancs, &c. Remember, it is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
‘waat, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers.
i

Stirring always in our bosoms,

We

doos? Isit not the legitimate offspring of
the home churches? Begotten by the di-

All Ministers (ordained and licensed,) in
standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are allowed 10 per cent, on all moneys collected and remitted by them.

accounts of revivals, and

effect.

it,~this Foreign

3

B9~ All obituaries,

into

—4 Wie.

place and a part in your deliberations and

' ‘Subscribers in Canada and the other British Prov-

matter invol
facts must be accompaied with
proper names of the writers,

German Correspondence.

believed that this was the business of the
Christian church, and we yield to no one at
home or abroad in our genuine joy over
the cheering activity which our Zion exhibits to-day in all these directions.
But, beloved brethren of the home
churches, has not the Foreign Mission a

1at No. 89 Washington 8t., Dover, XN. H.

| LUTHER

resolutions, ard to raise the money

and send out the men needful to carry these
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five-hundred

singers, under the charge of Profi Tourjee, and
will be-a very attractive feature. The arrangement springs from a desire to reach the masses
with an evangelical gospel.

The Old

South Sosi-

ety bave purchased a lot, for building purposesat
some future day, on Boylston S¢., at its junction
with Dartmouth St. The loeality iz near the late
Coliseum building, and is as yet but little built
upon.
The price paid is about $41,000; the size
of 16t, 22,176 feet; The
new
Presbyterian

church, on Berkley St. is nearly completed, and
from present indications will be ready for dedication early in January.
The lower part of the

building is to be finished for the use of the minister’s family, and will make qnite a desirable tenement.
GOSSIP,
The New England Women's Club have commeneced their sessions for the winter, and many
good things are expec'ed by the sisterhood at
their- sdssions,
Messrs,
Emerson,
Manning,
Wasson, W. H. Channing, Higzinsun, and other
distinguished gentlemen, have promised papers
on literary subjects, to be read b-fore them, and
musical and other entertaioments will’ be given
once a month,
* Teas” are onc of the features
of this club, ani tha literary efforts are pronounced exceedingly brilliant.
A new Park, to meet the wants of all classes,
is the subj-ct now uppermost-in the minds of

many Bostonians,

Of the places in the vicinity

of Boston that have been mentivned as suitsble,
the most feasible and probably the best adapted
is the Chestnut Hill locality.
The vicinity presents. superior = at'ractions;—it
can be easily
reached, is in a delightful neighborhoed, and

promises far greater advantage thas soy ether
as yet thought of. Bston needs a park of large
dimensions, and if the project as now discussed
| is carried out, the result will be one of pride to.

MasTERSY

the city.
Xov. 4, 186).

Chinese

3,

:

House
—

Servants.

W—

Rov. A. L. Stone, of Sun Francisco, ina | ster
to the Congregationalist, hears ghie testimony

not far distant when the cn'ire debt will be

to the value of the Chinese as house si rvants:

canceled] and all burdens
me taxes be removed. Taiz s‘eady decrease is inspiring
the ¢omntry with renewed confidence, ar d

to the old style of domestic service for any con-

even the most »keptical are beginningto be-

Ii ve that irfamang the possibi ities t) se

cure : un | ous st eanbinet.
special

Presid nt to examine

the Pacifie Railroad,
inspecti

The

close and impartial.

n

has

been

All the timbers of the

hilzes were mea ured; notes on ballast
were token at each mile; defects in culverts

were remedied rand cotton wood ties wey.

repluoed

wth

those of red

pine.

Toe

grades and curves were all found to be sat

isfactory.

While the report is favorable td
str

en department
economy
ped.

commission appuivted by the

has

reported,

sideration.
The nex servants &0 their work
pimbly and noiselessly. The qmiet of the kiteh-

is very noticeal Je.

Tes increased

is equally a matter of warprise

All mysterious

THE PACIFIC BOAD ©
Tie

I have now for many months employed the
Chinese as house g-rvants. I wauld not go back

and joy.

leaks seem somehow to be stop-

Sugars and teas, and spices, and but'er snd

lard, and all the sm1ll houscholt store¥, * go far
ther” than once. All ¢ 0 1ds and ends” are saved.

I)asted joints and half turkeys e me bask:

the table as they were dismissed
the day before,
only garnished anew and nwide prefentable—

There is no demand for evenings
out, 6r half .
days for private sewing and mending’. There
no

“answering

right.”

back”—only a

Their ingenuity in the

dishes is quite surprising.

‘Their

ness, good temper, and fidelity make

ing a strange luxury,

«¢

ab
.

piffent

ste

Peueekeep-

RAW

THE

DOVER,

XLIV.

ererp—

FT RRA ORI

Volume

-

@ommunications,

[of tracts and other papers, for circulating
and disseminating the pFinciples of the so”

Systematic \Beneficenca

Society.

Having reached another way-mark in
thisS wiety’s pilgrimage, we pause for a
brief retrospect of the past year's progress
* of the principles and practice of Systematic
Beneficence.

to God that we

is with thankfulness

are able to record the fact, that our late
Gen. Conference, convened at Buffalo, was
of sys-

importance

to the

awake

much

80

‘tem 1n giving for mission purposes, that
they recommended a plan, which bad for

possible,

its object, the securing, as far as

for missions (in the form of a

subscriptions

to be paid

weekly pledge or other wie),

For the accomplish-

monthly or quarterly.

ment of this work, it was recommended that

. agents should be appointed in each Yearly
Meeting, and also in each Quarterly Mect

Society, saying that they take pleasure in
ing, to enlist the co operation of leading expressing their hearty confidence in its
“ri
:
“75
- brethren, make reports of their respective [ principles,
trusting that the effort willgd se-

|e

ery member of the congregation for a sub-

employed

scription.

147

agent.

tian

the subject to ev:

this new effort that it will eventually super-

128 remained in the houses at the

Rev. C. S. Sherman, of Conn., as
work

His

is to preach on

part

in

ample field for our labor, and we car ren- of giving a tenth of his income to the cause
us epread and
der very efficient aid in inciting or encour- | °f God, and the Marvelo
es he advocated, not
the immediate | Practice of the principl

appointment of competent soliciting

com-

only in the mission churches of Turkey, but

mittees in our respective churches, and also | '® Persia and India, where our own churchin cheerfully co-operating with them in es were reached and blessed by its inflaA

any service they may ask at our bands.

It was

ence.

with sadness

of

pain

and

serious obstacle to the success of our la. |heart that we read that “Blind Hohannes”
arisen from the fact

dies’ organization, has

sisters,

of our

many

that

very

Societies

Quarterly Meeting

and

our Yearly

made

that

|and that

they

that

found

efficient,

ceased from his earthly

had

who for,a time | doubts

his

name

Who

labors.

follow

will

his works

him,

will" henceforth

be

fragrant in the annals of those laborers who

could not well afford to incur the necessary | have wronght mightily for the establishment
traveling expenses, so that, from this caus, | of Christ's kingdom ?
As

many of those societies, afier aterm of vig-

still untiring in their labor, through | we quote

ers are

practical work-

asidea tenth,

Oth-|ing of this system oflaying

and died.
languished

orous service,

an illustration of the

the mission churches

much personal sacrifice.

had ¢“ a whole

lot of brothers and

sisters,”

reportedas amounting to $15,000 in gold,
making an average of over $5 per member.

Reports from some of the Quarterly Meet-

key, (12 to 15 cts. per day,) With wages in taken to a dancing saloon ; stayed out very
country, this average amount of $5

drink and quarrel.

She obtained a

tion when very young, and remained

in it

ing session held at Meredith last June. Comparing the wages of laborers in Tur- three years; wens out for a holiday; was
were

Understanding

encouraging.

this

her situation, and the usual results

late ; lost
correspond to an average followed.
that the system-proposed by the Gen. Con- | PT day wouldof over
$50 from each one of
ference was under consideration by the contribution
Here is one whose mother died when she
members.
church
American
Yearly Meeting Conference, the-society de- | ©"%Our feeble churches little understand the was fourteen yearsof age. She obtained a
the Yearly

cided to await the action of
Meeting before recommending any future
work. Subsequently the Yearly Meeting

strength they would find imparted to them,
if each member could be persuaded conscientiously to lay aside a teath of his income
decided to adopt the plan proposed by Gen. as an offering to God. Instead of the pite-,
Conference and appointed a committee to ous and almost heart-rending calls for aid
secure the service of an Agent.
which are sent to Home Mission Boards,
The Maine Western and Maine Central
many of them, like the very poor church
Yearly Meetings, at their last sessions, inwhere Hohannes first preached that memoapby
system
augurated ‘the Conference
rable sermon, would be surprised to find
pointing Yearly Meeting Agents.
themselves suddenly able not only to suse
The Penobscot Yearly Meeting Female tain their own churches, but also to aid in
Mission Society has always been eflicient, the establishment of churches in new
accomplishing much in the past. Its faith- fields.
ful secretary says, in her late report: ‘We
“Well may we thank God and take courhave active and efficient laborers whose
age
that we are permitted to see the day
life-work is to do what they can-in enlightwhen
the denomination is movingin inauening and Christianizing the world; and
gurating the system proposed by the Genwith such ones to stimulate those that are
Much earnest and tiredilatory, we hope to accomplish much for eral Conference.
the Master. Some of our Quarterly Meet- less labor, however, must be put forth to
ings are doing

This | 2ccomplish

more than formerly.”

The

Meetings,

each,

Illinois

and
their

at

York

New

Union,

Vermont,

and

Yearly

adopted the Conference plan and appointed
agents for immediate action.
We are gratified also in being able to reJanuary, at a meeting of persons
tive Com.
subject of
ministers
necessary

—

of vari-

far a8 possible, every minister and Chris-

tian in our land to adopt in his practice the
principle of systematic and proportionate
giving, i. e., astated proportion of hisin-

extensively circulated

A circular was

by mail, assigning

as areason for the organization, the large
and increasing demands on the church, required by the recent marvelous openings
for the spread of the gospel, and in the
deep conviction

of her,

when she

in service ; but did not stay.

that the time has come for

recovered,

mission, that,

to use her own:

words,

she

might have *‘ another chance in life.”

and let us,

churches,
As mem-

One

was

the

daughter of

a sea captain,

and spent her childhood in different parts
of

the world.

She obtained her education

in Spain and in Scotland, at aconvent

and

B—

in

a

moment

house.

of

anger,

left

her

tematic

giving,

to associate

themselves

of support.

She went

and told

her

house,

After this she

and

then

came

tried to maintain

her

daty to. give, for the

purposes of beneve-

proportionof my income

he

an Ch

So

fb

f

her
fall.

herself by

ing

of the

power

in 1862, there

was established

a ** Nutional

Association for the suppression of public

and they are thought to be of very great

A calm hour wiih Gd
lifetime wih mar,

is worth a wkole

and if it becomes the
mischievous deldsion,
will dwarf American
American fashion,
manhood, bring in the era of pedants and

the

doctrinaires, and close up in anight of anarchy and violence, out of which a soldieremperor can alone redeem us. I affirm,

party is in

that the sovereign welfare of every

Ameri-

can

predict

can youth is in a Christian mavhood
or a Christian womanhood ; that without a
character molded on love, according to the

and the country safe in the care of

image of Christ, no man of you

no

we are all reconstructed;

what your boy will door what your girl will
I affirm that the sovereign need
become.

more fighting with bayonet and rifled can-

of this Republicisrow a Christian character,

Destruction riding on every train and steam-

law of love; that our ideals everywhere
must be exalted, our admirations consecrated, our national aims purified, or our free-

and free, Just

jzging away the foundations

to

my

He seems very decided in his Christian
She adds that ke is a good
character.”

scholar, and hopes God will make him a
preacher to his fallen countrymen.
The work of the conversion of the heaGive freely,
then, is a glorious one.

capitol portends,

As

Ifthe

will be told in a few words. Ie preaches
at first to a crowd.
Converts are made.
The priests hear of it; he is abhorred.
He
resorts to lone places among the hills; he
cottages

and

eager for blood.
The
takes his pen to write,

private

assem-

man is secreted ; he
if he cannot use his

he is seized.
tribunals; he
eloquence becondemned to
a fiery pulpit,

the fagots

blazing all about him; and if he

utters not

a single

eloquent.

The

word,

yet is his death

fireof his

earnestness

is

met by the fire of their malice; we know
which of the two fires will win the day.

In these times wo are screened by a graProvidence

of persceution.

from

the satanic cruelty

Now-a-days it takes anoth-

or shape: the preacher is no sooner
ful than it is reported that he is
either by covetous or ambitious”
It is also currently reported that
this

or that

1 see

josopby and science that scornfully ignores
all the world in the past has called divine,
exalting pure intellect and making man the

preacher is sup-

posed to'live in the middle ages, his history

cious

daily life of this people,

ot love to God and man. Iknow thevaunted
pretensions of a purely scientific and intelI can un_lectual enlture to exalt mankind.
derstand that the stolid materialism of Earope should have raised up a school of phi-

Christian ministry, oppo-

sition is aroused.

in

beneath. the

world has yet seen, to live the Caris'ian lite

As surely as God glorifies his truth and

preaches

;

down and

or political freedom ean do more than give
us the grandest public opporiunity this

Opposition. |
gives seals to the

ridicalous

or

suceessactuated
designs.
ho said

blasphemous

thing. There are some who heard him say
what he never dreamed of;-and others stand

prepared to be podfathers to the lie, and
add another of their own invention, and so
abroad the slander flies, and opposition
finds barbed rhafts to fling at the too val
isnt champion.
Parties are made, and
sides taken for and against, and thus again
is fulfilled the Master's saying, *‘I came
not to send pesce, but a sword, For Iam

worsbiper

of himself.

Every one-sided or

wicked tendency of man has finally proThe Inquisition bad its
daced a literature.
literature,
Adultery has balf the poetry

and music of the world on its side. Despotism has enlisted a hundred men of genius

where liberty has enlisted one,
Is ita wonder that the materialism of Continental Enrope should culminate in a godless science

and a soulless philosophy, that the average
Englishman of to-day should uliimate-himselt in Mull;

that the lower side of France

should send up its Comte, first to repudiate
God and then to worship a Parisian woman?
What is any book, any philosophy, any
scientific theory, any literature,
the concentration in chosen words

of'the life that

classes or races of men are living? My
neighlor is trying to get on ia life by repudiating\the whole upper side of his nature.
Ot coarse aglong as he can forget that God
and

¢ nscicnee

and

Coristian

life are the

sovereign facts of existence; he can do
what ho likes, with no regerd to the scruples of other men,
Is the thing he is doing
more respectable when written in a book by
a mah of genius or expounded by
What
fessor in a university chair?
mcan by culture in America?
What
myriads of readinz young men and

in

the

West

understand

by

a prod) wei
do the
women

culiivation ?

victory over opposi-

through

only

position

tion. But the feeblest preacher that ever
dratied away the sublimity of his text may
mistake his isolated personal intensity, for
force.

the de-

gentleness with which

The

voutly meek listen to him he may consider
impression ; and the stolid firmness with
which the inattentively reflective seem to
listen he may suppose conviction. Then
the good man at the end is tired. and tri-

differently ;

him

tells

one

No

umphant.

-

and often he. will not himself think differently, in spite of ‘all that events declare
too plainly and too severely.
How

naturally, then, does

the

preacher,

who’ works hard and earnestly, think, without ordinary means of comparison, that he
power; how
works with eloquence and
natural that ie should rejoice in the illusion!:

‘Ah,

you were

not

at

to-

church

day,” said a preacher to a friend, whom he
met after service coming in an opposite
direction. ** No, sir.” “1 am sorry,” replied
the clergyman; * for I never in my life’
preached better. O, it is hard to move
these

rich

fellows;

but

a

man

so much

the

sometimes

can shake the hearts in them. My dear
friend, you should have heard my sermon
this morning on Dives and Lazarus!” But
egotism io strong preachers is sven strengthened with their strength. There is no man
whose

attracts

personality

personality of others toward

that of the popular preacher.

bim, as does

His person-

ality is thus tnened back upon him, through
the kaleidoscope of a manifold reflection
from the admiring personalities of others,

with a warmth and intensity of coloring
which no other orator ever calls 8» constantly into play. Struggling thus with
his 0 vn personality, and with the personalities
about
emancipation

him,
from

the moments of his
both must seem to

him as miracles from Heaven,

Dragging the Musie.
tl
4 Ws.

What do we understand by facts? Ouly
those forces that can be weighed and measured by the logical understanding; only

We invite ofir friends who have any
fort of patience in listening to the slow,
dragging singing in some of the church

ture tavo

ten by Rev.
«+ Joytully :

that polite enlture which is the amusement
of a passing hour? Will this kind of culWhat

even

Republican

would have become

institutions?

of our country

ten years sgn, if its destiny had been sub-

mi ted tothe vote of the most culiivated
people inthe Repu!
? All the cultureof

the 8 mth,

half the culture of the North,

the culiivated classes of Europe, almost in
a body, were against us.
When you coms

to a dead strain in any

Awmericantown in
[

vv

I

Jamities as we cannot even comprehend.

but one ground of hope, and thut is the
Christian life. Ido not believe that wealth,

ONE i

in pagan darkness.

look upand

surface ofthe

for the salvation of those

friends, and pray

such ca-

an occasion for

dom will'only be

Christ's

centers on

a religious culture that

shall believe in the final success of our instiexaggeration of the follies of Paris, a revel tutions just in proportion as the people, in
over a social abyss; our public amusements
their private and public life, revere and ap‘yearly reeling nto some new sensational proach that law ot love, and nothing shall
gaming,
in its most subtile
indecency;
make one take away my eyes from that cenforms, all. mixed with the athletic sports of tral field on which tho final battle of our
our young men, the glory of our fairest new worla’s civilization is to be waged.
young women ; with Fisk the grand figurehead of the Exchange; with Government
Clerical Egotism.
fighting the thieves in office with one hand,
:
—————
;
and repelling half the people clamoring for
article in the
an
in
Giles,
Henry
Rev.
#
this
with
wholesale repudiation outside;
awfal rage for money and greediness for Atlantic Monthly, thus speaks of clerical
the things that money can buy, spreading egotism :
like fire, is this the boasted end of American |, Clerical speakers are not behindhand
prosperity? You may be satisfied with this herein ; and this is natural. ‘As they have to
while you are on the winning side. Take create their own topics, and, independently
the losing side and tell me what you think of outward occa-ion, to excite interest
of it? Really, is it not about time that we in their topics, the - process of
compos« got into the quiet” and asked each other ing a sermon
must be a continued
just what we mean by this clamor about the process of self-concentration
and self
that
grandeur of our new country ? And may it exhaustion.
It is not surprising
not appear that after all, greatness in a the ego should be contioually present
State, like greatness in a man, does not be- and
Then the
expressed.
continually
long to the body, but is an affair of the sou!? speech
itself is guarded from contraWho cares about the magnificence of your diction, and secured against open critipew metropolis, if the half-million people in ism; the pulpit, separate from the body
it are not strong enough to do anything of the church, not only in locality but in
What is the dritt of public idea, is sacred against outspoken objection ;
grand or good?
opinion? Whither does the mind, the heart, and, the
words of the sermon, falling upon
the imagination ot your State gravitate ? the stillness of reverential silerce, are onWhat is the people's ideal of success? 1s it ly less sacr ‘d than those of the Bible. * The
to be as content in a life of physical com- man is entirely left to himself. He has no
rd of sleek cattle browsing open combatant or rival, by whom his
fort as the
amotig your prairie flowers? Is it to wor- force may be tested. The poor neglected
ship power as the national God? Isitto actor has to silence the groanings of his
enthrone selti-hness as Omuipotence ? Then heart, while shouts of rapture hail the demwe have one more war betore us, the dead- igod of the night ; if any vain illusion gives
For that is just the despised one hope, theatrical audiences
ly struggle with anarchy.
what all this selfishness and godiess living are not guilty of deception.
So, in the
inthe home, in the counting-rocm, in the contests of the law, the orator takes high

obtain

and situaidence of complete
One of
tions are then provided for them.

grant

lect and the taste, and turns their eyes away
from the highlands and the over-arching
firmament of the Christian life of love, isa

er, and lurking in the heart of all our new
and hasty work; child murder and divorce

formatorv ‘Institution was established in
It has seven Homes, in six different
1857.
places, it being supposed that the objects of
the Institution can be better accomplishe d
in this way than by one central éstablishment, in which all the objects of its care
shall be brought together. Four of these

reformation,

sober truth;

ere

the intel-

to worship the senses,

our youth

non; every man is free to push his own desire with all his niight; and now what?

tongue to speak. At last
He is dragged before the
burns and blazes with sacred
fore his judges, but hg is
die’; and now he stands upon

dissatisfic d and leave, that they may pursue

country

your friends;

was doing well.
AS might be expected, some of those who

Atheir former course again ; and some.of.those
who finish their probation well, afterwards
folk sgain into temptation. *But those connected with them have the means of knowing that a large proportion of those who
are. saved, ~morally and
Homes are Reformatory Institutions, where wcome to them

of his own head. 1 affirm that any system
of public or private education that teaches

i

way:

is a

which

whole man is greater than one of the hairs

spoke in this

has never seen ; grant that your

per, and of the latter in another article :
The London Female Preventive and Re

become

Mayo

manhood,

thing as much nobler than any culture of
the mind. or refinement of the tasteasa

claim of every new city to be the metropolis of the Western Continent; grant that
you are in the best society. and that society
isin full sail for such « luxury as this world

Midnight Meeting Movement.”
I will giv e
you some account of the former in this pa-

Homes,

Mr.

Christian

rock of a

Can we get on here in our new Americ:
without the Christian life? Grant that the
magnificent 1hetoric of the Commercial
Convention and the dreams of the Board of
Trade about the coming material splendor

blies; converts are still brought in. The
hunt grows hotter ; the hell-hounds are out,

admission to these

It is a

be, -

and regard him with such reverence as he
givesto no other being that has lived on
earth, has laid the foundation of the noblest
culture of which the soul of man is capable.
Sha has planted that boy on the everlasting

We reproduce some of its strik-

passages.

strong

House of Ditention.
He ascertained the
circumstances of her case, and obtained her
liberation and her admission tothe Home,
where, as he learned from the matron, she

a

p

and

education,

23, Mrs. Dorcas F. Smith, wife
B. Smith, writes: ‘Since Joseph
have the *joy to hope he has
truly given his heart to God.

.
-

May 20, he wrote to the
the members for what

"In a letter to the friends at Raymond,
dated June
of Rev. B.
wrote, we
really and

working at needlework, but failed; a respectable married woman, who had formerly been an inmate of one of the Homes, to
whom she told her story, recommended her

taiportance because they take care of young
they
the Lord shall prosper me.” This fee for women st seasons in their history when
three/
Of
.
temptation
to
exposed
most
are
apprcbe
to
present,
‘membership is, for the

a stated
lence,

different

in

and be the means of great good
poor, dark countrymen.”

circumstances to a young man who had visited

the

Pray for
cause I am not a true Christian.
me, my dear friends,that I may become one,

But she had rowhere to go, and no

means

of

says: “My mind is very much troubled be-

with each other and with the society in la- the momes is exelusively for friendless immorality,” znd that the objects of this As‘boring through the pulpit, the prayer meet- young women and servants of good charac: sociation *‘ are to watch and aid the measing, social intercourse, and the press for its ter. Those who are admiited here have situa- ures appciated Ly law fur the prevention
What that tions obtained for them as soon as possible. and suppression of public immorality, iasfantuniversal practical obse®ance.
Srtion shall be is left for each one; in Another of the houses is a ‘Home for icide, &c.” The Earl of §hafteshury is the
the light of his own conscience and God's Convalescents,” that is, friendlcss young President of this Society. Parochial associaclaims, to determine. Any one may be- women of good character, on their dis- tions and branch societies are formed ‘in
These two connection with it, and it is believed that by
come a member of the societyby the pay- charge from hospitals, &o.
and by assenting to the fol- Homes are established by the society,on the its meansy some abatemest of the evil is
of
- ment
Ww. H.
lowing declaration : “I believeit to be my principle that prevention is better than cure ;J reccut ed.
*

2

welcome.

but they have raised and

they were doing for his

father's

gus as the pattern of what a man should

ringing protest against whatever is employed as a substitute for the vital force of a supernatural Christianity, a clear warning
against the materialistic tendency of the
times, and a fervid plea ‘for the spiritual
life which Christ offers to the human soul.
Coming from that quarter, itis especially

members of the Band

The

. In a letter dated
“Band,” thanking

in a boarding school.
In consequence of
repeated quarrels with herstep-mother, she,

>a

ognize and send abroad widely.

forwarded the money for the support of the
boy. He isin the mission school at Balasore, and is now 17 years of age. -

earnestly sought ad-

Wn

D. Mayo, is an utterance we are glad to rec-

influence of
New Hampsome of the
W. Baptist

pastor

for the

Fullonton,

and states,

towns

She could read

with complete forgetfulness of herself, and
teaches him to worship (God and love his fellow-man and think of himself as a child of
his Father in Heaven, and do all good and
beautiful things because his God is the allbeautiful and all-holy One, and loek to Je-

The opening sermon preached “at the
Western Unitarian Conference, by Rev. A.

—

have since become scattered

a united and vigorous effort for the promotion and general adoption of the principle
of systematic giving. Its proposed plan of
iris
operation is very simple. I; asks those, in those who have fallen, and desire assistance, ‘spiritually.
Before closing this paper, I may add, that,
every ohurch, who have already adopted are taken in gnd cared for, till they ive ev-

or are willing to adopt the principle of sys-

—

her little boy

loves

unlettered mother who

The Christian Life.

from India.
A

years ago, through the
P. Bacheler, then of
a returned missionary,
members of the F.

church in R.

and write, and knew that she was walking
in the ways of death, and far from the paths

of salvation; and she

—

Joseph

~ he was fourteen months old.
Shae said she
had no one to care for her, or to look after
her, and she had *‘ run wild.” She bad been

these, are ‘ The London Female Preventive and Reformatory Institution ®and “Th e

world’s evangelization,

Selections.

nying Band” for the support ofa lad at one
of the schools in India. He was named

with encouraging success. There are a led to a life of tin. Overcome with renumber ofsgocieties which have this object in morse, she at'empted to commit suicide.
view, and among the more prominent o f| She was arrseted and committed t> the

as stated in its circular, is to persuade, as

and abroad.

with

gives
to the reason its penetrative insight to the
heart 0 hings, juts a new and a grander
premise at the base of logic, gives the one
supreme fact of God without which there
can be no reality.
And [ affirm that the humblest and most

grace is burning also.— Spurgeon.

but sufficientte en-

News

I'affirm it is (kis

8
In heli’s opposition we discern a sign of | tellect
above pettiness and pedantry,

hopefulness, for. where the fire-of malice
burns against the gospel there God's fire 0

church in Raymond, -N. H., and others interested in missions, organized a “Self De-

erate figures which are given, show a sad
state of things. But strenuous and persisten t| woman: who was formerly in respectable
efforts are making to counteract the evil, and circumstances, but had been seduced, and

being denominational, has for its field the
whole American church, and not merely
one benevolent cause, but all. Its object,

both at home

out

Good

A few
Mrs. S.
ton, and
young

I fied that
means an exception to this rule.
the estimates of the number of fallen womto apply fur admission, and the did so.
en are not as large and extravagant as
.|
‘A prison chaplain, who visited the Ilome
formerly, but the smallest and. most -mod
with me, directed my attention to a young

was appointed to present the
Systematic Beneficence to the
and churches, and to do other
work. This society, so far from

come to aid in the

went

him at homein eternity.

culture of love which broadens the mind,
ives wings to the imagination, lifts the in-

of the family ; fashionable society an insane

:

she sought admission to the Home.
Another was deserted by her father when

In all large cities, and in some small ones,
the social evil prevails, and London is by no

An Execu-

ous evangelical denominations.

treatment

The Social Evil in London.

Conn., last

Haven,

Seciety at New

il

9

cord the formation of a Systematic Beneficence

result;

house;

a young man for a day's holiday; drank
something that was drugged, and,—well,
under a prowise of marriage, she lived with
this . man, for some time; and then, baving to go to am Infirmary on account of his

bers of soliciting committees or collectors,
let us, in the spirit of the Master, enter upon the work with renewed zeal and fresh
courage.
M. M. Hurcuixs, Cor. Sec.

sessions,

late

desired

dear sisters, throughout all our
be found ready for the work.

society still supports Duala, the Santal native preacher of our Orissa Mission.
Pa., Sasquehannah,

the

situation at a public

spiritual being, atlies him to God, and makes

to do his best or

to hinder the kingdom of Christ.

his worst

houks,

ily, neighborhood to state, nation to race;
the great central force that is fusing and
blending humanity itself in one; that lifts
man upward into the higher regions of his

best endeavors to
kingdom.”
of my

comes

Straightway Satan

in every city where the labors of the

~~

situa-

invasion

this:

stay

ove.

in Turkey, which is who with their parents all lived in one
room. The parents were accustomed to

The Secretary of the New Hampshire
Yearly Meeting Seciety reports an interestings

he,” «I must use my

or without

conditions of men,

binding together man to man, family to fam-

Stop!" says

people much given to prayer.

That goes on with

among all orders and

empire: drive on to yonder meeting-house,:
where there is an earnest preacher, and a

to which they are recommended to apply 1Lhad a clerk who kept their records. There
for admission. The matron reports that, as were added to their numbers on that day,
a rule, the conduct of those who obtain three thousand. Perhaps Luke, the writer
shelter here is good, and she believes that of the Acts, was their first clerk. It was a
at least balf of those who obtained tempovery simple organization. In Acts 5:42,
rary lodging here, afterwards entered perwe read: ‘And they continued steadfastly
manent asylums.
doctrine and fellowship, and
While in London, in June last, I attended in the apostles’
of bread, and in prayers.”
breaking
in
a very interesting meeting of the Instituincidentally stated the estion, and visited the ‘‘ Home for Convales- Here we have
of church membership.
conditions
sential
cents,” and one of the Homes for the fallen,
implying repentance and faith,
Baptism,
‘and was much pleased with the general arChristian doctrine, Christian fellowship,
rangement.
Would you like to know the
At
the Lord's supper, and public worship.
former position of some of those who seek
ion,
congregat
one
this time the church was
admission to these Homes? Here isa girl
when churches were multiplied they
and
about fifteen years old, who can neither read
the essential characteristic of uniretained
nor write. She does not know her right age ;
“One Lord, one faith, one baptism,”
ty.
has never been in a place of worship.
She
Ww.

the present year’s contribution of

lite.

“drive on !" saith he, ‘no trouble here for my

able them to know: their numbers. Oa
the day of pentecost the number of names
was one hundred and twenty, so that they

he was often called from his wonderful apt- list of the various Reformatories in London,

than people ; somnolent divine;

more pews

apostles were successful, they organized or
planted churches. The organization was
simple,

through letters and art of the present life
that people live. I afficm that the real culture which exalts mankind is the relig ous

Another small congregation;

alight here.

I affirm thav the

mental and se-thetic culture ol any ag» or
people must be fragmentary, an expression

on!" says he to his charioteer, I need not

churches in various parts of the world;

doubtless very

gions of the human soul,

sober minister; all asleep—let be! Drive

spread into other towns, new bodies of believers arose, and churches were estabHence, we read of
lished. in other cities.

and

Do I affirm, then, that modern culture is a
failure?.
I only affirmed that what we now
hear vaunted as the highest culture of the
world, however valuable in its way, is partial, one-sided, dealing with the lower re-

nothing to oppose. “Let be,” saith Satan,
“let be! a. comfortable- congregation, a

believers at Jerusalem ; but as Christianity

the

depend upon.
it,

is because there is

it

powers,

infernal

the

b ut one congregation,—the- congregation of

70 left to seek employment ; and others were

You may

there is no good doing if the devil does not
howl. When there is no opposition from

the believers in Christ, who could assemble i
the same place for worship. At first it was

for them ; 79 were restored to their friends;

sede farther necessity for the existence of
Scriptures, also to his
our present organization. In the system |1€SS in quoting the
the Christian's duty
on
sermon
ble
remarka
an
is
there
ce,
Conferen
recommended by
pastors to secure

mother-in-law.”

classical
Smith, “is an assembly called out by the
magistrate,or by legitimate authority.” But
in the New Testament it is often applied to’

ventive cases received during 1868,9nd there
were 142 re-admissions, making 637 cases
received in these six houses during 1868.

disposed of in varicus ways.
This object, it will be seen, was precise- this subject in all the pulpits to which he
There is yet a seventh Home of which I
ly the work for which this society was or- may have access, addressing societies, connot yet.spoken. It is a night reception
have
and
voice
his
and
ganized twenty-three years ago; and if we ventions, associations,
for the benefit of homeless women. It
house
time are given anywhere and to all who are
substitute the formation of Yearly Meeting interested in the spread of Christ's kingdom is open every night. During 1868, five hunand Quarterly Meeting Female Mission So- and the consecration of property for that dred and vinety-one received shelter here,
cieties in the place of Yearly Meeting and
and the majority of them between 8 P. M. and
purpose.
Quarterly Meeting Agents, the plan of opIn our last Annual Report, reference was 4A. M. A religious service is held every
We trust
eration was not much dissimilar.
made to the blind preacher in Eastern Tur- morning which is attended by allthe inmates,
that so large a measure of success:awaits
with a
key, Hohannes, or John Concordance, as and on leaving, each one is supplied

aging our

come to seta man at variance against bis |
| father, and the daughter-in-law against her

:

By church we sometimes understand the
b ody of believersin Jesus Christ as the expiatory offering for sin, and an all-sufficient

Of these,
the cordial co-operation of the Chris. end of the year; 286 had situations provided
The Society has recently
community.

soliciting committee by each church, who
present

ii

:

fields, &c., and secure the appointment of a
shall personaily

Christian Church.

had ‘neither father nor mother; and in
tematie, irregular and impulsive giving, on
a number of cases they were led astray“unnow
are
operations
Saviour, with a firm trust in, and a true
benevolent
which our
der
just sueh circumstances as these two
-inadeonsecration to him and his service.
so largely dependent,is utterly
houses provide for. Tke last report of the 2 In this sense the word is frequently used
quate for the vast work which the church
Institution says: ** Many s1e betrayed and in the Scriptures. Paul, in the twentieth
has to do. A very large increase of be‘thrown
upon the worid. Many are drawn C hapter of Acts, says to the elders of the
neednevolent contributions is manifestly
into
sin
by the predominance of vicious and
giving
Christian.
of
style
hurchof Ephesus, *Feed the church of
ed. A higher
elements within,—a love of gai- Gud, ‘which he hdth purchased’
wayward
with his-}
must be adopted. If the members of our;
churches could be inducedto fix upon one- ety, of dress and excitement, which never, own blood.” Here the word is used in its
tenth of their income to be devoted
to ob- so long as human nature remains fallen and catholic sense. Though they were the el
jects of Christian benevolence, we should corrupt, can be wholly eradicated ; but far ders of the church at Ephesus, the words,
.
have, it is estimated, an immediaté increase greater is the number of those who slip, as
‘church of God which he hath purchased
of not less than four-fold in the amount it were, into an immoral course of life with his own blood,” ought not to be recontributed to the support and spread of through a wantof help at opportune times. 8 tricted to that church, but toinclude all true
It is at such times that they fall a ready disciples. In Heb. 12: 23, we read of ‘‘the
the gospel.
:
A lady
The honored names of Albert Barnes, of prey to the crafty and designing.”
general assembly and church of the first
Philadelphia, Stephen H. Tyng, of New visits the hospitals that she may find these born.”
York, Geo. Whipple, one of the Secretaries friendless young women who are about to
But it is also appliedto the believers in
of the American M%s-ionary Association, be discharged, and may offer them a home any given locality. The derivation of the
and Joseph Cummings of the Wesleyan for amcnth while they sre recovering their word church is uacertain. “The ordinary
word,” says
University, endorse the operations of the full strength. - There were 178 of these preof the
meaning
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It

and forty-three as needlewomen, while

circular argues that the unsys-

The

ciety.

The

hundred and seventeen fallen cases received
during the year, two bundred and thirtyeight had been engaged in domestic service,

"priated to provide a literature, in the shape

-
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gervices, to sing

the following stavza, write

Alfred

Taylor,

to the tune

Dism ly, dolefully, downward we drag,
Mal § ‘g our music most mournfully
lag;
singing the songs of sulvation so slow,
Groanipg and grunting along as we go;
Painfully poking o'er pions old poem,

Weary, the worshippers want to go home,
Proning so dull they don’t know what to do,
Pleased when the plodding performance
through.

is

4

r——
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THE

<
re

a

Broken sunlight, shadows in its tr: in,

We

shop, wouldn't

did not

learn

the andwer,

he

said

but we

more

business than King

.Dvid,

will I pray,

and cry aloud unto Thee”?

Have you more cares than Daniel, who
had the oversight of an bundred and twenty princes and their provinces, and who

O sweetness incomplete!
meet,

Precious treasure scattered round about,
Hungry hearts that never find iv out.’

of the mill—the

and profitable

yet found: time to kneel upon his knees,
and pray before the Lord three times a

Broken paths,where hands may clasp mo more,

day? You have timeto talk with men—
why not to talk with God? You have time
Said, not heard, forever incomplete.
for private conversation with friends and
strangers—why not with the Lord?
You
Broken smiles, on which the. tear-drops fall,
have time to read the newspapers—why
Laughter, with an anguish through it all;
not read the Bible, which has more goo
Faces lighted up, all glad and bright,
news than the whole of them?
:
Just to meet the bitterness and blight.
«So many cares and trials,” do you say ?
roken prayers! O Father, dost thou hear,
Well, would you refuse help because you
tammering words that utter nothing clear,
Line that breathe out God with stam’ ring sound, have a heavy load ? Do you gain anything by
Do you not find that the hasty
hile the thoughts of earth break in around? such haste?
plang, hasty

not long!

‘We shall drop these broken toys to take
Treasures that can never, never break.

Three Striking Cases.
—

Soon after

wife began to pray
was

naturally

lies

a Christian

for her husband.

of a kind

disposition,

He

but

utterly averse to attending public worship.
Year after year passed away, and on every
Sabbath the faithful wife would ask him to
accompany her to the house of God. He
uniformly refused, but he did it kindly,
often saying,
“You and the boys may go, but I will
stay at home with my bboks.”
More than ten years passed thus, the
wife still praying for the silvation of her
husband. = The glad day at last came, when
as usual after breakfast, she sail,

+ Husband, will you go with me to church
this morning ?”
.
« Yes, I will,” was his reply.

Her heart overflowed with gratitude to

God

for

Quickly

at

she

length

hastemed

hearing
to

her prayer.

her closet,

besought the Lord to make this the day
‘~
salvation to his soul.’
The

Lord

heard

her

in this

His heart was

and

of

matter.

Every word that fell from her . pastor's
seemed for him.

lips

completely

subdued by the love of Charist, and he is
now
a devoted member of the church, with
his wife.
Another case is that of a wife who had
prayed for her husband twenty years.
Like many others, he

sought

to

hide

him-

self bebind the sins of God's people, and
was apt to point out his own example as
betier than theirs. He seldom attended
public worship, preferring his books and
newspapers. For her twos: ni. this mother
felt deep solicitude. Her prayers were heard
for the younger son, who united with the
church. His brother preferred the pleasures of the world.

Reverses in business came. The
removed to the solitudes of a farm
country. The wife kept on praying
companion. He at length yielded.
he first asked her to pray for him,
found vent in grateful tears. He
with his wife and younger son, a
Christian.
A third case, I] have

in

mind,

family
‘in the
for her
When
her joy
is now,
sincere
was

Does

father

love

to

tears. :
A stranger's voice, heard in the old meet-

If he

so as to be coal as possible.
Oftentimes,

Price $2,00.
Or,
new subscribers and

Not Fancy, but Fact.
—

GG

Rov. S. McFarlan:, a successful missiona-

ry of the London Society in the Loyalty Islands o®Western Poli nasia, thus describes
the methods of reaching the natives:
S)me good people at home form pleasant
| pictures and have poetical ideas of missionary life out here. They see the missionary
standing on the beach of a heathen island,
with a black, coat on his back and a Bible
in his hand,™from which he is pointing
to Heaven; and by gestures endeavoring
to make them acquainted with the object

{again, we have
| them from us,

|

by
Ile

commence
a native.

to be

careful, or we

FOR

Keep

in full blast; and I am told oa god anthority that a considerable proyordon of Muti h

is quietly drunk on Sanday nigit. 1am
not much fascinated with the Earopean Sanday, and hold still stou'ly t» our intelligent
American ideas onthe subject. Let the dav
be cheerful andtull of all high thought anl
enial affection, not gloomy nor sepulchril ;
the day of the soul and of God, ant of »1l
divinely buman love; bot apart from all
‘revelry and all business cares, and all
to’ and
pleasures so-called, ‘that mak
Oar
trouble for swvants and workmea.

Awerion wilttake a great step downward

when she gives up her calm and uplifting
Sabbath for the European holy dar, We
way enliven, but let us not do Bway: tha
good old sanctity of the altar and the hdme,

FOR

on Praying.
i

the souls for whom T pray?’
When
_ «1 cannot say a3 to that.

was a

faithiul

teacier

child in the Saibbath-school in the old
continued,

try,” she

‘my

coun-

goods which are not on our catalogues, and

used to say, ‘I havé prayed too much for
my class for one of them to be lost. 1
was a thoughtless girl at the time, and remember wondering at it, and thinking it a

here,
drive

very self-confident

*I shall have

sure.

them

all,’

say.

‘Ishall say to Carist at the

Here

am

I, and

the class

thon

so

was

She

remark.

she

given

me."
«+ And ware they all converted?” I asked.
“Yes; she did not live to.see it, but my
eyes have seen it—the last of the sixteen

gathered into

the

fold.”"—Witnessing

for

Jesus.

Any one having sent for one of the Premiums offered last year, and not having re-

ceived it, is requested to inform

us of the

fact, as we have recently learned that

a Mill.

some

of our letters sent with money to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.
By a united effort on the part of the
church members and Sabbath school scholars, the Washington

Street

church, Dover,

shied, last year, a sufficient number

now

kubscribers to provide itself with two

good organs.

Let other

churches

and

he himself is starved.
This mill ever grinding is the heart ever

thinking,

hs given pie to each man

God

to guard and tenil. and bids him grind init

only those thoughts which he himself supplies,

Som»

of

these

thou

hts

are

fine

wheat—meditations concerning God himself. Oshers are like barley—for instance,
when

the

soul

strives

t)» ascend

from

on

SECOND-IIAND

Steam

go and

"Good

Graceful

Wo offer the following premiums for new
gubseri ers to the Star.
!
Fa
1. Fort one new Sune ontber and $2,50,
(with 12 cents additiofial to pay postage)
wo will send uny one of the following books,

Flues

EVERYBODY

13 inches

MACHINE

SOUTH

164f

NEW

FOR

Good

IN

n

STORE

SUNDAY

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

£20

& CO.

A VALUABLE

pages,

Dr.

8.

8,

PHYSICIAN?
PAMILY
FITCH'S * DOMESTIC
describes all Diseases und there Remedies, Sent by
¥ITCH,
oa.
DR"S.
Address
free,
mall,
714 Broadwav New York.
:
om17
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For Sale.

A Good

’ 0

Chance

for Investments.

0°ny OF DOVER

AJ
quire nf the
Siar Ouise, Dover N. H.

BONDS for sale. In:

subscriber at the Morning

L. R. RURLINGAW®
JOY, OOE & 00., Publisners’ Agents, Iribune
Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phila
delphia,
are authorized to contract for advertising
in this paper.
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Choirs

te

selegt

been intere-ted in this long-expected work.

The Singing School Department isnew,having been
prepared by Dr. Lowell Mason, rendering it one of

the most attractive books for
iseued.

444 pages.

{

Singing Schools

ever

:

Price, $1.50; $13.50 per doz.

THE

CHORAL

TRIBUXE

BY L. O. EMERSOY,
Author of “Harp of Judah,” “Jubilafg

Fresh

The

and

JAdiiractive

!

*&e.

Music

most successful Book

!

now

before the public,
in

Choristers and Singers unanimously

surpasses all other works

of Church

agree

that

Music

it

by this

popular author.
v
y
(Until Nov. 1—Clergymen, Choristers and Teact ers
wo have not yet « xamived this valuable work, will
be supplied with a riog e copy at §1.25—postage paid.)
Price, $1 50; $13.59 per doz,

THE

TY
TEMPLE

m

rp

I

CHOIR.

A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music, compris
ing a gieat variety of Tuues, Anthems, Glees,
Elementary Exercises and Social Songs, suit.

!!
Melodies!!!

able

for

use

in the

Choir,

the Singing

School, and the Social Circle.
By THEODORE F. SEWARD, assisted by Dr. LOWELL
MasoN and WM. B. BRADBURY,

Price, $1.50; $13.50 per dozen,
The above books sent po-t paid on reccipt of price.
OLIVER
DITSON
&
CO.,,
Publishers,
277 Washiagton Street, Boston,
C.

H.
4142

DITSON

&

CO.,

711 Broadway,
i

N.Y.
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do Embossed Morocco,
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82me.
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ide
"do
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BOOK,
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History,

do
Christian

BOSTON.

do
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The retail price of every instrument of this only
at a
is $125.00. This excellent Organ. will be &ol
bargain, if it ig taken goon
Address
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L.R. BURLINGAVE
89
Dover, N. ir.

$100 a Month Salary
PAID for Agents, Malo and Female; business new,
Neasant and permanent. Address enclosing 30 stamp
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Choralist,
0
Minutes of General Conference,

A

,17

13

2,40

80

H (Ques. " Book v Jaina, yyjo
Story Be of J Jesus,
Lessons for every Sunde in
the Year, (

2,88

9,00

20

do

140

13,9
9

3,88

1,00

qo

1,20 °
11,88
1.28
12,59
68
914
188
18,02

dozen,

single,

»

,15

20

. Total

a!

single,

do

do

Thoughia Npon

Price.

single, 1,00
dozen, 960
single, 1,10
dozen, 10,66
gingle,
,856
dozen, 8,18
gingle,
1,60
dozen, 1536

Covers, single,

=
Marks,

0

4042

do

do Paper

Lifoe ofoF)

PORTABLE CABINET.ORGAN.

an Alen & Co., 171 Broadway, New York.

Baplipm, Bound,

do

SHEPARD,

sent for 50 cts.

for

lar. Anthems »nd set pieces, compiled from all sources,—preceded by a Course of instruction for Singing
Schools.
Containing abeut 1000 favorite pieces, selected by 500 Teachers and Choir Leaders, who have

For Sale at this Office.
One new MASON & HAMLIN'S FIVE OCTAVE

gg

¢

SCHOOL

PUBLISHERS,

40 Cornhil’,

413 Chestuut St, Philadelphia, Pa.

GLIFI,—80

Book

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.
Hymns

“Sabbath Songs”

LEE

energetie
a few reliable,
TALEIMEN.—Wanted,
S salem n, to sell by sample standard goods.
tL H. RICHARDS & CO.
Address

ttowlOteows

Standard

A complete collection of all the church tunes which
are wideiy popular in America, with the most popu-

of price, and speimen pages free.

Prices.

&

The

Copies of either of the above sent by mail on receipt

Assortment and Lowest

38

AMERICAN
TUNE BOOK,
from.

.
book for your School.
Price, Wa paper, 30 cents; in boards, 35 cents.

And Religious Publications,
D. LOTIROP

JUST PUBLISHED:

With sugges’ive Exercises for Sunday School Concerts, The best printed, best bound, best everyway
Examine

Boston, Mass.

OF SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE!

WORSHIP.

Sound

BOSTON,

The most Complete

98 & 100 Summer St.,

NEW CHURCH MUSIC BOOKS

PRAISES

CHILDREN'S

Music!
Sensible

oh28t

“FREE BAPTIST BOOK

PARKER & CO,

1y39

SABBATH SONGS.

CO.,

HMARKETN,

to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
SEND MONEY ALWAYS BY REGISTERED LETTERS.
For further particulars send for Catalogues.

The new Sunday Sshool Singing Book,

iy

SWAMSCOT

"

Price, $1,50.

in diameter.
Above Boilers in excellent condition, Ap}

ply to

simere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
‘
We do not employ any Traveling Agents.and cus.
tomers should not pay money to persons purporting

DYE.

Harmonies

:

For an order of $100, from a club of One Hangrd) Ae
we wi | pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yde. &
yard wide Sheeting, Coin-8i ver Hunting Case watch,
Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cas-

than 50 composers.

ittrdctive

Boiler

two

with

feet,

ete., ete., or $5,00 in cash.

Wunes!

SECOND-HAND

0 A Fstoam

For an order of $50, from a club of Fitty, we will
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress pattern,
Handsome wool Square Shawl, Silver-case Watch

Has better Musi» for CHOIRS, SINGING SCHOOLS,
and CONVENTIONS, than any other Book.

15 inches

diameter.

do likewise, and let no one of our churches,

‘Promiums for New Subscribers.

Flues

will be paid ten per cent. in Cash or Merwhea they fill up their entire club, for which
give a partial list of Commissions :
order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will

pay the Agent, as commiscion, 45 yds. Sheeting, One

VOIGES.

The combined efforts of more

Boilers

two

each 4 x 20 feet, with

of

however small in numbers, be without an
(hat sarvant has an enemy who is always
organ. By a taithful, persistent and umted
playing tricks on the mill. * [¢ any mo- effort, any church can secure some one of
ment he finds it unwatched, he throws the organs now offered as premiums. Let
in gravel to keep the stoves from ac'ing, or avery one who reads this go to work now,
pitch to clog them. or dirt and chafl' to mix
the year in
with the meal. If the servant is careful and continue to work through
in tending his mill, there flows forth a bean
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
tial fl sur, wiiich is st once a serviea to his by he will be rewarded. The offers which
master and a subsistence to himsulf; but if we now make are numerous, varied and
he plays the truant, and allows his enemy
to 1ampes with the miwchiners, the bal out liberal. Look at them.

come tells the tale, his lord is angry,

|!

31-2 x 20

Premiums

but they won't be driven,

W

would

judgment,
hast

T

CHARGES.

pay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or
Bleached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl. French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Counterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in cash.

1y2

JUBILANT

Also,

use about two months only.

EXPRESS

COM MISSIONS,

Agents
chandise.
below we
For an

444

A GREAT SUCCESS!
Nearly 400 pages of New Music

Has been in

& BLANCHARD.

by HoLuEs

tomersq,

that

street, New York.

manufactured

Stones 80 inches in diameter,

PAY THE

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Western and Southern States, but is open to all cus-

stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,.—
and properly
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers
applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory, No,
16 Bos

Mill

Girist

order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to Li

This splendid Hair Dyeis the best in the world
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in-

SECOND-HAND

for which

we issue checks till all are sold; berides, in every
{ large club ve will ot checks for Watches, Quilts,
Blankets, Dress
Patterns,
or some other article of val:
ue, giving some members of the club an
opoortuni
of prchasing an article for about oho quarter of’
value.
In every order ameunting to over $59, 2ecompanied
by the cash, the Agent may retain $2,00,
and in every

ENGRAVINGS,

HAIR

;

and all goo. sent by us will be as represent: d, a d
we guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing with
our house,
HS
ay
/ Agents should collect ten cents from each customer
and forward to us in advance, for descrip ive Checks
Larry
Til) S BON
8 we sell.
of the
The
holders of the Checks have the. privilege of
either purchasing the article thereon described, or or
exchanging for any article mentioned on our Catalogue, numbering over 350 different articles,—not one
of which can be purchased in the usual way for the
same money.
1 5%
i
The advantage of firet sending for Checks are these:
We are constantly buying small lots of very
valuable

ONSUMIPTIOIN
We havea positive remedy for it and all disorders of the throat and lungs, and
CA
offer immediate and permanent relief in all instances.
See
testimonials ! $1,000 will
BE
given by us for any case in which we do not afford positive
benefit. All who would Le
RED
7 can receive a sample of our medicine free.
Address, SAYRE & CO.. 210 Broadway, New York.
=
A

SAILE.

| N

regular dealersat our price.
buy goods from us unlexs we. can

‘clubs and s«1ding us orders, you ean
obtain the mos
liberal commissions, either in’ Cash or ‘
Merchand

Send for a Circular.
387 Park Row, N.Y.

BATCHELOR’S

ARTICLE.

One-Half the Regular Rates.

Is curable!

——

« D) you think,” I asked, *‘that the Lord
will let ne see, in this life, the salvation of

DOLLAR

a

o

of

We want goo reliable agents in Patil part
off thetl ,
Country. By employing
your spare
fime to ‘form

CO.,
or ST

=

Aubertiseemnts,

Almost all who come are prompted by mo/
tives of curiosity.

dark marble, with bold figures in bronz», servant, enjoining that he should only
and dates from 1025. But with all these grind in it his master's grain, whether
churches and church { © 1g, Sunday is nt wheat, barley, or oats, and telling him that
- But
a wholly godly day in Munich.
| he must subsist on the produce.
From
.
open |

Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240,00.

about Jesus.

in for the purpose of hearing

‘from 1468, is a wonder of spleudid decora- |.
itd
fin
tion wi hin, and has a remarkable mrna
n,
r
ment to the Empe:o Lewis, the Bavaria
Oar heartis like a mill, ever g indiag,
who died ia 1847. Tais momum-n’ is in which a certain lord gave in charge to his

for business, and at night the theaters, concerts, dance gardens and becr saloons are

follow.

haps come back. Very few are regular
hearers of the gospel, and fewer still come

please him. As with matter, so with mind;
it will yield mora readily to attraction than
impu'sion.
The heathen may be drawn,

Heart

If an idol proces-

1,000 Agents Wanted,
N, TIBBALS & SON,

will give one of

we

and $375,00,

an

sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in*any
other way,—while the greater part of our goods are
gold at about
;

LIFE.
300

newest

Bindings,~and hundreds

EACH

that can be sold by
do not ask Jou to

ao, PA, or BOSTON,
a
LOUIS A:
’
CAUTI N.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same name or ofherwise., Ours is the only gennine and really practical cheap machine manufac

fifty new sub-

and

hundred

one

For
seribers

most of the mea rush out to see what is to
be seen, after which some of them will per-

It is a great mistake to
attacking all that is dearto
loves his feast, his night-

The

usually

friends

MASS.,

Book.

the

We do not offer ‘a single article of merchandii

expenses, or & commission from which twice
Address SECOMB &
amount can be made.

PICTORIAL

Cloth

"ONE

[

Lock Stitch.”
still the cloth cannof be pulled apart without Jearing
it. We pay Agents from $76 to 2200 rer month an

Subscription

ALBUMS,

These and everything else for

$7,50,

A

PLATED

others.

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
ti51
Gas Works.
(ch. to Sep. 12, %69)

VIII.

FIVE BOTTLE

MOORE, BURNS, MILTON. and TENNYSON'S WORKS,

Portable Steam Engines,

VII.

PHOTOGRAPH

in full Gilt and

AND

Price $85,00.

FORKS,

We have also made srrangements with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
the standard and latest works ot popular aumthors at
about one-half the regular prices ;—such as BYRON,

STATIONARY

subscribers and
‘For eighty-five new
$212,50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
(Transportation to
in Black Walnut Case.
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to. th
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.

sion, or a mandarin and his retinue are
passing along the streets, or some sudden
or uausual noise is heard, the boys and

the magnitude of God's love, teck to interest them in the story of the cross. When
they begin to love God they will try to

even the plain old brick ca hedrl that dat:«

:

to smoke,

forbidden

unless

be paid by the receiver.)

several engage in smoking little pipes full
of tobacco, having first struck a fire by
means of a flint and piece of steel, and some
very dry paper. Almost every Chinaman
carries about with him his pipe and tobacco, and materials for striking fire. Sometimes a beggar woman will enter the chapel
and bawl out lustily for cash. It is a vepy
common practice for most of those who
come to stay but a short time, and when
one of them goes out all of his ‘nates and

seen are magnificent in the interior, and

o'clock till three the stores are

four Gospels.”
2. For three

weather very many will
of their bodies naked, and fan themselves,

‘We all within our graves shall sleep
A hundred years to come;
No living soul for us will weep
A bundred years to come.
But other men our lands will till,
And other men our streets will fill,
And other birds will sing as gay,
As bright the sun~hine as to-day,
A hundred years te come.

are announced to be five in number, under |
different preachers—thus: prayer at 612
o'clock ; early service at 8 ; principal service
at 10 ; instruction of girlg inreligion, 101 2;
Of the 170,000
at 3 an hour of devotiol,
population, 16 000 are counted as Protestants. The Catholic churches that I have

eleven

near the floor.

Yowels,

MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
GLOVE BOXES, &u.
:
GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY,of the newest styles.

OF

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferulesfor Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Price $1,20.

Linen,

choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings.

‘for Print“Works ; Lap Welded

IIL.
1. For three new subscribers and $7,50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send ‘ Life Scenes from the

There is no more weariness, nor indistinct| ness, nor dizziness.

Rev. Dr. Samuel O:gcol of New York,
whois traveling in Earope, does not give | dance, his wives, Mis kava, and his pipe;
and, if you proceed to coasiga him t) hell
a very-bright pictare of the religious ob- | for his attachment to these, the probability
gorvance of the Sibbath in Munich, the chief | is that he will seck a1 opportunity of sendcity of Bavaria. He says ina recent letter: ing you to heaven with his tomahawk.
are very apt, by their
I hope to hear and see sometiving of relig- Sime missionaries
with the natives,
[observe by this morning's dem anor and intercourse
jon to-morrow.
religion appear a very gloomy
pap: r that twenty-six Catholic churches sro | to make
Now, the better
advertised as open for service Sunday, and and undesirable thing.
most
one Protestant and one Greek church!
The way would bw to represeat it in its
that
natives
the
show
and
form,
attractive
|
Protestant . church. is a large, excellent
amount of happiness
building, with a little park and fountain in | it yields the greatest
and, by discoursing upon
the ‘rear. The services there to-morrow | even on earth;

»

:

¢¢ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479

pages..

BEAUIFUL

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves; $
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

$5,00,

Table

CASTONS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TABLA,
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY GOODS

HAIR RESTORER

in Bavaria.

i

MANUFACTURERS

Dress Goods,

EL SILVER, DESSERT

Company,

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
. SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

* Book of

subscribers and

hams,

1 Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, & ¢., &c.
SILVER-PLATED WARE, SPOO™S PLATED ON NICK

MRS. S.A. ALLENS

——

y

new

I0

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
(with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
Nature's Crown.
So God has brought otherwise inaccessi- | we will send a copy of the new $500,00
ble truth to our
world through Jesus prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
You
Must Cultivate it
Christ. In him, as in a glass, we may be- entitled * Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
to the Lord.
GRAY
HAIR
hold
the
glory
and
truth
and
grace
of
God.
Reader, "do you pray?
If not, what is
to be a superb book for the Family and the
the reason?
Is it the ‘‘shop™ or is it He is himsslf ‘the Truth.” Like the Ros- Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
18
a
certain
indication
piglioso mirror beneath the ‘‘Aurora,”
a wayward, sinful heart?
¢ Watch
unto
of decay at the roots,
Christ reflects the excellency of heavenly volume of more than 400 pages, written in
prayer."—Cotlager and Artisan.
In all essential elements he was competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
character.
New Style.
Important Change.
!
on earth what they arein heaven. And ¢¢ ShiningHours,” which, in literary excelA REAL HAIR RESTORER ARD DRESSING
through him we may not only know what lence, high religious tone,and in many other
- A Hundred Years to Come.
‘Combined in One Bottle,
the saints there are, but be assured that
—
.
respects,is fully equal to the book last men«we shall be like him, for we shall see him
To-day we are striving, pushing, grasp- as he is."—Sunday School Journal.
tioned.
Price $1,50. Or,
ing after wealth, honor, power, and pleasmay
they
that
wealth
E38. For three new subscribers and $7,50, " Will Restore Gray Hair to its
ure. The poor claim
‘Natural Life, Color and Beauty.
be above want, the rich seek to add to their
will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home,” for
we
Chinese Church-Going.
countless thousands.
So are we rushing
It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
he current year, commencing with the Not
forward, reckoning not the final result of
It will promote luxuriant growth,
our probationary existence.~"KG Sever
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
A correspondent of the Boston Advertiser for January. Price $2,00.
appears to think how soon we must sink in- gives the following account of Chinese
IV.
Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another
of
generation
preparation for the Hair; clear and transparent,
to oblivion—that we are one
ng
California:
in
church-goi
$15,00,
aud
subgcribers
new
six
For
without
sediment,
It is very simple and often produces
millions. Yet such is the fact. Time and
wonderful results. Its great superiority and economy
The congregation is composed principal- (with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
progress have, through countless ages,
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades is
their everyacknowledged o all not onlyin this country dui in
come marching hand in hand—the one de- ly of men and boys, dressed in. stare about the first volume of Strong and McClinEurope.
he
Restorer and Zylobelsamum siould not
them
of
Some
clothes.
day
They
up.
tock’s Biblical and Theelogical Cyclopzdia.
building
other
the
stroying,
be
used one with the other. SOLD BY ALL DRUEGIATS.
of
Instead
other.
each
with
talk
or
them,
i
y
$5,00.
Price
the
and
commotion,
no
seem to create little or
Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Drugglasts,
to what
35 Barclay 8t. and 40 Park Place, New-York.
work of destruction is as easily and silently sitting down and paying attention
about.
walk
and
up
stand
many
said,
is
1y9
accomplished as a child will puli to pieces a
and $27,For eleven new subscribers
Perhaps some will come up to the speaker
Yetsuch isthe fact. A hundred years
rose.
post
pay
to
additional
$1,36
(with
reads
he
ANTED—AGERTS—$75
:
to
$200
per
50,
if
book,
his
hence and much that we now see around us and try to look over
month, everywhere, male and female, to involfrom the Bible, or they will examine the age) we will send the first and second
will also have passed away.
Itis but the
troduce
the
GENUINE
IMPROVED
COMPrice $10,00.
MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
foreign stove if it’is cold weather and there umes of the Cyclopedia.
repetition of life's story; we are born, we
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
of
froat
in
stand
will
they
or
init;
fire
is
that
Think then of the souls
live, we die.
YI.
quilt,
cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
Others |
most superior manner.
Price only $18.
The souls of the clock and watch it for awhile.
imperishable.
are above,
subscribers and $150,new
sixty
For
or
e,
Fully
warranted for five years.
e will
merchandis
of
parcels
countless millions still exist, in punishment he with them
of Baker - and
one
give
will
we
00,
pay
$1000
for
gy
machine
that will sew a
have
they
&.,
a fowl, some vegetables,
stronger,
more
beautiful,
or
more
elastic
or in bliss.
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
seam than ours.
It makes the ‘‘Elastic
bought or wish to sell; and if it is warm in
(Transportation to
Black Walnut Case.
second stitch can be cut, and
Every
strip the upper part

at the natives; and, having got
|
:
But
| we preach the Gospel to them.

J

Machine

we will send one copy of ¢ Butler's Theology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of

You may now sit down before it as at a
table, and at your leisure look into the mirror, and enjoy the fresco that is above you.

ing-house, at length arrested the young
man. Feeling
his great sinfulness, he
sought his father's prayers. He soon was
led to trust in Christ, and found peace in
certain knowlbelieving. The joy of his parents was un- of his visit. Now, to my
picture would be a
speakable and fullof glory, A few years edge, a more correct onthe
beach in dripago his father finished his work and went missionary standing
coat at all, he
any
without
garments
ping
to his
reward,
James is now, and has
tha surf,
over
swim
to
off
it
taken
having
been for years, a pillar in the church of|
hand a few beads and
(:od—deacon of the church, superintendent || and holding in his
beach,
of the Sunday-school, and the most liberal | fish hooks; or, a missionary on the
sitting on a stone, with his shoe and stocksupporter of the pastor.
.
around
** Be no’ wemy in well doing, for in due | ing off, and the natives gathering
him
to
examine
his
white
foot
and
his
season ye shull reap if ye faint ro°."—3. 8. |
to get
Times.
:
;
Md clothes. This is how we mavagetheir car,

Sunday

Or,

Price $1,00.
two

- facturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often
at i immense sacrifice from the original cost of prostion.
Sut
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :
Shawls, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons, Ging-

SWAMSCOT

(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)

rs

mirror

a broad

Worship.”
4. For

There is in Rome an elegant fresco by
Guido— The Aurora. It covers a lofty ceiling. ' Looking up at it from the pavement
your neck grows stiff, your head dizzy,
and the figures indistinct. You soon tire
and turn away. The owner ofthe palace
has -placed

to pay postage)

we will send a copy of the new

Character Revealed in Christ.

pray?

sme

257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,

the Most High is exceedingly displeased,
the fruit to the man himself'is not life but
death.—A4nselm.

tl

the principal cities to purchaee goods from the Manu--

2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meg gy,’

devil’ te tamper with his heart, and corrupt it, =the vicious produce of his evil
thoughts comes forth to view ; and whilst,

does he can find a place to pray anywhere, and as for time, he can ‘‘ watch and
pray always.”
Father's ‘“shop” ought to lead him to:
pray more and more, and every care and
sorrow, and trial, and temptation, ought
to drive us to the mercy-seat and lead ue

the

youngest son of an aged minister. The
man of God, often, before preaching, would
entreat the people to pray for hisson James.
Year after year passed and there seemed to
be no impression made on the young man’s
mind, Unlike the two preceding cases, he
went regularly to church. His sisters were
all truly pious, but his stout heart rebelled
against a father's prayers
and mother’s

Ren
«

deeper.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
Our facilities for transacting this immense business
are betler than ever before, We have agents in all

‘turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,

(with 20 cents additional

fi

# ORTY THOUSAND CASES OF GOODS were
shipped trom our house in One Yesr, to families
¢iubs, and merchants, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

(with 16 cents to. pay postage) we will send
the book entitled ¢¢ Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

words, and his very.seeing,

acqrintances,

Does he feel the need of prayer?

C—

her conversion,

hasty

wholesome

come pure and holy also. (Matt. 15: 18—
20; 12: 34, 35)
By such meditations he
fulfills the will of God, and builds up his
own everlasting life.. But if he allows the

and hasty words, cost more than they profit, oftentimes? Many a poor day's work
comes from making a wrong start. Things
which go wrong usually go slow, and if
they go fast, so much the worse.
«If father hadn'ta shop.” Is that the
trouble? Then it were better that father
were poor as Lazarus and could have
time to pray. But perhaps the trouble

‘Weary heart, be patient and be strong!
"Tis a little while, not long!

bargains,

mouth—come

hearing, smelling, and tasting, take the
complexion of his inward thoughts, and be-

Footsteps lost upon the river's shore;
Half-toid stories, with no end so sweet,

Broken life, poor. vain, imperfect thing,
Echoes from the infinite that sing,
Fragments washedup by the waves that roll
¥rom the great beyond, the perfect whole.

Sra

Ov

who

said, ¢ Evening, and morning, and at noon.

Dreams of beauty ever unfulfilled,
Longings never met, yet never stilled,

Adberfisements,

OS

and family prayer. Whayisit?
Is it the
shop, or the farm, or the business, or the
merchandise? Whar i8 the excuse?
Have
you

just published,or immediately to be publish-

virtue to another; and others still are like

oats—desires, for example,to break off -ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
bad habits, which
desires are
good by Mrs. 'L. Maria Child, viz. :
thoughts, although not of the highest or' 1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
der. These thoughts God would have us
. “ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
keep continually revolving in our minds;
. ¢ Making Something,” 184 pages ; or,
but the devil is man’s adversary, and if at
. “ Jamie and Jeannie,”
155
pages; or,
any moment he finds the heart empty of
. “The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
good thoughts, he instantly throws in some
. ¢ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
bad ones. Some of these bad thoughts—
such as wrath
and envy—dissipate the 194 pages; or,
7. ¢ The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
mind; others—such as sensuality and luxury—clog its action; and others—such as Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of each
vain imaginations—till up the place. of bet- of these books, 75 cents.
ter thoughts. Butif a man carefully watch
II
over his heart, and keep holy thoughts revolving in it, then through the aperture
1. For two new subscribers and $5.0C,

thought the “question worth repeating.
Many
a father neglects reading the Bible

|

Broken songs we never may complete,

ender strains no voice can e’er repeat,
Tuneful harmonies our lips begin,
Bilenced where a sudden hush breaks in.
Broken hopes. built up so fair, so high,
Suddenly in ruins round us lie

Souls that touch. but never wholly

°° |

8 grandpapa does?”
a little boy to his mother one day.

Golden bow that cometh with the rain,
‘When the cloud upon the beauty breaks.

“.. Beams of brightness parted into flakes

Broken love!

~~
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. THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER 10, 1869.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 10, 1869."
Editor,

@EORGE T. DAY,

All communications designed for publication should

Pe addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business

timidity out doubt, but rather a sorry sample of a
:
ie
:
of men who dare not enter resolutely into man.
There are other men, occupying high pothe fight, or the moral stupidity of men
whose soulsneed a true conversion or a sitions in the church, who openly avow
new quickening from the Lord -of- life. their purposeto speak and vote for liberaliThey
are sometimes ready to charge a ty and progress, whatever may be the eflarge part of the skepticism of the laboratory,

fect upon the theory of infallibility which

the-indifference of the exchange, the recklessness of the saloon aid
the vices of the
street, upon the lack of spirit, sympathy

vainand foolish it is to fight the inevitable,

and

zeal that shows itself in those who

have ‘borne the chief trusts of the ‘sanc| tuary for many years, but who, it is alleged,
the Agent,
,
have prejudiced the souls they should have
won and deepened the slumbers’ which it
was their business to break up.
Premiums and Subscribers.
Such are substantially the antagonisms
We call special attention to the premi- that exist,though not often showing themums offered for new subscribers in another selvesin this extreme form. Which party is
‘eolumn. These offers have been standing right? ' There is a measure of truth in both
since the commencement of the present pleas, and each party voices a measure of
important truth. We do needto cling fast
volume, and will hold good till the close
to the old gospel. The day for preaching
of the year. They are both varied and lib- doctrine has not gone by. There is a real
eral, and many of our friends have gladly eagerness in many minds to hear theological
availed themselves of them, and secured a discourses. The attempt to decry dogmatlarge reward for alittle effort. We hope ic theology springs from ignorance, or
many others will hasten to go and do like- misconception, or superficiality, or mental
indolence, or a moral distaste for. vital
wise.
truth. There is no such thing as building
We have now to offer this special induce- up a solid religions character without putment to those who are not now taking the ting a right view of God and duty at the
Star. ANY NEW SUBSCRIBER SENDING US basis. An experience that does not spring.
$2,50 FOR THE NEW VOLUME, SHALL RE- from this is aptto be a fluctuating sentiremittances of money,

&oc., should be addressed

to

OEIVE THE REMAINDER OF THE PRESENT
YOLUME, FREE ;—that is, $2,50 will pay for
the Star from the date of the subscription
to Jan. 1, 1871.
Will not all our patrons, and especially

eur ministers and other accredited agents,
at once devote a little time to tHe work of

soliciting subscriptions, and so,of sending a
valuable weekly visitor into many family
eircles where it has been a stranger? ,We
do not often ask for this special effort, but
we do most earnestly ask it now at the
hands of all our friends. The long evenings are at hand, when time for reading
will be more

abundant, and we believe the

Star will carry a blessing with it where-,
everit goes. While offering compensation
for service in obtaining subscribers, we still

put our chief reliance upon those who love
the Star and are willing and glad to work
for its welfare and wider usefulness,

out of

the fullness of that love. These are they
onwhom we depend, and we believe we do
not trust them without good reason. The
responses of the next two months will tell
us whether that confidence is misplaced.

We have

certain

plans

by means of

mentalism ; an outward service

that

is

not

grounded in well-defined principles is in
danger ot proving a bustling activity that

achieves little and is soon

discouraged.

A

faith that does not lay an intelligent hold
upon the eternal verities of the gospel is
pretty sure to waver

when

the

storms of

life rage, and to be left at the mercy of the
current amid the swellings of Jordan.
Whatever else changes, God is the

same,

yesterday, to-day, and forever; human
nature is still girt about with its old necessities and burdened by an unchanged and
terrible depravity; and nothing but the

quickening Spirit can give a true life to
those who are dead in trespasses and sins.
Not even this confident, energetic and inventive nineteenth century can discover or
throw up a plainer, easier - or less self-denying way to Christ and redemption.
The
only savingname is still that which was
announced by the angel and gloried in by

Paul.

After all expedients are tried and

all fresh .appliances brought into play,
there is no other question than that which
trembled on the Philippian jailer’s lip, that
expresses

the central demand

of the soul,

and no answer save that of the apostle
can open the real way of relief.

And so “the good, old
sought and

followed,

way”

no

is to

be

how

the

matter

‘which we hope to make the paper of great-

path may be beset with self-complacent
guides, nor how full the air may be of

er value during the coming year than ever

voices

before. Of these plans we shall speak
hereafter. Whatever hard, patient, prayerfal effort will do in supplying a good

paper, we mean

shall be done.

We ask,

on the part of our friends, charity and ac-

tive co-operation.

If these

are secured,

success will not be doubtful.

Forward the

subgeriptions.

“2

saying, ‘Lo

here!”

¢¢ Lo, there!”

in tones that are sweet as a siren’s song or
resonant as the roll of thunder. They are
ugglers all, cheating the ‘ credulity which
they beget; blind leaders of the blind, hastening with their victims to the ditch.

But the maintenance of the old faith does
not make it necessary to adhere to all
old methods, or justify us in refusing
later appliances. We need not keep
stoveless and unpainted sanctuary,

the
the
the
nor

has been so long asserted.

They

see how

and they prefer truth to" self-consistency,
and moral honor to. the prospect of preferment. They hope for results that will

make the Catholic chiyrch a helper of men

upward to intelligence and fréedom, rather
than for’ those which render it an incubus
on the shoulders.of nations struggling to
rise; though it often ‘seins to be a hope
against hope. There are still ‘others who

maintain’ a discreet silence, probably because they are suffering frém fierce mental
conflict and anxiety, and do not yet see
clearly which side is to win.
But the most striking manifestoes come
from the civil spheres, where the Papacy
finds the bayonets that keep it-in the seat
of power.
To-day Rome is itself small,
weak and insignificant. The Pope's terri. tory
own

includes
forces

only

at home

a petty
are

area,

hardly

and his
worth

a

mention.
French
soldiers
have
been
guarding the Vatican for twenty years, and
the Pontiff’s nerves are seriously disturbed
at the very idea of being left by the Euros
pean Governments to take care of himself

and of his tiara.

But already there comes.

a distinct statement from the Cabinets of
Italy and Spain, that, if the decisiens of the
Council favor absolutism and pronounce
against the liberal principles that have already driven out both civil and ecclesiastical Bourbonism

from those states, they will

not be respected but contemned in those
citadels of Catholicism. Instead of seeing.
the civil powers of Europe waiting for the
edict of the Council, and hastening to send
in their submission asof old, the Cabinets

are telling the Council in advance what it
may and what it may not safely do. The
timid,

suppliant

serf has

turned

us to smile

indifferently even when

the

are

grounded alarm in it.

usual,—even

force is always above

the

sacred,

the

those

more

ples, as we

Yankees

‘‘away down

than

east,”—

correspondent of one of our leading ex- and prosperity” are in our borders, and the
changes, who was present atthe last meet- | offmings of gratitude, should be carried
ing, though a warm supporter of the Board, with a glad heart to God.
thus speaks out his feelings:
The
Some of us would have been glad to hear ——DaAxK SpE oF THE ELECTIONS.
the question discussed, how to avoid the November elections have generally passed
and the results indinuisance of this annualappeal for special off in quietness,
aid to avoid a debt. It may be expected cate a general approval
of the .spirit
regularly. At the end of the first four and
policy of the new administramonths we hear muttering from the East
of a coming storm; at the end of eight tion. Two things aréto be regretted. The
months
a terrible debt overclouds the sky ; anti-prohibitionists appear to bein a maand when but a single month remains,a fran- jority inthe Massachusetts Legislature, so
tic call for money echoes through the land, that the contest with Rum is still to goon
and a terrible deficit is threatened.
Thirty in the sphere of law, and money is still to
days pass by, and the sky isall clear again ;
unexpected receipts rebuke our ‘‘ lack of be pitted against conviction and . the
of public morality.
In
faith,” and scarce a cent can be expected for requirements
the next foar months.
There isa fault here New York city the frauds of a year ago
somewhere—partly in the churches and part- were repeated
with scareely a serious
ly in the management.
:
abatement,
and
with
apparently little vig«If thereis the same experience the coming year,a committee ought to be appointed, orous effort on the part of the authorities
which can talk about business as well as for their prevention. © Whoever has faith
faith, and which shall devise means to avoid that the appearance of women at the polls
this annual cry of ¢ wolf.”
Societies engaged in home work do not send forth such would purify and ennoble our elections, may
an appeal; neither do those in Englénd. It well plead for an army of female reformiers
is unfortunate for the cause, and embarrasses to save New York from the cheating of the
other benevolent organizations. The work foreign mercenagjes that stuff its ballot
of the Board is a work of faith—faith in God boxes, and to rescu®
Boston from the desperand in the churches—as is evinced by the
ate
men
who
are
bent
on sanctifying by a
fact that it does an annual business’ of over
half a million, with scarce a cent of capital, statute the terrible work of its liquor shops.
and with such excellent credit that, during
After all that Gen.
ourlate war, although thé Barings of London ——GENERAL Priv.
demanded collateral security of all Amer- Prim has accomplished in Spain, he finds
ican business men, they never required a himself in rathera precarious situation.
cent of security of the Board. Still, there "The union of efforts which has heretofore
is room for business calculations as well
as for faith, and some anti-periodic med- existed between him and Marshal Serrano,
icine should be applied to this annual and by whom the General has been so much
asgisted, must eventually be broken up,
hysteria.
:
The only way of cure isto reduce our re- and Europe is anxiously waiting to see if it
ligious benefactions to system, and so save can be done peaceably. The London Ttmes,
ourselves and our enterprises from the in a leader on the situation, says:
discomforts, the peril and the losses which
this impulsive benevolence is sure
to beget.

into the

and

and pumpkin

wont;—though

This experience in the American Board is must get on without the skating frolic, the
beginning to create dissatisfaction and anx- snowballing, and the evening sleigh-ride..
iety, strong enough to find expression. A But the bountiful harvest is gathered, peace

Current Topics.
haughty and stern dictator. And there is
st
fr in
nothing for the ecclesiastical- dignitaries te |
——*
THE
CHRISTIAN
FREEMAN.” This pado but to quietly pocket the indignity, or to
find their resistance followed by a public per comes to us this week greatly changed
in appearance,
It has a new and someand final overthrow. In one way or another the tyranny of what ornamental head, which appears on
Romanism is hastening toits end. It is per- two pages, so that the paper may be sephaps well that its scepter should be pub- arated, by cutting, into two complete folio
licly broken while in the very act- of at- sheets ; border lines and other ornamental
tempting to -overawe the world by lifting features enclose the letter-press; the pait up in the old pompous and presumptu- per used is heavier and of a better quality
ous way. If Providence sends it tumbling than heretofore; and the sheet has a decidheadlong while mounting to its old me- edly open and uncompressed look. But the
most marked feature is its decided dimidizeval throne, its fall will be all the more
obvious and its ruin all the more complete. nution in size. The number of columns is
And, at present, it appears that such an ex- lessened by eight,—one on each page, and
they are so much shortened that there is,
perience may be awaiting it.
in the aggregate, not quite two-thirds as
much reading matter as before the reducSpasmodic Benevolence.
tion insize. But the change is undoubted:
ly a proper and needful one. No paper ofits
| One great want of to-day is system in former size, unless its circulation be very
our religious work, and especially in what largeand its advertising very profitable,
is called the benevolent part of it. We can be afforded or well sustained at two
have mo sympathy with state churches. dollars a year, and its managers should not
The practical mischiefs of such alliances of be asked to publish it at a ruinous sacrifice.
Cesar and Christ, the magistrate and the
The general interior qualities of the Freepriest, are many and great. The secular man seem very much as they have been,
tithing-man Teutralizes the work of the
vicar. Put religious institutions
are regu-

plum puddings

tone.is pathetic and has a genuine and well-

Denominational News and Notes.
.=“Union Baptists in the dbo
South. BE
Me Shh
on
bi

BurraLo, N. Y., Nov. 2, '69.

. DEAR STAR:—I visited North Carolina,
as contemplated at the meeting. at Lowell,
and found many interesting and encouraging facts connected with our friends in that

section. The meeting which I went to attend, was held about twelve miles from
Kinston, in the midstof cotton plantations
and pine forests, The. people represented
in the meeting call themselves ** Union
Baptists.”

Before

the revolutionary

war,

there were General Baptists in N. Carolina.
Their descendants took the name of Free-

will Baptists, at the time that Hutchins |

visited and preached in the South. Afterwards, there was some division among
them on account of secret societies, and
under the lead of Mr. Hunnicutt, of ‘Va., a

part drew off, and organized
Baptists,” without any change

or usage, however.

as *‘ Union
of doctrine

The Freewill Baptist

Association continued to” exist, and is now
somewhat more numerous than the seceding
party. The two associations now number
almost two thousand, and are prospering.
The alienation of former days is nearly
forgotten, and thay are now disposed to
‘seek union and cultivate peace.

The ¢ Union Baptists” have several intelligent and earnest ministers.

men were

Four young

ordained at this meeting.

churches are located in rural
composed of farmers, many
wealthy and able to do much
though, as yet, they do not

largely in that luxury.

The

districts, and
of whom are
for the cause;
indulge very

The preachers

re-

ceive some support, but moss of them follow
some remunerative employment to eke out
a living.
:
The people are hospitable, earnest, some-

what rude in manner, ready to learn, and
The election of a King affords the best op- really desirous of doing something to im-

portunity they could have for a dissolution prove the condition of the churches.

Upon

of partnership, which could not otherwise the whole, they compare very well with our
be effected without a disastrous outbreak. churches at the North, in point of talent and
The unionists have no chance of success. ability to sustain the cause, Their prospects
After a week's vain debate inthe Cortes, the

ministers of that party have resigned. Sera-

no

must

follow

them,

and then Prim

re-

mains master of a situation that suits him.
At least he wishes to have the substance of
power and some one invested with its semblance.
For the past year Serrano has
served as a cloak

for his ambition.

If Ser-

rano withdraws, and the Duke of Genoa is
not brought in, then Prim stands forth exposed to the envy of the great and the rancor of the small, alone between friends who
do not trusthim, and enemies who, when

the time comes, will not spare him.

Beecher

on

temperance question and the support of the

ministry, but show evidence

of interest and

progress in this respect, and by proper influences can be brought up to the right position.
Be
i

Many will ask how they feel on the subject of slavery. Their ministers and leading
members assured me, that the general sen-

timent is, that it is a blessing to be rid
of it, and that if it was left to the state now
to vote on the question, they would give an
overwhelming majority against slavery.

Suffrage.

The Brooklyn pulpit orator attended the
Woman Suffrage Convention recently

for growth are really better than I dared to
expect. They are far behind us on - the

held

Church members

fully declare their belief

that the war in the end “will prove a bless-

at Hartford, Conn., and spoke in more than ing, by removing slavery from among them.
his usually magnetic style. He is very apt It only requires time and kindly influences
They
to state things strongly, especially when to make these sentiments general.
he is in one of his roused moods, and when are on the road of progress, and the future
he has an antagonist to grapple with or a will be much more cheerful and prosperous
:
false opinion to criticise and put down. than the past.
There are five associations of Baptists in
He certainly took radical ground and used
strong speech at Hartford, if the following .N. Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, and Florpartial report may be relied on:
ida, of like faith and practice with us, and
The ballot is to moral suasion what mus- all are desirous of acquaintance and union.

is to good beef—it gives a relishe They all need help to organize their forces
though there is an indication that its char- tard
Many object that voting takes a woman ifiacter is to be somewhat modified in the to the disgraceful turbulenceof elections, and devejop their energies, and are anxious

hands of its new managers.
We copy the and consider it a shame to expose her to such to receive - visits of counsel from us at the
Ifthey can be properly encouraged,
characteristic statement of the plan _for its violence and insult. It is because man North.
is such a brute that I want woman to they will develop much strength and bemanagement found at the head of itslead- alone
go in and civilize him. The Bible says it come a numerous and useful people.
The
ing column, and hope for it the attainment is not good for man to be alone.
I go furthan
otherwise
be
cannot
South
the
of
future
of every success which its aims and merits ther, and say itis positively bad. When it
is understood that men “and women will prosperous, and these churches, if properly
deserve. The plan is thus stated :
vote together, we won’t have drunken polls cared for, will do a great work for the peoIt will be observed that the Freeman, in and turbulent elections. The same argureality, embraces two papers, one pious, ment is applied to ministers, who are con- ple. They certainly furnish an excellent
door for us to enter upon the mission of
the other virtuous, and both good. If sep- sidered nondescript women.
They say
arated, two persons can read it at the same *¢ God bless him ; he -dog¢s not soil his robedpevangelizing the millions who are to -crowd
time without being unpleasantly (?) near in the dirt of politics.” Yes, God blesshim! that immense territory.
We ought te:iook
to each other, even if ¢ young people.”
Such a man needs God to bless him badly after these churches; send a judicious man
One sheet will embrace original and se- enough. No minister lives, without rheuto travel among them, to advise and encourlected literary and scientific articles, gen- matésm,
but who should go to the polls as age them, and draw them into closer symand skill; but, so far as he is an earnest
eral
intelligence
and
correspondence,
farmfunds
and
take
a
hearty
and
practical
interfresh, more effective and better adapted
an example to his flock.
Where one carChristian, his heart is chiefly set on the
ers and mechanics’ department, and genmethods of securing the greatends of the estin its affairs. Itis managed by men of eral news, omitting some murders, it not ries the light of a pure heart, there can be pathy with us.
triumph of the gospel and the speediest
Hutchins is remembered
with
no darkness. When women have once " Elder
ability, age and experience. But it does
gospel, after all these years of
inquiry.
coming of the kingdom of God among Religiously, as otherwise, we are bidden not escape periodical depressions, and exciting and too common, and leavinga gone to the polls, election days will not be great affection by the older bretbrenin N.
portion of Indiana and Chicago divorce what they are now. They say that medmen. Thatis the one great thing to be to. go forward; Christians are especially these alternate with spasms of zeal and cases for mammoth Christmas sheets.
Carolina, and they point out the places
dling in public affairs will react upon a
sought.
where he preached, and the families where
The other sheet will be more serious, woman's delicacy, and spoil her womanliexhorted to be men in understanding ; and triumph. The contributions to the treasury
There are Paul himself4t was that sought to be all are irregular, and ‘every now and then & embracing, in addition to the editorials, ness. She may study politics, read the pa- he lodged, and tell of his texts, and how he
How shall it be attained?
sermons and homiletical disscussions, origSome see promise only things to all men if by any means ‘he might startling stafement or a pungent appeal inal and selected general articles upon re- pers, instruct her song, influence her hus- moved the people to tears, and how sinners)
diverse answers.
in one direction and in the use of one class save them. And so, while keeping the from the secretary is necessary to rouse the ligion and ethics, religious correspondence, band, but she can’t do that thing for which were everywhere converted, and weep as
this is a preparation. Drop her ballot? I they talk, and say, “He was a blessed
They are jealous of every faith revealed to prophet and apostle, let flagging zeal of the donors, save the treas- a Sabbath school.family department, ete.
of agencies.
| know how a gun feels when it is loaded
thing thatoffers itself as a substitute for us hasten to use the ampler appliances for ‘ury from bankruptcy, keep the mission—
(and can't go off. Thousands of well-in- good man.” They still use the hymn-book
the old gospel, as they and their fathers spreading it which their eyes were not aries at their posts, and prevent the exercis- ——LANDS IN THE MARKET.
We have al- structed women are in this position. True which he compiled for them, and love it for
on earth next the sake of the author.
understood and accepted it. They be- permitted to behold, but which they would es at the annual meeting from being pitch- ready celled attention to the fact that the politics is the noblest thing
:
lieve in preaching through the list of doc- have been so eager to grasp and so faithful ed in the miror key, and the reports from large government property at Harper's toreligion. The thing itself is ennobling.
There are also quite a number of churchOnly the base way of administering it lowtrines, as they are drawn out inthe West- in using.
running off into a wail.
;
Ferry is to be sold at public auction on the ers it. Again, they object to woman's vot- és among the colored people, and they have
Thirty-nine
minister Confession or
the
For some years past, a month before the
hirtieth of Nov.
On the following day, ing, because it will carry an element of several very good preachers; and I was
This antagonism between lovers of the
+ ‘Articles. They have faith only in the old
annual meeting, the treasury is usually
ec. 1, .unless previously disposed of at discord into the family. That means that the glad to observe that the white preachers
Old and the New .should end. All God's
husband will vote the democratic ticket take a deep interest in the prosperity of these
* theology unabridged and undiluted. They
overdrawn
by
a
sum
that
is
almost
frightprivate
sule, the Storer College farm will and the wife the republican, I suppose.
revelations are to be welcomed, no matter
ask for sermons full of the strong meat of
colored churches, and in the elevation of
ful.
The
cry
is
then
sounded
;
the
terror
is
also be offered for sale at .auction.
This
to what century they first showed themIn the west, many of my elders had
theology. They
want
no
modernized
the colored people. There is more or less
real
;
the
movements
are
energetic
;
the
apfarm contains about 120 acres (25 acres be- Methodist wives, yet they agreed to differ,
selves.
We need whatis true and good in
edition of the evangelical faith. The es- both the ancient and the modern time, Age peals are pathetic and sometimes almost ing reserved as a site for college buildings and there was peace in the family; and if prejudice and hatred toward these former
tablished methods of otker days content and youth should clasp hands in our church desperate. Under this artificial stimulus, an®grounds) of excellent land, having a there is anything people get their backs up slaves, but that is wearing away, and the
them. The fresh expedients ofthe present life. We want both caution and courage, money comes in, though not without reluc- thrifty young orchard and sixty grape-vines; about itis religion. Others say it will make. whites are seeing, more and more clearly,
no diffefence in the result—a wife will vote
awaken their distrust.
The prominence . discretion and ardor, logic and impulse, tance,
complaint
and protest. Bat it —also a large two-story brick house, with as her husband does. Did you never see a that both duty and interest require them to
given to Sabbath school exercises, the restraint and development, the prudence comes. And thenevery body is relieved; barn and out-buildings, all in good repair. woman with
a mind of her own? People use all proper means to instruct and enstreet and
theater preaching, the lay that keeps and the energy that wins, ex- the treasurer’s report is heard with tearful The property willbe sold in a body, or in seem to think that the value of voting lies courage the colored people to improve their
effortin destitute neighborhoods, Young perience and ambition, the tried confidence congratulations ; the addresses are fubilant ; lots to suit purchasers. The terms of pay- in carrying the election. The thing yeu condition.
Men's Christian Associations and Christian. that leans on God and the noble heroism the managers find a ground for Yenturing ment willibe made easy. For further par- get by voting is not half as good as the
The people are fast recovering from the
voting itself. Mr. Beecher saidhe was in
Readicg
Rooms and Sab- that dares for the welfare of men.
r
Conventions,
Hoglars inquiries should be made of Rev. favor of everybody having a vote, even effects of the war; the cotton crop is quite
And so upon very large plans and makin
bath evening Lectures,—all this is some- to the question, Old or New? there is to be large promises for the next year, and so N. C7 Brackett, Harper’s Ferry, West Va. John Chinaman, pigtail and all.. He was good and brings an extra price; and the
thing to excite their fears and prompt returned the emphatic answer by the the process is repeated. This fact may We call the special attention of our breth- clean, clear and absolute for universal suf- money which it brings into the country inthat this ‘movement tends spires cheerful hope, and makes the people
them
to contend earnestly for the faith church of to-day,—Old and New.
‘ What perhaps give us a crumb of doubtful com- ren to the opportunity thus presented fox se- tofrage.destroyItisthesaid
system of woman's subordi- generally much more reconciled than they
fort,
while
suffering
in
a
similar
way
just
which they believe was once delivered to God hath joined together, let not man
curing a pleasant location ata favorable
put
now in our own Foreign Mission interests, point, and in the midstof the work which nation to man. What is this system? Up were to the new order of things. ‘No one
the saints, and which they regard them- asunder.”
to fifteen a man issubordinate to his mother,
could hardly be ex- we are seekingto accomplish for the bene- and if a woman has a stronger nature than can travel at the South, and study their
oD {on the gropnd that we
- selves appointed by Providence to guard.
pected to do better than our neighbors, or fit of the freedmen in the Shenandoah val- her husband, he will be subordinate to her. resources and climate, without feeling that
There are others who a ever eager for
Cabinéts and the Council.
They say this doctrine of subordination is they have a prosperous future before them ;
in viewof the fact that ‘‘ misery loves com- ley.
novelties. They suspect “the old, simply
in the Bible. Idon't find it there. Pau
because it has gray hair on'its temples and
—ro—
- pany.”
nd the people there generally take the
says something about it; but he speaks to
farrows in its forehead. Their plea is for
same view of their prospects. It will be
Butit is all bad. The beneficence that ——TuaANksG1vING.
As the time for the meeting of the great
Where the New
The selection of a ‘“ wives,” not *‘ women.”
something fresh, stirring, magnetic, bold, Romish Council draws on, the opinions re- comes outin jets and flashes, and chiefly day for this time-honored
festival a week Testament commands you to obey a King— wise for us to cultivate a further aequainaggressive.
They
wish
to see things specting it and its prospective work begin under the spur of such a necessity, or such
it? You kicked your King cut, tance with our brethren of like faith at the
earlier than is usual, is not wholly agreea- |d6'youdo
and glory every Fourth of July over it. South, and work with them to secure that
- move and jump. They would charge upon to take definite shape and to find frank ex- ‘an appeal to pride or shame or fear, hard- ble to many New
England people. Usage Many commands of the Bible are relative
: Pda with the newest style of bayonet,attack pression.
One of the leading Romish ly deserves the mame. It is not a whole isa sort of law; and so setting
I am tired of immense field to Christ.—a. H. B.
it asde to the demands of the a
at close quarters with iron-clads, and - keep Archbishops in England has given in his offering. The best elements are lacking. seems to have something
L
the
coarse
vulgarity
of
men
on
this subject,
of the nature of
a perpetual fusillade along the whole adhesion in advance to whatever it may de- It is not fully a gift of principle,or love, or breaking a positive statute,
They speak a8 if they had no mothers, no
Bates College.—A New Agent.
‘with seven shooters and needle gune . | eree, on the ground that its voice is authori- gratitude, or cheerfulness. Itis only half terms in our public and private Besides, the sisters, no wives. While I remember mine,
schools are I must stand the advocate of woman's rights,
impatientof cautions given by tative and" final on earth. - He thus proves a means of grace. It feeds the giver's very generally arranged
)
.
so as to make
Wi
Auvgusra, Oct. 30, 1869.
pe. They call calm counselors that the extremest ultramontanism still tar- oul only in part. It does not nurture the Thanksgiving come during the
Dear StAr:—A few days have been
week of va.
A
cararoGuk
of
Lapham
Institute
lying
fossils. They hear a sug- ries among us, and that there are men now highest sort of spiritual life, And it is not cation, and the breaking in upon
their set- be‘ore us, reper 8 an attendance of 153 stu- spent here in canvassing for the college,
‘
bustle
is not always true ener- living who were born just four hundred something to be depended on. After a tled arrangements is both disagreeable and
good success, Bro. Penney will give
y, and that the kingdom of God cometh years too late. He is a real product of the time, the appeal’ may fail§ the emergency embarrassing. But the President's procla- dents during the past year; or, counting by with
one hundred dollars,—two ladies, fifty dolterms,
an
aggregate
of
270.
It
announces
fifteenth
century,
though
by
some
strange
not with observation, as though it were
may not be adequate to arouse ; the familiar m ition will be - practically respected and a Facaliy consisting of seven teachers, and lars each. Sanator Morrill and Speaker
~ thé cronking of evil prophets, or the half- anachronism he turns up inthe nineteenth. peril may leave the heart unstirred; the officially endorsed, and so we
shall have an Eogli-h and a Classis] ¢ ourze of study. Blaine, I think, will again remember the
He is a finished specimen of the priest, with

preserve

the powdered

wig, nor

stickle

larly provided for whenthe tax is assessed
for the short breeches, ner fling thunderOld or New?
and collected by authority, as they are not
bolts
at
dissenting
worshipers,nor
hale
the
ty
stayers at home on the Sabbath before the always provided for when there is only the
Every earnest Christian asks after the magistrate for discipline,
nor stuff the ‘*Short- changeable spiritof the religious pblic to
true way to promote religion. That is
er Catechism” down the throats of won- which an appeal can be made for help in
the great objectof effort. He may be an dering childrento silence their questions,nor au emergency.
active business man ; he may have to strugThe American Board is the oldest and
{ make wry faces at the Sabbath school, nor
gle to gain bread for his family; he may hesitate to hold special services to press strongest of American missionary organibe pressed with the cares of public ‘office;
Christ’s invitation upon the prompt accept- zations. Its workis a large one. Its rehemaysweat at the forge ; he may teach dead
AY
ance of the young,—because our fathers did sources have been steadily increasing.
tongues;he may be kept fighting disease
very
large
fraction
of
our
most
solid
and
all these things. It would be strange if
and despondency with his whole strength
time and experience did not suggest some reliable Christian men contribute to its

mother! jen lousy of men who aro properly

oft-repeated cry of ‘ wolf!”

may prompt

the

family reunions,

the roast

turkey, the

Prof. G. H Ricker is Prineipal.

college, ,

:

w

#0

Te Horning Str,

losing their prestige,or the weak
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nature

was in her

is quite interesting.

received on his arrival,

of the

Conference,

;

:

has been in active operation under

but

gradually

:

numbers,

service,

to

and there

is need

are worn by
of young

strong men to assist in the

and

work.

-but

the

The

blessing

would be correspondingly great. There is
an open fieldin that section, and a rare
chance for home mission labor.
Bow

Lake,

N. H.

The

church at Bow

Lake is just now having a season of refreshing from the Lord. Several young
men

and women

have

sought

and found

Jesus. A number of backsliders have
returnedto the work, and our prospects

very substantial and commodious building
for school purposes. With a village containing some 2000 inhabitants, good board-

are truly encouraging. We are holding
meetings nearly every day and evering.

ing places can’ read ily be olbtain: ed, so that
even at present we do not labor under any
particular disadvantage in this respect.
The Free Baptists of Wisconsin will certainly do a very foolish thing if they allow
the opportunity to pass without making the
school whatit ought to be. No better lo-

Strafford, ; Nov. : 1st, : 1869 : T Keven.
ILL.

I

left

my

homs

I now find

myself among some

of

my old brethren and sisters from Canada.
I commenced

Our

a meeting

which continued

sixteen evenings ; several persons were re-

up

claimed from backslidings,and one was con-

verted.

We are in the midst of a very

Thereis a good prospect of raising

up a F. B. church here if

some of our minisI expect
Ministers
visiting

ters would look after this interest.

lent opportunities to our friends to move
in, buy small farms, and send their children
to school.
The entire expenses for a school year
willaverage about one hundred and fifty
dollars. There is not a saloon in the place,

to leave .next

week.

this place should inquire
and

Pavy,

for brethren Hill

Greenville,

Bureau,

Co., Ill

J. GRIFFIN.

in sending their children here to be educated. Our Yearly Meeting . has. agreed to
raise ten thousand dollars for an endowment, and we trust ere many years to see
this sum largely increased. A good school

Ordination,

By

approval of the Corinth

Q. M., Bro. Wm.

W. Nutting, of Vershire, Vt., was ordained to
the work of the gospel ministry, Oct. 7, in Wil-

liamstown, Vt. The following is the order of
services; Readingof Scriptures by 8, W, Cowell; Singing by the Choir; Prayer by C. C. Fos-

is needed in the state, and one can be made
.

ter; Singing; Sermon by J. D. Waldron; Prayer

of Consecration by A. Shepard;

Singing;

Charge

by A. Shepard; Hand of Fellowship by H. F. J.

Evansville, Wis., Oct. 28, 1869.

Scribner; Charge to the Church
Benediction by the Candidate.

by L.

Sargent;

Bro. Nutting, who has been laboring with our

Our Educational Interests and Friends.
meeting of the Education Socie-

ty, held at Lowell, there was a cordial,
grateful and proper recognition both of the

importance of the educational work that is
being carried on at various points, and of
the generous aid that has been afforded us
by friends outside the denomination. These
outside helpers aré several, among whom
we are not likely to forget JOHN STORER,
EsQ., the founder of Storer College, and

GeN. 0. O. HowARrD who has rendered such
essential aid by grants from the funds in
the care of the Freedmen’s Bureau: The

special mention of Benj. E. Bates, Esq.,

of

Boston, and of Col.

of

G. Lewis,

late

New Hampton, is eminently fitting, and we
are glad to publish the appreciative Resolutions passed by unanimous vote of the Education Society. They are as follows:
Reolved, 1. That the fact that not less than

a million of dollars has been contributed for
educational purposes in our denomination
within twenty years past, and several thousand young people have been educated. in
our institutions during that time,is a remarkable token of divine favor, and gratifying
evidence of healthy growth’
2. That the magificent donation of Mr.
Benj. E. Bates, towards establishing and

endowing Bates College, isa noble and
generous deed, and all the more worthy of
commendation because Mr. Bates is a member of another Christian denomination, and
makes his donation in this direction with a
wise reference to the fact that there is in our
denomination a very large proportion of
young people, who will be incited to a liberal
education by having an institution planted
among us of a higher grade than we are at
X

present able properly to endow.

8. That the large donation of Mr. Bates to
with
a liberit with
educa-

The following were passed by a rising
vote:
Whereas, RufusG. Lewis, Esq., of

New

Hampton, N. H., has been recently removed

by death, therefore,
"
Resolved, 1. ‘That the voice of this proyas to more

in-

timate friends ; and we recall with gratitude,

sincere and profound,.the great interest and

Lewis

work,—especially

in

his

contributions and noble example in

our

liberal

Hampton Institution,

estab-

and

in aid of the Theological School.

2. That we sympathize with the afflicted
family, and remember our lamented friend
as a patron of learning, a helper of the
high-iinde

and

for usefulness;

church in Williamstown since last winter, meets
with a cordial reception from the people, and

God’s blessing rests upon his efforts.

and

. The social

and preaching services were pleas-

ant, and, we
Sermons by

trust, profitable to those attending.
brethren Stevens. Nickerson and

Waldron

ard

of our own

of the

Corinth,

Huntington Q. M.

entered fully upon the

as a

Christian gentleman.

That a, copy of these resolutions be

presented to the family, and published in
the Morning Star and Christian Freeman.

daties of pastor, we trust

ter and people to the

ingathering of a large

yest,

Q.M.,

and D.

H.

Adams,

of the

Brothers Adams and Wal-

PRINTING
The

Establishment

har-

8. W. CoweLL,

are

hereby

CorINTH, N. H., Q. M.—Held its Oct. session
at Vershire, Oct. 13—17.
Rev. C. B. Peckham,
Cor. Mess. from the Wheelock'Q. M., was present, and presented our educational claims, especially those of the Lyndon Seminary.
In addition to this, we listened to a sermon by him on
were

in

Scribner,

attendance

all of whom

Dover,

the

tire

preached and contributed

Arrangements-were made, an

OXFORD, MICH., Q. M.—Held
sion

with the Rock church.

much oe
to" theicin
intersst
ofour Q.Row
M.
Jelgemiee.

God

in his

Letsetters R

providence has

-

bt lg

A letter from 8.S. Barney, clerk of the Barneyville, R. I., church, informs us that a portion
of the church and society visited the home of
their pastor recently, and spent a very pleasant
evening.
The table was spread, and each one did
ample justice to the good things upon it. Music

enlivened the occasion, and a donation of money

Edgecomb,—Revs. O. Pitts and L. Given.
1st Georgetown,—Revs.
E. G. Page and
Miller.
v

and good wishes was made to the pastor. He
evidently holds a large place in the affections of
his people, and they express strong hopes that
the blessing of God may rest upon his labors.
We learn from the Freeman that the corner
stone of the new House of Worship, to be erected by the Free Baptist church in Chicago, was
recently laid with appropriate religious services.
Our brethren in that city propose to erect a more
tasteful and substantial structure than the one

J.

which they recently sold.

:

RESOLUTIONS.
At the last session of the Ashtabula Q. M., held in New Lyme, Oct. 22-24,
the following resolutions were passed:
‘Whereas, In times past, our churches have
not been careful to observe days of Thanksgiving as appointed by our President and Governors, therefore,
oI
Resolved, 1. That our ministers hold services
in their respective places of worship, and that
the members be counseled to attend on the 18th
of Nov.,as requested by the President of the
U. 8.
2. That a copy of this resolution be read by the
pastor of each church before his charge.
8. Resolved, That intemperance is one of the
reatest evils of our land, and that we as a
Christian body should bid God-speed to all organizations that have for their aim and end its overN. H. FARR, Clerk.
throw.

J. McFadden

and

FREEDMEN’S

Quarterly Meetings.
SPAFFORD

Q.

M.—Held

its

last

5,05
3%
3

Our

next Q. Meeting

session

will be held with the

Conference, Friday
Collection for mis-

J. T. TYLER, Clerk.

sions, $6,00.

bronchitis,

throat, and influenza.
stanter!

1t soothes

inflammation;

=

&

SAUK COUNTY, WIs., Q. M.—Met with the
The attendKilbourn City church, Sept. 10—~12.
ance was not large, but the season was one of inreceived
gladly
was
terest. Rev. E. Wright
Rev. Isaac
.
from the Rock and Dane Q.
Blake, Wesleyan Methodist, formerly of Derby,
Vt., by request, after a satisfactory examina-

received

was

as a member

of the Q. M.

and THROAT
SINGERS

its
Q. M.—Held

last

DISEASES,
and

York church, Dec.

beeheld with the

they have

PUBLIC

many

offered,

which

and

cheap

good

for

nothing.

house, which will
17—19, in their d.new meeting
Collection for Home Missions,
then be dedicate
EP, Torts, Clerk.
- $13,060

Be

Q. M., Me.—Held

slon at Steep Falls,

A good

on the

27th and 28th insts.

season was enjoyed,

ness among

the

its Oct, ses-

general steadfast

churches reported, and a steady

increase of interest in the Sabbath school enterprise, in the Mission cause, and other gospel reforms, The Jaouary term will be held at Little
Falls,

W. ¥. Botox,

Clerk,

8,80

;

8,20

5,00

2,00

2,50

of New

25,00
5%
¥
Treasurer.

the November

FIRST-CLASS.
<

and

Mrs. Melissa

Yea.

Mr. Elijah Gay of Waldo, and Miss Flora A. Cushman
of Morrill,
Oct. 26, Mr. J. E. Whitten and Miss Ella
A. Foye, both of Montville.

In East Pittstield,

Aug.

7, Mr.

R. L. Taylor and

Migs Emma S, Livingstone.
Sept. 30, Mr. Willlam B.
Morrison and Miss Mary S. Allen, both of Palmyra.
In West Freeman, O t. 17, by KE. Crosby, Esq., Mr.

are

Abram T. Taylor and Miss Mary
Freeman,

sure to

A. Brooks,

:

In Nt. Johpsvury, Vt, Oct. 27, by R v. J.

Mr. Henry C. Dodge of New
Susan C. Spooner of St. J.

York

both of

E Dame,

City,

and

Miss

In West Stephentown, N. Y , Sept. 9, by Rev. I. B.

Coleman,

I. O, Duboll and

‘Mrs.

Julietts

both oft W. 8S. Nov. 1, BE. A. McFee and
A. Weatherby, both of W. 8,
3
Ford

Co.,

111,

Oct. 24,

by

Robinson,

Miss Renia
2
Rev

J

Nos. of 1869 FREE |

In Sandwich.
Oct. 22, Wm.

years, 1 mocth,

with

ed. The plainest features are made
Healthful Bloom and Youthful Beauty.
Remember Hagan’s Magnolia Balm is the thing that

it

secure

“business has become very extensive; and is da ily increasing. It furnishes the best Instruments atthe
very lowest prices, and gives purchasers an opportunity to pay fur their Instruments in the easiest man-

next to Chickering & Sons, are furnished for $245, and

upward.

To praserve and dr2ss the Halr use Lyon's Kathai
4

Mr.

Harmon

will not exceed $60

goes to Boston

and

selects

| 121 SUMMER
STREET.—
3
>

F.

A, BENNET.

for the very best in Avalnat, nor

pelled to deal in none but the best
he warrants every

years, if well used.

Instruments, and

Instrument that

he

sells, for

ten

From His Honor the Mayor,

MR. HARMON’S TERMS

Boston, October 1, 1869,
MR. C. L. FOWLE—
.
Dear Sir: As far as my juacment goes, and it is

FOR

Renting

Reed

80 $3 of each $5

founded on a fair trial, your
Patent
Elastic Sponge
Mattress is equal in point of comfort to, any mattress

Instruments.

I have ever used.

Dinsmore,

Five octave Piano cased Melode:-

A person renting an Instrument, will have the priv.
ilege ot retaining it so long as Rent is paid in ad-

vance, and no longer, and shall have the first privilege of purchasing the same at the reduced price 24
paying down.
If an Instrument is paid for in full,
after being rented six months, all or the rents paid
willgo to pay for the Instrument.

None will be sould on trust.
.
MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Instruments may be purchased,
by paying each month in advance,a sum equal
to a quarter's rent for that

kind

of

Instrument, and

for

an

Instrument, and

all paid will go to pay for the Instrument; and in this
can soon

pay

not seem to feel it, if monthly paymients are made regularly in advance.
If monthly

payments cease when the Ingfrument

is

partly paid for, the Instrument must be considered
as being, and having been, on rent, and the money
paid will be reckoned

in pay

conditions of qua. terly rents.

for rent, subject to

the:

If a percon starting upon the plan of monthly payments, finds it inconvenient to make out the monthly
payments in advance, they can fall back upon the
terms of renting per quarter, and in this way save all
they have paid, if quarterly rents are paid strictly in

advance, but if quarterly

rents are not paid

in ad-

vance, prepaid money will go to pay-rent on the In.
strument, subject to the conditions of quarterly
rents.

TESTEMONIALS,

obtain

aged 67

Hampton,N. EE, Oct. 25, 186,

SR

Instruments

of the best quality,

and

Bd.
James A. Howe, Olney) Pa.ile,
rev. Bast Troy,
¥
N.
lo,
Bufin
DD.
e
Gen
w
D..I'resident of Hillsdale
sw James Calder Dy Mich,
Hillsdale,
o, IML,
wD, M. Graham, D. Dy, Chieac

*
"

1% Y

at the

Dover,
C, O. Libby, Cor, See. F. M. Soe., :

LL.B, Tasker, Lyndon, VEFalls, N. H,
J. Barnham Day ls, Great

Board from $2.5 10 $3,570 per week.
Ta tion from $4,650 to $6,00 per term.
Apply eaily to the Principal.
New

and convenience.

.

From

lowest

and

in

are

smells from

general neatness

Respectfu

y yours

NATH’L B. SHURTLEFF.,
Col. Charles

G.

Greene,

BOSTON, Sept. 24, 1869.
MR. CHAS. L. FOWLE—
’
Dear Sir: Having used your Patent Elastic Sponge
Mattresses, Pillows and Cushions in my house for
several months, I am happy to say that they
have
proved in all respects equal to your representations

and that I much prefer them to any article of the kind
rchased.

I have ever
cleanliness an
passed.

For

durability, elasticity,

retention of shape, they are not sur.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS, G, GREENE,
From Superintendent of City Hospital,
;
CiTY HOSPITAL, May 22, 1869.

MR. CHAS.

L. FOWLE,

121 Summer

Street—

Dear Sir: I have had in constant use in one of the
wards of this institution for the last six months ome
of your Elastic Sponge Mattresses.
It has many qualities which make it far preferable
in my opinioa to curled hair. We have & number of
them in ue, but the one I refer to has been put to the
hardest test possible, and I find it as good to-day as
the day it was introduced. If retains its elasticity remarkably, which quality adapts them especially for
the use of institutions of this kind, and I most

cheer.

fully recommend them to public favor,
Very respectfully,
(Signed)
L.A. CUTLER, Supt,

From Cul. Thompson, late Thompson ¢ Co's Express.
\
SPRINGFIELD, May 14, 1869.
My Dear Sir: In answer to your inquiry as to how
our Society are pleased with the Sponge Cushions furnished by you, it gives me pleasure to say, every
one
of whom I have inquired pronounce them superior to
anything of the kind they ever saw.
As for myself, I

am delighted with them, and would much prefer them
to all curled hair at the same prices,
rs

:

very

Ay

tru

TM. WHOMPSON

_ Chairman of Building Com.

Church of the Unify.

CHAS, L, FOWLE, E:q., Boston.

From the Superintendent

Metropolitan H. R. R. Co,

SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE, METROPOL
ITAN

RAILROAD,

Boston, May 19, 1869,

C. L. FowLE, Eeq., Agent, &C.—
Dear Sir: Last Spring and Summer wos, ave a trial
of your Elastic Sponge ‘Cushions on our Norfolk
House and St.

figures,
.
.
Kro. Harmon's long excerience and familiarhimacquaintto give
enabies
ance with all the Fivst Class Firms,
%
ers,
valuable information to all enquir
rR
Vie.
¢ Rev, B Knowlton. 80, Montville,
**

E. C. LEWIS, See'y of Tr pt soa,

decayed animal substances,

Explanation—If the price of a new Melodeon is #60

way a person

Among its chief excellencies

softness, e'asticity, absence of unpleasant

paid for subsequent quarters.

the first quarter's reat reduces the price of the Melodeon to $55; the second rent reduces the rent to $52;
the third to $49; the fourth to $46; the fifth to $43;
and so on until the price of the Melodeon is reduced
to nothing.

M,

sdays.

119

$70 in highly polished Rosewood.
Other kinds of Reed Instruments furnished on as
liberal terms.
!
PLEDGE.
Ifany Instrument fails to give sati:faction after a few weeks’ use, MR. HARMON will retund
the money and take the Instrument; hence heis com-

NEW HAMPI'ON INSTITUTION.
7 INTER TERM begins Friday, Nov, 19.

.
W

for 75 cents at any of our stores,

Michy, Oct. 22, Rev.

¢

yaloseni dh

of Music

are being sent to any part of the United States, was
invented by Rev. Mr. Harmon to meet a fait of his
expenses while laboring in the Sabbath school cause.
extensive acquaintance,
care and errors, ule

We, the undersigned, are prepared to say
{hat Rev. L.
L. Harmon's NEW METHOD of supplying Musical Instruments in anv part of the United States, makes purchasers
perfectly safe; and by its advantages our brethren may
In Waverly,

arat

oney
year, whdse niilich and money

and a

Back numbers can always be Sent. - Address

. Each quarter’s rent is to be paid strictly in advance
or no deduction will be made from the price of the
Instrument.
:

"In So. Montville, Me , Oct. 24, by Rev. E. Knowlton,

Magnolia Balm for the Complexion.
Roughness, Redness, Blotches, Sunburn, Frockles,
and Tan disappear where it is applied, and a beautiful Complexion of pure, satin-like texture is obtain.

ron,

AND
ios

ALFRED L. SEWELL & CO., Publishers, Caicaco, Irv.

SecosD TerMS.

The Secret of Beauty lies inthe use of Hagan’s

Lady can

ORIGINAL

rent is taken from the price of the Melodeon,; and al-

N. H,

In Button,

any

MAGA.

CORPORAL.

FIRST TERMS. Five octave Portable Melodeons are
rented for $5 per quarter,and all of the first guarter’s

jel Veasey of New Hampton,
ton of Tamworth,

:

FREE!!!

!

Money or Instruments, by addressing REV. L. L:
HARMON, Pastor of Pearl Street Church, Portsmouth,

Treasurer.

fordd and Miss Georgia M. Sewall of Lee.
In Laconia, Nov. 2, by Rev. A. D. Smith, Dea. Dan-

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Gmid

these effects,.and

S

can make an average saving of more than20 per cent,
and are freed from all rick in the transportation of

Smith; Mr. Hiram Danisls and Miss Emily Hawkine.

produces

H

~~

431,00

uv

them to

to glow

CUMBERLAND

*

9,10

Marrigd

4

imitations

7,26

50,00
3
00

In Durham, Oct. 26, by Rev. J. A. Lowell, Mr. Ai
Gilman of Boston, Mass., and Miss S.J. W, York of
‘Durham.
In New Market, Oct. 26, by Rev. J. A. Lowell, Mr.
Albers H, Durell
of New Market, and Miss Fannie
G. Eyans ot Eastport, Me.
By/Rev. T. Keniston, Mr. Joseph A. Clirk of Straf-

TROCHES

uge

LITTLE

ons, Rosewood, highly polished, and five Octave SinShenandoah Mission.
gle Reed Organs of best quality, are rented for $8 per
Soc. Whitestown, N Y
50,
narter, and each quarter’s rent reduces the price of
Ineyville, RI
23,00
the Instrument $6.
Pa-coag. R I. col by M. Phillips
L
TrIRD TERMS.
Five octave Double Reed Organs,
Rev
W Jones,-Weld, Me
4,00 and six Octave Piano cased Melodeons, Rosewood
4
PAadford, Patten, Me
5,00 highly polished, are rented for $10 per quarter, and
|
91,10 each quarter’s rent reduces the price of the instrument
From Roger Williams church, Prov., R. I., one box of | § 8.
Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organ included.
clothing for the destitute; other contribxtions of clothing
Higher priced Instruments are rented on as liberal
are solicited.
J. W. DUNJEE.
terms.

a soothing effect.

SPEAKERS

6,50

31, 0
Dover,

CONSUMPTIVE

worthless
are

*

C. O. LIBBY,

the

clear and strengthen the voice. ,
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches,

111. per J 8 Dinsmore,

Ch 8S Cambridge, Ill, **
“
Bequest of a deceased sister, Canterbury, N H., per
J B Higgins,
Mrs C Glines, Canterbury, N H., per J B Higgins,
g Py

session with the

Some churches
Sept. 17-19,
Carlton Si
lanwere not represented, others report a low,
state and no preaching: and a few reguishing
next
The
life.
s
port a Realthy state of religiou
session will

.

30,00

Rev E B Fernald, Newark, N J.,
Ch and Soc Olneyville, R L, per J A Howe,
Ch Wells, Me., per 8 C Kimball,

will most invariably give instant relief.
CATARRI,

Burns,

A

Bible«& Tract Cause.

Disease.

ASTHMA,

Ch

G M D Fernald,

C. 0. LIBBY,

lect often results in an incurable Lung

:

!

T

AMERICA.

11,00
2,00

per

Dover, N.H.

Requires immediate attention, asneg

BRONCHIAL

N

PURCHASERS OF
Pianos, Organs, and Melodeons,

741,65

ACOUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

BROWN'S

O

IN

‘Friends of missions, Barry. 1ll., per L A Sewall,
Ch & soc Spring Creek, N Y., per W Johnson,

Ch Lowell, Mass. , per 8 Curtis,
Free Chris Baptist For Miss Soe Province
Brunswick, per Wm Peters, Treas., gold,

For dyspepsia or indigestion,
proved remedies.
For coughs, colds, sore
“ Pargon's Purgative Pills.”
‘‘Johnson’s Anodyn® Li
use
or lame stomach,

bey

6,74

LFox, Ashford, N Y.,

garge bunch came out
A
by one of our exchanges.
upon the breast of the suffcrer, anc appearedlike part
of the breast bone.
At
"he sweetest word in our language is health.

% Rov"

12,00

per E Hobbs,

?

Afriend,

sore

it heals

ZINE

A friend per 8 W Stiles,
J Baldwin, Hillsdale, Mich, interest,
Columbia ch N Y., per C H Jackson,
No Bennett St 8 8 Boston, Mass., for Miss Crawford,

Ch St Albans, Iil.,

A case of chronic rheumatism of unusual geverity,
cured by “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment,” is noticed

BRONCHIAL

Me

and colds in-

parts;

-

MOST POPULAR JUVENILE

2,00 separately every Piano that he sells, for two reasons.
1st. That he may have the first choice from a large
J%
x 38 | number of Pianos,
2d.
That he may see the inside action, and know
5,00
13,13 that it is of a durable character which will hold its
6,00 brilliancy of tone for many years.
RED
INSTRUMENTS.
Single Reed Organs ave furEA
nished for $50, and upwards.
Five octave Double
Wf
Reed Organs, with 5 stops, or 3 stops’ and Manual
5,00
6,00 Sub Bass, are furnished from the best firms, for $100,
Five octave Portable Melodeons are
5,50 and upwards.
furnished from any Manufactory desired,
and prices

that

phthisic,

It eures coughs

the irritated

Falls ch.

Ch Wheatland, Ill., per L P Slater;

its magic influence.

Conference. Churches desiring to entertain the | OBTAIN the true
. M. at its next session are requested to inform
N. TRUE, Clerk,
A.
BROWN’S
2 clerk.

TAMA

asthma,

R. P. EATON & CO., Boston, Mass.

PRICES. (Not including Freight). New 7 octave
Pianos, with latest improvements, and in quality

-

Mrs M B Johnson, Northampton, Mass
Olive Goodwin, No Berwick, Me. per J. Nason,
Abner Moses, Ellenton, Wis. per LL R B.,
Stephen Tolman, Shelburne Falls, Mass.,
E Rochester & 8 Lebanon ch N H. per A Lovejoy,
Pelham ch N H., per N C Lothrop,
V Elliott, New York
guste R Libby, Chas St Dover, N H.,

Clerk.

has proved

Treasurer.

Col Rockingham Q M., N H.,

and evea consumption itself yields to

For BRONCHITIS,

tion,

Doughty’s

Dr. Wistar’s Balsamof Wild Cherry is the remedy
par excellence for the cure of coughs, colds, croup,
cough,

TERMS: Send
Monthly.
$2.50 stamp
a your foror specimens
the Weekly,andor premium
$1.50 for list.
the

M

This new system by which Instruments
2,00
1,00
5,00
21,00

[For Two Weeks.]
1st No Berwick ch. Me per J Nason,

WEARE Q. M., N. H.—Held its Oct. session at
East Weare.At the very commencement of the
nmieeting, earnest prayers were offered to God for
a revival. © As might have been expected, Christians were quickened,’ wanderers were aroused,
and one soul was converted.
Rev. O. F. Russell, corresponding messenger
from the Belknap Q. M., and Rev. J. L. Whittemore, Baptists, rendered eflicient aid in the
Next session at Manchester.
good work.

whooping

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

ner possible.

Clerk.

H. S. KIMBALL,

ALL DRUGGISTS,

THE LITTLE CORPORAL has a larger ciiculation than any other Juveni
ine
i
better worth the price than any other Liv, published.
y
:
2s Maguzine 1s ho World, SEMA
Because4 of its immense circulation, we are enabled to furnish it at the low price of ONE DOLLAR A
Single number, 12 cents; or free to any one who will try to raise a id
YEAR.
Beautiful premiums

1,30
10,00
109
1,

CURTIS,

Foreign Missions.

and apthe first indication of disease, use well-known
use

most of the
The
with the Spafford church.
churches were represented by letter and delegawas one of interest, and our
tion. The meeting
in the demonstration of the
ministers preached
Spirit. The following resolution was adopted :
our churches to
Resolved, That we advise
have acommunion season at each Q. M.
Fabius church, Dec. 25, 26.
at 6 o'clock, P. M.
previous,

Concord, N. H,

CHENANGOQ . M.--Held its last session Oct. 2, 3,
with the Norwich church.
The churches reported by delegates and letters. Though the weather
was unfavorable on the Sabbath, we had]a spiritual and interesting meeting.
We were favored
with the labors of-Revs. N. D. Wilkins, and B.
A. Russell, who spoke profitably unto us. The
sum of $8,00 was contributed for the benefit
of the Home Mission Society.
Next session with
the Plymouth church, Jan. 1, 2.
|

R. F. FRANCISCO,

SILAS

BY

James

line of cars,

They

have

given

perfect satisfaction, and we now are Supplying all
by renews
our other cars with them as fast as needed
Truly yours,
al of new for old.
(Signed),

WM. HENDRY,
Gereral Superintendent.

The public are invited to call and

examine MAT-

TRESSES, CUSHIONS, &c., at the Agency, 121 Sum.
mer street,

ae

N, H,

JOY, COE & CO,, Publishers’ Agents, Tribune
Buildings, New York, Brown's Iron Building, Phila

College

delphi, are authorized to contract for advertising
ia this paper.

4

:
tin

;

which is noted for the excellence and fullness of ite
Market and Crop : Reports, and the great extent of ite
correspondence from
tical farmers,

FREE:

before the last of November, will receive

MISSION.

Co'umbia ch. N Y. per C H Jackson,
“ Nev”
Samuel Warren, Abbott, Me.,
Col Huntington Q M. Vt. per E B Fuller,
:

W.0

goto .

:
“One of the oldest and best,”
Thus speaks the BOSTON TRANSCRIPT of the

FAIRS, h &c.
a
RC
&o 'con-3
.

T

SOLD

Al new subscribers
for THE[ LITTLE
CORPORAL for the iew
!
r

7,25

cong.,

Nev

IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.

and

2145

?

Subscribe NOW.

Meredith Village ch. N ‘H. per J S Ingalls,
Ch in Plymouth, Vt. per T A Stevens,
Ch at Livermore Falls, Me. per H Garcelon,
D T 8t Clair, Livermore Falls, Me,

PARSONSFIELD Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church at Hiram.
The weather bein
stormy, there was not
a large attendance, an
several churches were not represented.
The services throughout the meeting were, however,
very interesting. Collection for Foreign Missions,
nine dollars.
The next session will be beld with
the West Newfield church, Nov. 10th and 11th.

THINGS,”

fever.

Ma

Home . Mission.

VAN BUREN Q. M.—Held its last term with the

3

says Macbeth,

pos ie {jzorates
perspiration and nnd

system; is he
constipation; promotes

INSTITUTE,

EE

12t45

Ch in Sutton, Vt per W L Noyes,
Centersburg ch and cong. Ohio. 3,05; ch
Concord, Ohio.
per K F Higgins,
Columbia ch. N Y. per C H Jackson,

Benton church, Sept. 17. Next session will be held
with the Agency City church, commencing on the
Friday before the first Sabbath in December.
=
PD. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk pro tem.

Sn
n

THE

(With Stars.)

Rev A W Purinton, Bath. Me,
Rev 0 Pitts, Wiscasset, Me.
W Williams, No. Foster, R. I.

L. G.

§ 2)

for clubs.

Rev W F Eaton, Portland, Me.

and O-

the Register by mistake.

“TIME TRIES ALL

For par-

FILES, A. B., Principal.

ENTIRELY

Exrheas,

E. G. Page and J. Aus-

Pitts.
Westport,—Revs. J. McFadden and J. Austin.
Woolwich and
Wiscasset,—Revs.
L. Given
and J. Granville.
Next session with the Boothbay church, Dec.
25th and 26th.
L. GIVEN, Clerk.
P. S. Rev. 8.F. Whittier is a minister in good
standing in this Q. M., his name being left out of

:

Institution will

.

THE

BY

Mrs. Augusta Sackett, Great Bend, Susq. Co., Pa.
O 8 Brown, Horseheads, N. Y.
I C Gardner, Elba, Gen. Co., N. Y.
D Stillwell, Kilbourn City, Wis.
Rev Jas Knights, Lee, Maine.
Rev Geo H Chappell, Caroline Center, N.Y.
D R Buzzell, Ellsworth, N. H.
J L Odell, Lake Village, N. H.
Rev W Whitacre, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
Rev J M, Crandall, Ames, N.Y.
* Rev G C Waterman, Lowville,
N. Y.
Rev C H Jackson, Cedaryille, Herkimer Co., N, Y.
Robt P Lee, Bone Gap, Edwards Co., 111.
Rev J J Hoag, Odessa, N.Y.
J W Maxham, Montpelier, Vt.
Geo Plummer, Lisbon Falls, Me.
H 8S Limbocker, W. Walworth, N Y.
C B Griffin, E. Andover, N. H.
Rev Geo W Sisson, Kelloggsville, Ashtab, Co., Ohio.

N od, Georgetown,—Revs. E. G. Page and J.
iller. .
a Monhegan,—Revs.. J. Austin and J. McFaden.

:

G EORGE B.
Pittsfleld, Oct. 28, 1569.

Physic to the Dogs,’

eee

60

Social Gathering.

of this

J.C. CLARKSamples.
& CO , HOLLISTON,
MTrifling.
Rory a AsMASS."Address 4 |

Moulton—D Moody—dJ Mariner—8 D Mann—L
Cramer
—8 Pelton—T C Partridge—J B Pennington—H A Pike—
G P Pillsbury—M W_Quint—J C Rollins—S8 E Root—J
Randall—B Rand—0O W Smith—Mary Shepard—A Sargent
—Rev J A Steele—E T Tufts—T Sry
'hompson, Bigelow & Brown—L B Tasker—C C
Wade—J Worth—8, B
Weston -L H Witham—I H Willlams—E N Wright—J W
eeks:

EDGECOMB,
ME., Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Edgecomb church, Oct. 9 and 10. The
attendance was small, but the meetings good.
The Q.M. Conference voted to recommendto
each of the churches to hold a three days’ meet~
ing at such time as they may decide, and appointed brethren to attend as follows:

iunegaiies,~+Revs,

“Throw

mankind, but it would be hard upon the doge.
‘‘sweet oblivious antidote,” Which Macbeth asked for
in vain, is howe Yer vonshsared to the dyspeptic and
APRZ
RANTS EFF ERVESCENT SELTZER
AREAS.
Bious in

HE WINTER TERM will commence on Monday
Nov. 22, 1869.
G. H. RICKER, Principal,
North Scituate, R I., Oct, 26, 1869,

Books Forwarded.

Head,—Revs.

TERM

‘LAPHAM

—E Knowlton—J T.owe—JA Lowell—H P Lamprey—D

changed the name of their church to that of New
Haven.
E. J. DOYLE, Clerk.

Darter
tin.

WINTER

open Nov. 25, and continue ten weeks,

ticulars, address

SOC
1 our IETIES
holdin
CLOTHING
C

bes

1y45
:

Much of it might be so disposed of with ph

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

Received.

-L Hutchins—J J Hoag—A Hobson—O
kins—J Ingerick—J Fg
h

;

CO., Boston,

n

TIS, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing,
Parties wishing the prescription will please address
REv. EDWARD A, WILSON,
3m42
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.
HE

Christiecd B Coleman7 E Diloat-0'B' Dudley J
Durfey—Mary ary Damon—Mrs A J Davis—R Deering—O
Durrell—J Erskine—Mrs I H Ellingwood -R F a
—M © Foster—Mary Grant—B A urne —G
N Holland—
ollan

'

Resolved, That we asa Q. M. humbly bow in
submission to the will of God, and by grace
pledge ourselves more earnestlyto the work of
the Lord, and we earnestly pray the Lord of the
harvest to send the church of Bruce a faithful
man, to take the place of their departed pastor.
The next session with the Branch church, Nov.
26—28.
The church of Chesterfield and Lenox

&

:

merman—G W Bean—S Blaisdell—H Bucklin—S8 Burnham
= a ouicr-6 J Horie C Choate Geo H Ohepben-~
adbourn—
alley—0
N Cook—Mrs
k:

again

DITSON

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York,

8 Aldrich—Mrs A § Abbott—N W_Archibald—W T Am- | 4teowis

visited our Quarterly Meeting by death. in removing our beloved and faithful brother, Rev. D.

D. Brown, therefore

\

Committee,

Post Office Addresses.
Rev. Henry F. Wogan, Raymond, Wis.
Rev. Wi. Bonar, Pinckney, Mich,

The churches were

resolution was passed:

Whereas,

at their of-

E. Prescorr, Clerk.

1ts August sés-

OLIVER

preparing and using the same, which they will ind a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI,

specia

MONTVILLE Q. M. will hold its Dec. session with
the church at Montville Center, Dec. 17-19.

S. W. CowEeLy, Clerk.

Supt.

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having

i
E. HARDING, Com. |

:

who have

444 pages. Price, $1.50; $13.50 per doz.
Sent postage-paid on receipt of price.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

ELLSWORTHQ. M. will hold its next session with

a counsel was chosen for the ordination of Bro.
‘Wm. Nutting, to occur with our church in Williamstown, Oct. 27, P. M.
;

ning about 1000 favorite pieces, se-

been interested in this long-expected work.

obtain Books

»

G. W. GOULD, Clerk.

the church in West Ellsworth?

Con

specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

Strafford

much to the interest of the occasion. Bro. Waldron’s discousse’was followed by penitent souls
coming to the anxious seats, and a few, we trust

were converted.

"

CT
aa
for Choirs to

from.

at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,, 3, bp, u | lected by 500 Teachers and Choir Leaders,

in all departments, and in any desired quantity, on

Oct. 29,1869.

Q. M.

Boston for Dover

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can

FARMINGTON Q..M. will hold its Dec. session with
the Madrid church. Minister's, Conference on Tues:
day previous, at 3 o’clock, r. M. The Clerk, by in«
struction, has ordered Registers sufficient for the en-

Foster and Wal-

from

Leave

‘WM. MERRITT,

fice in Dover, N, H., Nov. 24th, at 11 o’clock, A. M,

I. D. STEWART,
SiLAs CURTIS, }
G. T. DAY,

Book

suffered several years with a severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-snfferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the prescription used (free of charge), with the directions for

a

meeting of said Corporation will be held
)

the Sabbath. , Revs.

that

a —
Standard

:

A complete collection of all the church tunes which

and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P, M.

Baptist Printin

notified

if

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7,38 p.m | Schools,

ESTABLISHMENT.

Corporators of the Freewill

June 22. 1868,

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 545, 4.45 P.M.

er

aah a

ivory

;

RAILROAD.

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, u., 2.45 p, M, je Wida/y popular in America, with the most popuFor Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8. 1055 A. w., 5.06 pe foe ind Sot Pieces; Sombiled, from ail fore.

it thy cerain SlasseaOf

SL

AND MAINE

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M,

Notices and Appointments,

Nutting and Shep-

dron gave an interesting account of the progress
of the Green Mountain Seminary, and subscriptions were taken, but the clerk is unable to state
to what amount.
The collection for Home and
Foreign Missions amounted to $11.45.
8. 8, NICKERSON, Clerk.

As he has

that God may bless the endehvors of both minis-

Jeonle

our

under special obligation to respond
equally generous gifts of money and
al patronage of the college, by filling
young people who desire a thorough
tion.
;
4. That we rejoice at the prospect of increased prosperity in the funds and patronage of Hillsdale College, and we urge our
peopleto give that institution a vigorous support in patronage and money.
5. That we extend to Rev. Dr. Calder,the
newly elected president of Hillsdale College,
our hearty congratulations, and assure him
and the college of our sympathy, co-operation and support.

young strugglin

aod

Hand of Fel- | St., Boston, ao

Nickerson; Right

S.S.

by

Booshbay—Revs. J. Granville and O. Pitts,
Barter’s Island,—Revs. J. Granville and L.
Given.

Ministers and Churches.

80 that parents can feel reasonably secure

lishing the New

aoa Aun)

(NERTC
TUNE LY
BOOK,
THE

;

Summep Aisangement,

C. C. Foster. _ After a very satisfactory examinafate appears almost necessary, i
in Fancy
tion by a council appointed by the Conference, | Goods, Jewelry, Silver Plated Ware, &e., of which a
dealer does not sell sufficient of any one article to make
the request was granted, and Sabbath afternoon
it an object of trade, and is obliged to purchase in
was set apart for the ordination services.
These
small quantities; and when the goods are sold by three
were as follows:
or four different classes of merchants,and
h charge
Reading Hymn by A. Shepard; Scriptures by
a very large profit, the price becomes double the origJohn Mr.
Davis:
Prayer Sermon
by T. A.by Stevens;
Hymn Orby
Jal Sost of manufacture before reaching the hands of
Morris;
A. Shepard;
e people.
daining Prayer by E. Clark; Charge to the Can-.{— Itis in such goods Parker & Co., 98 & 100 8

us, and added.
lee

200 miles north of this place, on the 4th of
Oct.

rich farming country, thus affording excel-

Col.

a request for the ordination of their pastor, Rev.

The following

GREENVILLE,

of eastern people, wide awake, meral and

benevolent action of

were of usual interest.

BOSTON

JUST PUBLISHED: ©

Notices.
ren

Trains leave.
Portland
at 10.10 A, M., 545
P.M |
The
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. i.

The church which entertained the Q. M. sent in f “Oe hii the reach of 81) classes, than any other,

Q. M.,

dents. The winter term promises a good
increase on this number. It is expected
that a good sized building for a ladies’ hall
will be erected during the coming year.
T he present structure is of brick, and is a

educational

letters from the churches

‘dron,

now have on our list the names of 74 stu-

here if our people say so in éarnest.
C. H. WILDER,
See. of Board of Trustees.

necessary

M.

duties would be arduous,

students enough, &c., &c. The term opened, however, with a fair number, and we

made

found

The ministers in that Q.

we should not have

cation could be found in the state.

it was

and about thirty conversions are reported.

the pa-

villageis a rapidly growing one,

and

prepare seats in an adjacent grove to accommodate those in attendance. - Early in the
session, a revivalinterest was manifested,

tronage of the Methodists,
but recently there

well

Their good |

One of the few really successtul enterprises of the
day is PARKER & C0’8 One Dollar Sale. Their system offers a greater opportunity for the purchase of
the thousand
and one useful articles,
at a price that
5
J

STRAFFORD Vt. Q. M.—Held its last session
Oct. 2, with the North Tunbridge church. The

a | didate

found

morning

next

¢ Having a mind to‘ work.”
/
e meetings continued th¥y increased irfintetest and

has been a change, and the Free Baptists
now control it. Before the fall term commenced, many prophesied that we could

as

other troubles of the Throat and Lungs.

and

a speciality,
make each article
theya manufacturer
‘by E. Clark; Charge to the church by | 80 immense
1 large number of earnest workers assembled. | J.lowship
buying all
can produce.
Their
W.
Waldron; Voluntary by the Choir; Ben- often
system gives universal satisfaction. Read their adIn the evening, Bro. Ingerick Roche on ediction by the Candidate.
vertisement.
43

For a numberof years past this institution

idence speaks'to us

Hoarseness,

Goods.

year when

increased, and the

our denomination in Wisconsin, it will perhapsbe proper for me to spread before the
public a few facts relative to it.
~~

lays

“Special

“Brown’s Bronchial:

Sponge

ginning

<<

our college at Lewiston,

REMEDY.

Colds, Bronchitis,

Elastic

him the
0.B.C.

R.

ESTABLISHED

for Coughs,

OF

of the journey

and bospitably entertained during the sesThe attendance was small at the besion.

Inasmuch as this Tha new enterprise for

Atthe

dy

FAVOR

His description

He was cordially

Evansville Seminary.

religions.

AN

Troches” are widely known as an established reme-.

IN

its his-

sympathies, the prayers, acd the best ef-

not sustain it; that

of the Potter

through northern Pennsylvania, at that sea-

tory and wants, and, what is better, has the

on

session

TESTIMONIALS

most liberal mood,

Co. Q. M.

He isa graduate of the col-

:

its “Sept.

FOLLOWING

ington Q. M.

forts of all our friends.

M.—Held

THE

messenger, to the Sept. term

gon of the

I bespeak for

:

tailed account of a visit as corresponding

agent. Bro. W. will devote his entire time
to the work of the agency until commencement. He will at once canvass the Farm-

college at heart.

Q.

‘with the Tuscarora church, Business was
Yon Wilh harmony; "Love aud uiton prevailed,
and a good season was enjoyed.
The December

and extensive use has brought ont imita~
POTTER Co., Pa. Rev. J. Togerick, | iossion will be held with the church in Cameren. reputftion
tions, represented
be the same, OBTAIN only
writing from Tioga Co., Pa., gives a de-{.
J. 81uaRT, Clerk. |. “ Brown’sTe
A
EP

Wood have been secured as an assistant

lege, of the first ‘class, understands

TUSCARORA

.

H. F. Wood will take up the labor where I
leaveit; and I drop you this line more especially to say that the services of Bro.

&o

Revivals, &ec.
:

.

LEASE

Iam under the. necessity of leaving the
canvassin Augusta incomplete, but Bro."

85%

READ

THE

P

~

|

LY

<
—

v Bory.
nog

Autumn

no religion in chips.

any sanctity in'huskd.” The donkey hath no

te

$4

The Persian’s flowery gifts, the shrine

Of fruitful Ceres, charm no more;
The woven wreaths of oak and pine
Are dust along

the Isthmian shore.

But beauty hath its homage still,
And nature holds us still in debt;
And woman's grace and household skill,
And manhood’s toil, are honored yet.
And we, to-day, amidst our flowers
And fruits, have come to own again

The blessings of the summer hours,
The early and the latter rain;

bells of the horses ; and when Religion shall
have completed the conquest of the earth,

To see our Father’s hand once more
Reverse for us the plenteous horn

I expect to see all the diamonds of the
universe flashing in the rim of her tiara.
The family newspaper must have a touch

Of Autumn, filled and running o'er

of romance.

‘With fruit, and flower, and golden corn!

Alas

for

this

day

of naked

facts! We deplore this unromancing of
every thing. We have a rail-track to the
top of Mount Washington.
The trees under
which Henry Clay walked are cut up into
walking-sticks. They have turned Passaic
Fallsinto a mill-race. Be not surprised if

Once more the liberal year laughs out
O’er richer stores than gems or gold;
Onee more with harvest-song and shout
Is Nature’s bloodless triumph told.

Our common mother rests and sings,
Like Ruth

was going up the steps, whistling
as 1
went, when my sister met me at the thresh-

hilarityin his voice, and no nonsense in the old, and, seizing
me by the hand ex¢laimed,
twitch of his ear. He never was known to «¢ John, Mother's dead!” What I did, what
dance—yethe never gets higher than his I said, I cannnot remember; but they told
feed-box. While the robin and the lark, me afterwards that I grasped my sister's
from the tip of bill to tip of claw, all life and arm, laughed frantically in her face, and
then for some minutes seemed stunned by
joy and merriment, with their wings brush
As soon as they
“the door-latch of heaven, Iwill like it the the dreadful intglligence.
more if the editor dips his pen in the dew “permitted me, I visited our garret—now a
chamber of death—and there on the floor
to tell me of the morning, and in roseate to
lay all that remained of her whom I had
descrive the sunset, and intothe purple vats
to suggest the vineya¥ds; and if then he loved so well, and who had been a friend
when all others had forsaken me. There
fasten his sheets together with a bime band,
tora from the forehead of heaven. There she lay, her face tied up with a handkeris yet to besuch a thing as holiness on the chief:

Festival,

—

We never could see

among her garnered sheaves;

Her lap is full of goodly things,
Her brow is bright with autumn leaves.

Independence

Hall

cellar.

old

Dear

gets to

be

an

Santa’ Claus

pushed off the top of the chimney

and had

The power to make it Eden-fair,

And richer fruits to crown our toil

‘Than summer-wedded islands bear.

‘Who murmurs at his lot to-day?
‘Who scorns his native fruit and bloom #
Or sighs for dainties far away,
Beside the

bounteous board of home?

Thank Heaven, instead, that Freedom’s arm

Can change a rocky soil to gold,—
That brave and generous hearts can warm
A clime with northern ices cold.

harmless

to the

Thanksgiving for the golden hours, ,
The early and the latter rain!
— Whittier.

much-abused

pun.

Those

only

spise the pun who cannot made one.

de-

Take

the quill, and after you have make the split

she was

taken

Sorrow

and

from

the

suffering

SY

Sitting alone in the corner,
In her own old easy-chalr,

With the firelight softly falling
On her beautiful gray hair,

She’s knitting away at a stocking,
Rounding the heel to-night;
And nobody knits like mother,
Though age is dimming her sight.

been

her

fingers

And his mother compassed his speeding ship
Day and night on her knees.
Pleading that wind and weather
For Pom might ever be fair,
And that never the boy might wander

Out of reach of his mother’s'prayer.

nightingalé ; for

a brown

thresher,

to the

neglect

of pennyroyal

and

brookmint. Get out with your commonplace remark
about ¢ solitary horseman
coming over the hill.” Instead of talking
so much about the ¢* Bulls of Bashan,” drive
up Brindle and Durham.
This is a grand old world if you would
only letus see itas it is. The book-worm
who sits down to write, having learned only
and

waters,

from

his library, knows nothing about them.
You have to put on your high-top boots,
and wade right out up to your waist to pluck
a water-lily, if you would seeit to the best
advantage. had been with many a picnic
party to see ‘‘ Buttermilk Falls,” but not

Of some she sent to the camp,
For Willie to wear, poor soldier-boy,
To keep his feet from the damp.
And Willie, he never wore them,
His tired feet at length were still—

Qh! so still in a narrow grave

until the other

On the side of a Southern hill.

day when I went alone,

and

I had a stolen interview with that cascade,
did I really see her perfect beauty, as,

* It’s wonderful—she remembers
The first little sock she knit,

shoving

A wee thing, white and dainty,

aside her white veil of

mist,

and

throwing back her ribbons of rainbow,
she told me all about her tragical leap from

Marveling,
would it fit?”
Tuecking it by in her basket,

Asif it were half asin,

the rocks.
;
Oa Saturday night, as we open the family

And fearing lest careless eyes should see
The dreams she was knitting
in.

| paper, let us catch the odor of pine, and the
glance of an autumnal leaf dropping like the
spark from a forge. Let some geranium-leaf
overpower
the smell of printer's ink. Tell us
of home. Let us know how wives ought to
be attentive to theic husbands, and how hus-

Dear little baby Alice!
Never was babe so sweet ;—
Alice’s own are all very well,
But ah! those dimpled feet
That she fondled and kissed so often,
That she taught to walk alone—
They are walking life’s long pathway,
They are hurt by many a stone.

bands—but

never

mind

that.

Coms,

O

Heart AND Home! into the front door with
| a blessing. Our week's work done, and notes

Knitting alone is the mother,
And the firelight softly falls
« On the pleasant room of the household,
:
On the beautiful pictured walls;

paid, and accounts sqnaved,

and the hurry

over, and the Sabbath near, speik you a
cheerful word to the desponding, a chiding
word to the wandering, a soothing word to
the perplexeds; and help the ten thousand of

But I think, when the lamps of evening
Scatter the shadows there,
They gleam over nothing half so Sect
As the mother’s silver hair,
K.,

the weary and foot-sore and ths hardly bestead, by the still camp fires of Hfe's great
battle-field,

And oh! she has dropped her stitches;
To be sure, it is not strange,
Since she herself has heen far away’
Beyond this world of change;

to thank

God

that

the

seven

days'march is over, and it is Saturday night.
Before long our pens, and needles, and
trowels, and yardsticks, and saws, and pick-

Away for a half-hour’s vision,
To the realms of the brave and leal,
‘Where the loved of the past are together,

In the land of endless weal.
— Independent.

Te Family Circle.

axes will be still. With our hand in the
hands of some loved one, we will be waiting
for a brighter Sunday morning than earth
ever saw. Others call that waiting—Death.
I call it.SATURDAY NIGHT.— Hearth "and
Home.
?

John B. Gough’s Mother.

and our slippers put on, give us a good

Itis the hardest thing in

Family newspapersonly a few years

_ were dolorous things.

ago

The columns were

fullof accounts of boys and girls whe always
‘sat up straight, and kept their faces

clean,

and wiped their feet onthe dio~mat.

The

theology was cast-iron, and the story wooden, with a long moral; not growing out but
tagged on; so that thy

children

took

the

~ moral with a wry face for the sake of getting

the story, just as they swallowed the calomel with the promise: * There, now, you
shall have a ‘sugar-plum I”
Gh

.. The world has learned thata thing is not
necessarily good becauseit isdry.

There is

.

|
»

swelled, and forth

plea:

¢ Alink—a-link—a-

l-i-n-k, Bob-o-link, Bob-o0-link! a-no-weet!
a-no-weet ! I know it—I know it! a-link alink ! don’t

throw

it! throw

he

flight, as

did

it,

didn’t.

throwsit,

Slowly the

the

boy, with a sor-

and with an expression, half shame

and

half

‘cos

sorrow,

he

replied:

he sung so I”
Dear little boys!
—Singing People.

¢ Couldn't,

don't

stone the birds.

inter-

ART

THOUGHTS.

vations
By

I involuntari-

The

summer

of 1834 was

exceedingly

hot, and as our room was imm ‘diately

un-

der the roof, which had but one

small

dow in it, the heat was

intolerable,

almost

win-

and my mother suffered much from this
cause. On the 8'h of July, a day more
than usnally warm, she complained of

debility; but as she hid befure suffered
from weakness, I was not apprehensive

of

danger, and saying I would go and bathe,
asked

her

to

provide

me

some

rice and

milk, against sevenor cight ‘clock, when
I should return. That day my spirits were
unusually exuberant; I laughed

and

friends, and, what was perhaps worse than

of an

James

The Experiences

American

and Obser-

amateur in
author

Europe.

Jackson

Jarves,

of

Hints,” ¢ Art Srudies,” etc.

New York: Hurd

& Houghton.
1869.
Sold by E. J. Lane.

Crown

octavo.

** Art

pp.

I told her that we must go and

see mother
the

truly refreshing.

vehicle,

which we soon overtook.
—
There was no ‘‘ pomp and circumstance”
about that humble funeral ; but never went
a mortal tothe grave who had been more
truly loved, and was then more sincerely lamented, than the silent traveler towards Pot-

ters Field, the place of her interment. Only
two lacerated and bleeding hearts mourned
for her.
But, as the
almost
unnoticed
procession passed through the streets, te: rs

of more

genuine

sorrow

were

shed

than

frequently fall when—
“ Some proud child of earth returns to dust.”

We soon reached the burying-grourd. Ia
the same cart with my mother, was another
mortal whose spirit had put on immortality.
A liitle child's coffin lay beside that of her

who had been a sorrowful pilgrim for many
years, and bo'h now were aboutto lie side
by side in the *“ narrow rouse.”
When the
infant's coffin was taken from the cart, my
sister

burst

into

rongh looking

tears,

and

fellow,

the

with

manner that touched us,

driver,

a

a kindness of

remarked

to

her,

¢¢ Poor little thing ; "ds better off where ‘dis.”
Tundeceived him in his idea as to this supposed relationship of the child, and inf

rmed him that it was not a child,

mother, for whom
mother’s coffin was
placed
in a

trench,

we
then
and

but

our

mourned.
My
taken out and
a

little

dirt

was

thinly sprinkled over it.
So she was

her

shoes

buried!

on

her

without

a

shroud;

fiet.

One

of God's

affectionate

wife,

a devoted

sane

with my young companions, as if not a
cloud was to be seen ‘n allm. sky,when one
was then gathering which was shortly to
burst in fatal thunder over my h:ad.
About eight o'clock I ret rne! home, and

tian; that's all!
So there was no burial
service read;
into that trench she was

thrown without a prayer; and that was the
end, after a long life of faithful work for
others—a life of patient struggle, fighting
nobly, lovingly, and hopefully the: battle of
life. Tnis was the end. No, no, thank
God! no, not the end.
Her worn body
rests in hope, and he who wept at the
grave of Lazarus watches the cleeping dust
of his servant.

Yes,

life

and

immortality

are brought to light through the gospel.
My poor mother sleeps as sweetly as
if entombed in a marble sarcophagus; and,
thank God, she will rise as gloriously when
‘‘ He who became the first fruits of them
that slept,” shall call his humble disciples to

come and “be forever with the Lord.”
Cleanliness is the élegance of the poor.
. Experience is the mother of science.

He who oppres es honesty never ha ' any.
-

the

enterprising House
,

+

Bd

ADVENTURES

IN

THE

GREAT

HUNTING

GROUNDSOF “THE WORLD.
By Victor Meurvier.
Illustrated with twenty-two Wood-cuts,
Same Publishers, &e. . 1869.
12mo. pp. 297.

This new volume of the * Illustrated Library
of Wonders” will be eagerly read by boys of
spirit and imagination; and thev will go to bed.
after having spent an evening over these stirring
und instructive adventures, to dream of exciting
chases after elephants and bair-breadth escapes
from tigers and rhicoceri.
We commend these
books with a fresh and special emphasis as one of
the most important and valuable series for young
readers that any publishers have undertaken to

issue.

2k

Sorrow. By Rev. John Reid, author of “Voices
of the Soul answered in God.”
New York:
Robert Carter & Brothers,
1870. 12mo. pp.

73.

Sold by D. Lothrop &-Co.

There

is a class

of readers,—and

itis

larger

then is often ‘supposed,—~who will welcome

this

volume at once in view of its title; for they
know enough of sorrow iu their own experience
to make them desire to understand its philosophy, learn its lessons, secure its best ministry
and find its solace. Mr. Reid does not study his
‘subject exactly like Burton in his remarkable
book, ‘ The Anatomy of Melancholy,” nor is
there'the same undértone in the minor key that

His

his verbal

splendor

more

discussions

cover
a wide

field, and they are very satisfactory, in that they.
penetrate to the very heart of the subject, even
if they are'not always exhaustive.
He compares
pagan and classical with Christian art, showing
how and why they differ both in idea and expression {sets forth the peculiarities of the various modern schools ; gives us valuable criticisms
upon many of the great names in this sphere of
life as well as upon their grandest products in architecture, painting and sculpture; and, in his
closing chapter, has many an earnest, eloquent
and hopeful word respecting the future of art, to
whose glory and utility he believes our own
country is to make a large and significant contribution.
The volume embodies the latest and
richest results of the author's wide observation
dnd faithful study, and it is just what is needed
by intelligent
American .readers to develop and
give proper direction to the wmsthetic faculties
that dre being called into exercise among us,
In
its mechanical qualities it does credit to the issues of the Riverside Press,—a statement carrying. a commendation which
needs no
added
words,
From the same publishers we have:
STORIES FROM MY ATriCc.
By the author
* Dream

Children,”

and

Seven

Little

of

People

and their Friends.
With illustrations.
1869.
16mo. pp. 269.
A LuTLe Boy's Story.
Ry Julie Gouraud,
Translated from the French by Howard Givi.

don.

With

Eighty-six

illustrations

from d-.

signs by Emile Bayard.
1869.
16mo. pp. 306,
These two juveniles are of the best.
ich has
its own peculiarities.
The first is made up of
short stories, full of sympathy with young life,
saturated with the spirit of a true home, varied
in subject and style,~some Gealing with the merriest scenes of childhood, others full of information und reaching a degree of historical diguity.
The second is a charming picture of life as it is
found
in the pleasant and sunny homes .of
France, and every young American reader will
put Riri and Margoton on the list of their friends,
before the book is half finished, and only wish
that the story had kept on when the last leaf bas
been reluctantly turmed.
‘

HISTORY

OF

ENGLAND,

from

the fall of Wol-

sey to the death of Elizabeth.
By James Anthony Frouds, M. A., Late Fellow of Exeter
College, Oxford.
Vols. 1and 2. New York:
C. Scribner & Co.
1870.
12mo. pp. 447, bH01,
Sold by E. J. Lane,
Mr. Froude sprang atonce into rare eminence
48 a historian on the appearance of his work
in
England a few years since, having un experience,
in this respr et, very much like that of our own
Mr. Motley when he gave to the world his Dutch
Republic.
ITe has all the elements that go to
muke up the real historian, —~learning, judgment,
impartiality, so fur as that is possible in a
man

full of strong

philosophy iuto this book which is chiefly meant
to serve a religious purpose.
It isa thoughtful,
calm, sympathetic, and, in the main, wholesome
and comforting volume, which soothes and ele-

vates while it instructs and counsels
Different portions have

political convictions

the reader.

very unequal

degrees of

merit and adaptation to their end,
Now and
then the efforts at analysis are untimely “and
weak, and sometimes the language holds nothing

but doubtful commonplace. We have occasionally little else than husks fer the intellect where
we are expecting grace and healing for the soul.
But in the main, the author has grasped his difficuit subject firmly and treated it with judgment,

and

skill.

The

Chapters

on the

and Fympa-

thies, imagination, and a style as full of
anima.
ton and picturesqueness ay of vigor. The
volumes were waited for with an eagerness
and
read with an avidity that have hardly
attended

the issue of uny historical work since Mucaulay
set the reading public ablaze with enthusiasm.

[n many respects, Mr. Frouds's contributi
on to
Edglish History is more important than that
of
the great paiater,
It is, therefore, with special
satisfaction that we welcome this new and
popu-

-

—

:

———

Dr. Todd has'his own way of looking at things
and his own way of describing them.
And,
though the accounts of California are legion,

tions, the agriculture and the vegetable products,
the mountain ranges and valleys, the Spanish el-ement in society, the Indian representatives that
appear now and then, the Chinese immigrants,
the great railroad, Salt Lake City and the Mor-

mons,—though these have all been dealt with
again and agin, yet this book has about ita
freshness, a zest, a picturesqueness, a magnetic

enthusiasm, and so much carefully collected and
waluable information on all these poiiits, as to entitle it.to a hearty welcome, and. it is sure of a
careful and enjoyable reading from beginning to

end. The Doctor’s mental” vivacity seems to
gain instead of losing as his years multiply, and
this book admirably embodies it.

THE YOUNG DETECTIVE; or, Which Won?
Rosa

Abbott,

12mo.

pp. 256.

Same

Publishers,
vn

TaE Boy FARMERS

ae

Same Publishers, &e.

The first of these

volumes

of the

richest and

1870.

belongs

Rev.

16mo.

pp

to what is

commended both, and the new installments justify the approval.
They are books that have

abundance of wholesome, robust energy, and
throb and brim over with intense and vivacious
life.

LIGHT FROM THE CROSS.

By Annie M. Law-

rence,
Boston: D. Lothrep & Co. 1869.—
16mo, pp. 376.
3
This is the last of the Prize Series of books

which have won golden opinions wherever they
have made acquaintances.
Though having less
genius than that powerful story, * Andy Lut

trell,” and less literary art than “Shining Hours,”
it is worthy of a place im this rare collection of
“ Five Hundred Dollar Prize Stories.” The author wields a gracefal pen, and itis always under
the direction of a high Christian aim and purpose. School life, home life, domestic life, army
life, are all pictured, and the deeper experience
of the heart, in its

self-redemption,

sense of sin, its struggles

and

its

rest

for

gained through

faith in Christ as the Redeemer, are brought out
in a pleasant narrative, which kigdles high re-

and

is one

By

known as the * Rosa Abbott Stories,” and the
otherto the “Elm Islaud Stories.” ‘We have’

valuable.

book

By

1870.—~

of ** Good Old Times,”

piety, and often starts tears
will be ashamed to shed.

The

&e.

OF ELM TSUAND.

Elijah Kellogg. suthor

‘‘ Sorrow of Great Minds,” ** The Bible and Sorrow,” “The Man of Sorrows,” * The Sorrow
that is beautiful,” and that on ‘The beariag of
Sorrow upon certain of the higher themes of
existence,” will prove at once suggestive and

solves, sets forth the beauty and power of a trug

Messrs. Harper &

such as no

reader

Bros. complete their cheap

of George Eliot's works
It deals largely with
most beautiful specimens of mechanical execu-- with the issue of ROMOLA.
tion that has yet appeared.
To look upon the | life and experience in Southern Europe, and has
all the elements of genius and power which come
pages is to enjoy a positive luxury.

379.

than he instructs by his substantial facts and his
well-defined
principles,—still, he has done a
large and important work in interpreting the
missicn and unfolding the characteristics of true
art, and giving eloquent expression to much that
was vainly struggling for distinct embodiment in
the spirit.of many people.
He is, in some sense,
| was dead and must be buried, and little the father of art critieism as it is developing itfeeling beyomd that. At times, I even self during the present century, and a strong
forgot this sad reality. Weary and dis- stimulator of the artistic sentiment as it is struggling into active life among the masses of the
pirited, I at last once more sought my ‘ people.
lodgings, where my sister had been anxMr. Jarves owes something to Ruskin.
That
iously watching for me. I learned from | is plain enough on reading a dozen pages of this
her that, during my absence, some per- volume. But he is no copyist. He’ expresses
sons had brought a pine box to- the house, his own thoughts and in his own way. And he
is more self-contained than Mr. Ruskin.
His iminto which they had placed my mother’s agination meyer runs away with him. His critibody, and takenit off in a cart, for inter- cal faculty is always awake, and there is a roment. They had butjust gone, she said. bustness about his thought and his style that is

buried ; and we hastened after

promptness. that marks
from which they come.

appreciation

Literary Review.

all, none to sympathize with myself and
my sister, but the people about us, who
could afford the occasional exclamation,
“Poor. things!" Again I wandered into
the streets, without any definite object in
view. I had a vague idea that my mother

[3

.

throat was

nature's

rowful countenance.
Anxious to hear an
expression of the little fellow's feelings,
we approached himjand inquired:
‘¢ Why
didn’t you stone him, my boy? You might
have killed him and carried him home.”
The poor little fellow looked up doubtingly, as though he suspected our meaning,

mother, a faithful friend and a poor Caris-

lowing account of the de th of his mother :
When the week is past, and we gather at
‘the evening stand, with the world put off,

came

harmed

vals, convince myself that my mother's
death wasa fearful reality. An hour or
two passed away in this dreamy, half-delir-

creatures—an

From advance sheets of the Antobingraphy of John B G ugh, we take the fol-

The Family Paper.

when lo, his

times bewilders with

of trees, and mountains,

This blue-mixed sock—it reminds her

little arm was reach-

out with all this about the

cense,

Away at the beck of fortune,
To the far-off China seas,

Tke

Mr. John Ruskin has done much to exalt art
in the estimation of thinkers.
He has stripped
it of the air of mysteryin which it had lain for
SO many years, taught its significance, unfolded
its real mission, subjeeted it to critical analysis,
exposed its abuses, rebuked its vices and follies,
and set forth its ministry as a revealer and enforcer of high psychological and moral truth.
Though he is not always self-consistent, though
his egotism and his oracular style are often repulsive, though he runs off into strange episodes
and almost frenzied rhapsodies, though he somg-

and les us hear a hen cluck. Instead of riding Bucephalus to death, halter that sorrel
colt. Talk not so much to us about frankin-

There’s the golden band that has never
Been off since her wedding-day,
And the hoop encrusted with diamonds,
From Tem, when he went away. —

the wold to make.

and, loving her as I did, I found consolation

state of mind, and then

for a good aim.

ed backward without
alarming the’ bird,
and Bob was within an ace of damage;

-

pography, and cheapness. The publication of “though the big trees, the Yo-Semite valley and
the rerhaining volwmés will go "forward with the surroundings, the Geysers, the mining opera

little arm subsided to its natural position,
and the despised stone dropped. ‘The minstrel charmed the murderer! We heard one discovers in Zimmerman’s Solitude. But he
the songster through, and watched his un’ has put some criticism, some analysis and a little

lot

in thinking that she was ‘¢ not lost but gone

ious

stone lying at his feet, and was preparing
to throw it, steadying himself carefully

throw it,” etc. ; and

through life ; now she was freed from both;

and with difficulty could I, at certain

two, obeying the inpart, he picked up a

ly proceeded slowly toward my wretched
home. I had eaten nothing since the precy. Let the sheet be fresh and healthy, in ceding afternoon ; bul hunger seeméd, like
ita smell of cedar and new cut grass. Let my other senses, to have become torpid.
On my arrival at our lodgings, I found
‘us hear in the rhythm of some of the sen-,
that a coroner’s inquest had been held on
tences the moan of an untraveled wood, and
the sweep of the wing of a partridge. In- my mother’s corpse, and a note had been
left by the cfficial,j which stated that it
stead of the artificial dye of stale imagery,
must
be interred by noon of the following
crush against the printed leaf a bunch of
day.
What
was Ito do? I bad no money,no
buckleberries and sumac.
We are tired
pity’s sake, catch for us

Are flaghing to and fro.

family newspaper.

ily for a minute or
stinet of his baser

‘evil to come.”
had

extended to within a few yards

of the place where the urchin sat, and
maintained his position, apparently unconscious of the close proximity to one whom
birds usually consider
a dangerous neighbor. The boy seemed astonished at his
impudence, and after regarding him stead-

init, sharpen it down uautil the point is keen
enough to puncture the toughest inconsisten-

The Dropped Stitches.

~

world’s

foibles, and looking-glasses in which to see
our failings. Yes, give placé occasionally

And let these altars, wreathed with flowers
And pHed with fruité, awake again
2

Glancing like silver, the needles
Backward and forward go,
And the rings on her thin white

satire, caricatures of the

tree, which

somewhat resigned to the dispensation of
providence, and was almost thankful that

romance. It will do no harm to hear of
before.”
:
moonlight ramble; and sail on the lake with
I have ‘intimated that I sat all night,
only two in the boat; and while you despise
elopements as unwise and. dangerous, do not ‘watching my mother’s cold remains. Such
fear to tell us of the father who wanted his was literally the fact. I held her dead
daughter to marry some rich old Disagree- band in mine till it seemed almost to be
able, while the young man was ready with growing warm, and none but myself and
God can tell what a night of agony that
hard hands and loving heart to earn for her
was.
The people of the house accommoa home in the cottage. Tam glad that the
ladder did not break, and that Timothy dated my sister below. When the morning
dawned in my desolate chamber, I tenderHardfist won the prize.
ly placed the passive hand by my mother's
Give us more spice in our family newsside, and wandered out into the, as yet, alpaper. We meet in our daily walks so
mostquiet streets. I turned my face towards
much thatis depressing, give us in our famthe wharf, and, arrived there, sat down by
ily newspaper whole bundles of spice : jokes the dock, gazing with melancholy thoughts
that you can understand without laborious
upon the glancing waters. All that had
explanation, conundrums, quips and quirks,
passed seemed to me like a fearful dream,

1" God gives us with our rugged soil

Facts!

a little

flight of birds which were playing around
him. At length a bobolink perched himself .upon a drooping bough of an apple

gazed

The bounty overruns our due,
The fullness shames our discontent.

That casts it shines behind us still.

Facts!

Give usin our family newspaper

in the grass by watching the frolicsome

earnestly in her quiet face—all her meek,
enduring love, her uncomplaining spirit,
her devotedness to her husband and children. All was now over; and yet, as
through the livelong night I sat at her side
—a solitary watcher by the dead—I felt

his neck

‘We murmur, but the corn-ears fill ;
‘We choose the shadow, but the sun

Facts!

been

as I took her eold hand in mine, and

dance of purchasers, for it adds to its great value"
a fine mechanical appearance. a full and clear ty-

A

Leaning idly “over the fence, a few days
since, we’ noticed a little four year-old
‘“lord of the creation” amusing himself

mind—

O favors every year made new !
O gifts with rain and sunshine sent!

‘We shut our eyes, the flowers bloom on;

broken.

oyster-

has

my

“Could’nt ’cos he Sung so.”
————

‘‘ By foreign hands her aged eyes were closed,
By foreign hands her decent limbs composed.”

Oh! how vividly came then to

lar edition of Froude. «It ought to find an abun-

BALLADS OF NEW ENGLAND.
By John Green© leaf Whittier,
With Illustrations.
Boston:
- Fields, Osgood & Co.
1870.
Octavo.
pp. 92.
‘Sold by E. J. Lane.
In muslin,
$5.
The holiday edition of ‘Whittier’s * SnowBound,” 1ssued two years ago, and the illustrated
“ Christmas Carol” of Dickens, which the same
publishers brought out a year since, were beautiful enough to compel admiration and induce large
drafts upon the superlatives of ti¢ English language.
But these ten ballads of Whittier, set off
as they are with a letter-press that makes one al-

most hesitate to touch the creamy gloss of the
pages; and with such an amplitude of charming
and exquisite illustration, in which chastened
imagination and ski’lful reproduction of natural
scenery arae alike noteworthy,—these
ballads

make up the ehoicest gift-book

of its class that

has yet appeared.
The Poet sends out on the
fly-leaf his grateful appreciation of the merit of
the illustrations ;—a large public has already
pronounced most emphatically upon the merit of
the poems themselves, and the gems have secured a fit and splendid setting at length.
THE PROSE WORKS OF RALPH WALPO EMER80N¥. New and Revised Kdition.
In two volyines, Same Publishers, &c.
12mo. pp. 566,
491.

We do not stop

before

these

two substantial

looking volumes to speak at length of Mr. Emer-

son’s personal

qualities

and

character, of his

opinions, of his influence upon the thought of
his generation, or of the rank among the world’s

original thinkers which

he is likely to hold in

the future estimates of mankind.
He is certainly remarkable for his flashes of insight, his jets
of philosophy, his spasms of intellectual ‘vigor,
his wondrous and weighty aphorisms, his Saxon
strength and epigrammatic peint as a writer, and
the beauty and brilliance of many of his poetic
conceptions.
He is equally remarkable for au-.
dacity, irreverence, for the most absolute inconsistencies and contradictions of statement, for
utterances that seem thoroughly heathenish, and
for a bewildering style of expression at times
that plunges the reader into hopeless perplexity,
and raises the serious question whether Mr. Emerson has any definite idea of what he is saying
or intends to say. There are paragraphs in his
writings that seem to embody the golden wisdom
of a profound treatise, and make us wonder at
the author’s mental wealth,
There are others
that are crisp in form as the responses of an ancient oracle, or resonuut. as the sublime peroration of the great Grecian orator: but the oracle
is utterly ambiguous and the sounding rhetoric
appears 8s hollow as a drum.
He has unsettled
many superficial young men’s faith, and he has
also given breadth and vigor to the thinking of
many earnest and influential Christians,
He has
both originality and genius, and he has coupled
with a demoralized theology and much fragmentary thinking, a thoroughly upright life and a
power in the sphere of ideas that makes every
successive
utterance to be eagerly sought by
thousands of the best-trained minds of two hems
ispheres.
Such a man cannot be classified; he
stands apart and must be weighed by an independent judgment,
For general use his works
have no adaptation; but they are too significant
and peculiar not to find many who will pore over
them with veneration, and many others who will
gladly turn over much dk bris for the sake of the
grains and nuggets of real gold that may be gathered in the process.
This new edition is an admirable one. Six
volumes are put into two; but there is nothing
that suggests improper compression, the letterpress is excellent, and the economy to purchasers

is large and grateful. »
MISCELLANIES,

Publishers,
&o.
+ 12mo. pp. 6590,

This

.

ld Edition,

volume

18(9,—

of the miscellaneous

writings of the great English litteraseur, embra-

ces the Paris

Sketch-Book, the Yellow-plush Pa-

pers, the Irish Sketch-Book, and the Journey
from Cornhill to Grand Cairo. Some of the most
characteristic of Thackeray’s qualities as a writer come out in these productions.
In style and
price this edition challenges fault-finding.

The sume publishers send us the ATLANTIC
ALMANAC for 1870, which is got up in the same

general and excellent style that

out in such striking forms in Adam Bede anf Silas Marner.
Messrs. Fields, Osgood

distinguished its

predecessors. Its exterior is rich and beautiful
in appearance ; its contents are ample, valuable,
varied, and will de full credit to the eminent

& Co. issue four juve-

nile books, in heavy and illuminated

paper

ers, and

lithographs.

illustrated with

They are entitled:

2. ToR

SToRY

BRAVE;

colored

1. RiP VAN

WINKLE'S

covNAP;

OF COLUMBUS; 8. PUTNAM THE

4. THE

BALLAD

OF

ABRAHAM

LIN-

COLN. The stories are in such ‘poetry as E. C,
Stedman, J. T. Trowbridge, R. H. Stoddard and
Bayard Taylor know how to write. Egtinge and
Fredericks are the artists,and the result is a set of
taking juveniles, with rare merit in the verse and

tolerable taste and skill in the

pictures.

Price,

60 cts, each.
The two excellent English monthlies, to which
we have heretofore called attention,—THE SUNDAY AT Home and THE LEISURE HOUR,—issued for Oct., are at hand, and full as ever of
wholesome and varied reading.
We have also
received copies of THE BRITISH WORKMAN,
Tue CHILDREN'S FRIEND, THE CHILD'S COM-

PANION, THE INFANT'S MAGAZINE, and THE
COTTAGER AND ARTISAN, all of which are illus
trated, well edited, practical and cheap.
Mr. F.
E. Grafton, of Montreal, Canada, will supply all

these, and

other English periodicals, at lower

rates than those at which they have usually been
furnised to American subscribers.
LITTELL'S LIVING AGE comes regularly,
and
never without a large and valuable literary

freight.

The issue for Oct. 30

has nineteen for-

mal articles, besides its poetry, &c., representing many of the leading periodicals of Great
Britain, and supplying a varied and valuable
resume of the various schools of thought,
It has
something for every class of intelligent and
thoughtful readers. Its managers have proved
that they know the wants of their patrons and

are able to meet them.
EVERY SATURDAY

Boston: Littell
for Nov.

& Gay.

6 contains Ober-

mann, by Matthew Arnold, a fine article on Buf
fon, reproduced from St. Pauls, and several
lighter and airier articles that keep up its hi
and well-deserveved reputation. Boston: Fields,
Osgood & Co.
:
PrymouTn Purrit, in which Beecher’s sermons and Prayers appear weekly in*a wellprinted pamphlet ready for binding, is as at-

tractive as ever, both outside
York:

J.

and inside.

New

8B. Ford & Co.

ZrLL’s CYcLOPEDIA, issued in parts, goes
steadily and strongly forward, fulfilling every
promise,
I'arts 61 and 62 are just at hand, carrying us about half through the articles under
the letter C, and almost reaching the 500th
page.
It is a work of solid value.
Phila.:T.
Elwood sii
Messrs, $ields, Osgood & Co. republish, with
additions, the article of Charles Francis Adams,
Jr., entitled A CHAPTER
OF ERIE, that appeared in the July No. of the North Ameiican
Review.
It deserves the wide circulaMor which
it will thus secure; for the peril to both our character and our business interests, that arises from
the terrible ambition and the desperate rivalries
of New York millionaires and Wall Street brokers, can be averted only by the exposure of
their plots and methods, and the creation of an
overmastering public sentiment against both
their gambling and themselves.
It is as inter-

esting as a romance and as startling as a tragedy.
Paper covers.

LITERARY

By W. M. Thackeray. Same
Househo

additional

excellent edition

16mo.

Notes.

pp.

352.

H. A. Brown & Co. will

issue,
simultaneously
with
D. Appleton &
Co.
of New
York,
the
Life and
Speeches of Daniel Webster, from
the pen of Geo.
Ticknor Curtis, in two’ volumes, large
octavo, embracing some 1200 pages.
It will be

sold by subscription.

8mith’s Bible Dictionary,

edited with additions by Rev. Saml, W. Barnum,
a volume of over 1200 pages, issued in a popular

form for the convenience of clergymen, students,
and others, is ulso in the hands of Messrs. Brown
+o kT
& Co,49 the New England agents.

Roberts Bros, will soon issue

World

of Hebrew Tradition,”

“The Primeval

by Dr. Hedge.

This is eonsidered the best of the author's write
ings, ad is eagerly awaited. “A Day by the
Fire,” and other pieces, by Leigh Hunt, will al

80 be

published the

present month.

These

sto-

names in literature which they bring before us;

ries have never hefore been published. The
work will be one of the “Handy Volume Series.”

sically good, thoroughly entertaining, and
enough at fy cents,

cheap

the Messrs. Roberts about the middle of November. The work is of a philosophical character.

or, The Great Pacific Slope.
By Rey, Juhn Todd, D. D. Boston
: Lee &
16mo.
822,
Lobrop & 1870,
on
mo. pp. . 322,
Bold by D.

ry of juveniles, entitled “ Minnie Myrtle Series.”
There will be 12 volumes, put up in a neat box!
“Carl Burtlett,” another juvenil: w.l aleo be
ready the present mouth.

its colored illustrations must be inspected by
charitable eyes or silént critics. But it is intrin-

——

Tur SUNSET LAND;

“Manprat,”

by Geo, Sand, will also be issued by

H. A. Young & Co. have in press a little libra-

Se
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—

LITERARY MISCELLANY;

The

Trying the Sweat-Box.

Blackboard’s

Here Iam.
flourish

—

of trumpets, 'I

was

ushered

.

glances show that

/

Many years ago it was my good fortune
to join a happy party of ladies and gentlemen oR a visit to the United States receiving-ship, North Carolina, then, as now,

anchored - off

Brooklyn Navy

Yard.

Ac

they only

age to split us all up into kindling-wood:
Now. whose faulgis it? ‘Did [ beg to

in beautiful

order, the

weather

was

Commodore

‘the

fine,

and

the

soul of politeness.

We

Iwill show you some apartments that are
only occupied occasionally.”
He took us
toward the bow of the vessel, through that
gloomy deck where lamps are burning even
at

mid-day,

and

then

he

showed

us

the

¢ apartments”—a half dozen,
more or
less, of narrow, dark, upright wooden
oells, each large enough only to contain
one living

being,” and

closed

by

a thick

door, through which five or six auger-holes,

at the height of a man’s mouth, afforded the

only supply of air.

‘‘These‘tire the ‘ sweat-

boxes,’ " he said.

¢* When any of our

deserve punishment, now,
has been abolished in

men

since flogging

the - navy,

we

lock

him up in one of these boxes for twentyfour hours at a time; or, if a very bad fel-

low, we sometimes

give

him forty-eight,

without food or water.”
So simple and humane a punishment,
lace of the barbarous, cruel

and

in

degrad-

g system of whipping, at once called
forth the eulogiums of the party, and we
were just about passing our unqualified approval and admiration of so mild and benign a penalty, whenthe Commodore said,
with a quiet smile: ‘It's pretty severe,
though. Would any one like to try it for a
minute or two?” ¢ Yes, you may give me
five,” suid I; and amidst
a chorus of the joyous cries of the party, * Give him five,
Commodore,” I stepped into the box, and
the door was locked upon me.
I found
myself

immured

within

four

sides

of a

wooden box, so scanty in room that it
touched my body on every side. I am but
of medium stoutness, but what would be
done with a prisoner but a few iaches
stouter than I?

Asit

was,

there

was

ni

room envugh on any side, bet ween my body
and the box, for me to raise my hand 10 my

head.
I had
of my
while

and when the
to stand up so
head touched
in front there

door closed upon me
straight that the back
the back of the cell,
was barely an inch of

room between the inside of the door and my

face.
deep,

Asthe box was wider than it was
I could not even turn in it: The

breathing-holes

- were

at

seme

distance

below the level of the oyes—in fact, they
were on a level with my mouth, so that
even the miserable consolation of peeping
through them upon a dimly-lighted deck
was impossible.

For the same reason

that

the arms could not be bent, bending the
knees was alike impracticable. Tae box
was utterly dark, and the “first sensation
that I began to experience wasa sickening,

horrible

feeling

of want of air.

To be

placed alive in a coffin, and tohave the lid
closely
screwed down ever your face.
would have been no worse than this. I
was in fact inhumed alive. My che-t began to heave with great violemes, as I
ped for fresh air; the blood rushed to my

ead and seemed to threaten aprplexy,
-and I could not reach my hand to my throbbing temples.
Meantime all remained still as the grave
on the outside—I suppose by the Coxnmodore’s directions. Taen [thought of men,
“living

men,

imprisoned

in

this

narrow

house, and forgotten in the tumult

of great

storms at sea, or perishing by slow

in this terrible sarcophagus, long
crew

had

deserted

the

famine

after

wrecked

the

ship.

Think of a man lying helpless upon his face
im such a woolen case, perhaps s'aidiig
upon his head (for such might be his posi-

tion),

on

these

But

a wrecked vessel.

feartul thoughts as to what might happen to
others, soon gave

way

to the real

my own situation.
The
sioned by the closeness

horiors of

suffication oceaof the air in the

box produced
in me a sudden desire for
ter. My lips grew hard and dry, and

wamy

tongue was like a chip with the sudden tever

of unqu ‘nchable thirst. Although I had determined to remain as quiet as possible, the
time being so short, yet reason itself began

to play fantastic tricks.

Perhaps

now,

blackboard

contented

at

all; but

before

be-

ing a blackboutd, I have rights that I want

to him, and,

after

trgjng a pound,

glish may like it; not 1.”

modore was a practical joker, and,

But tbe heathen was a sensible man
compared with you, my discouraged owner. He did. not declwe that the Eaglish
must

not

A

they

woald

come,

like tea, because

he

didn’t, and

I never heard that he wrote articles for
the papers to show that teais an invention
of Satan,
ow tea is good, but not for
soup. -Blackboards are good,
too, but
there, are some things they can do, aud
some things they cannot do; and it is over-

looking

this

latter fact that

has

placed

me where I am, and you where you are,
in the position of ajsworn enemy to me.

:
{ cannot convert souls. I do not
say I cannot aid in their conversion. I
do not forget how the tears flowed down
little Mary H——"s cheeks, when the pastor showed her, by a picture of the shepherd and his sheep, that Carist was seeking his little wandering lamb. Iremember how she begged her mother
to show
her

how

to

cometo the

good

Shepherd,

was

to teach

about

Christ, not

about

ev-

erything that would make a pretty picture,
and that I could not do everything, that
you had a real, personal work to do, as
much as if I were not in existence.
2. I'can’s teach the whole lesson. Before you introduced me, you took painsto
encourage “your
teachers. You
helped
them find illustrations for their classes.
You were anxious tbat they should say the
very best things that could be said on the
subject. Bac when I came, ull was changed. No more illustrations for the teacher's
meeting ; [ must

more
the

illustrate the lesson.

helpin explaining

lesson.

Thnat could

and

be

No

enforcing

best

done

on

the blackboard.
Indeed you were afraid
to give them more than the most commoaplace

thunder,

hints,

lest they

and

were

should

actually

steal

my

jealous lest

they should have so much to say as to leave

too little time for me.

and

You felt, and the

limited

to twenty

minutes

for the

sike of

a blackboard. No wonder that, wherever
they have gone, they have voted against [
the introduction of the blagkboard nuisance.
3. I cannot

represent

well,

in the

distance a village ia

in the rear, family

flames, a forest

flying to the fort&a

mother clasping her babe in her arms,
Indians with tomahawks raised close behind her,” looks well enough en paper,
but only an artist ora fool could putit on
the blackboard. You are neither.
4. I cannot represent the unrepresentable.
Heaven

and

hell, angels

and demons,

are

spiritual subjects, I am too material to
represent them,—and so are you.
I might fill another column with my
abuses, and still another with suggestions
a3 to what I could do, if I only bad a
chance; but I have already shown you
the main .canses of my being here. If the
time
take

ever comes when you are willing to
me back, notas a leader, but as an

assistans, allowing me by texts and simple

pictures to enforce the lessons already taught
by ‘the teachers, and above all, when you
are ready to spend the time you now use

in denounciog *¢ this miserable

blackboard

fever,” in earnest prayer that you may be
led to the best means of illustrating God's

truth to the little ones, you will find me,
what I have always been, your true friend.
— National Baptist.

The

Mound-Builders.
—

There once lived over nearly the whole
of this country a race of peiple of whom
we

have

that they
ahont all

not the

slightest

were numerous and ingenious is
that is certaioly known of them.

were

becoming
insupportable. The perspiration began to stream from every pore. The
box became intolerably close; I fancied it
full of humid vapor—the five minutes must
have elapsed long ago—the day itself bad
receded—how long had the sun gone down?
—wag it dark night on deck above?
Of course, I cannot recall all the sensations that thus took possession of soul and
body in that brief trial of a sweat-box.
It
was in vain to call reason to your aid.
You

could no more dismiss your thoughts at
will when in such a place than you could

imagine the fotid vapor of the box to be the
fresh, the blessed, breezy air of raorning.
It is this very condition of mind, to which

the victim of this living death is brought,

that forms the

principal torture of the pun-

ishment,
And think of a poor wretch compelled to endure this agony for twenty-four
hours—or
even
longer—without
water,

without food, without rest,
ed forth from

my

voluntary

\When

T step-

burial-place,

ment, what became of them, and a thousand
other queries that arise, can ouly be answer-

direction, or else that the remaining

portion

hecame the origin of the present race of
fontral American and Mexican Indians.
No remiins of them ave found .in'the New
England states,but all over the prairie lands

of the West, and down the Mississippi valley, from Pennsylvania tothe Rocky Mountains, and

from

the

great lakes to the gulf,

their monuments are scattered.
It was early noticed by European settlers
that certain large mounds or hills in the
districts mentioned, were too symmetrical
in form to have been of natural origin.
The character and habits of the Indians not
then being well understood, the work was
at first attributed to them, and the idea was

strengthened by the finding of Indian graves
in the mounds, but near the surface. Iavestigation has

shown

conclusively

that their

another entirely distinct
builders were
people. The hills are perfectly conical in
change the briet experience of a few min- shape, and are composed of alternate layers
utes bad made in me.
In fact, I felt it, for
loam and gravel. Trees, many hundreds
although I tried to smile away the impres] ofof years
old, grow upon them, proving their
sion, my whole frame seemed weunk and
age. By digging in a direct perextrema
feeble, compared with what it had been a
line from the apex tothe bate,
pendicular
few moments before. “Commodore,” said I,
of stone resembling an.
‘* you kept mo there longer than I bargain- a large structure
tools, are always found,’
few
a
and
altar,
ed for * How long do you suppose?” usually also some smyll articles of strange
said he. “Double the length of time, I shape and unkrown use, and in some instanghould judge.” The Commodore looked ces human remains sro.discovered. The
with another of his queer smiles at the rest tons are of copper, and posses$ a hardness
of the party, +‘ We all timed you," he said, and temper much like that of steel, the art
*“ and fr rm the instant [ turned the key on of producing which in soft metals is not
I saw, by the faces of my friends,

you, until I let youout

ly three minutes.

again, it was

what a

exact-

I told you the punish-

ment was pretty severe.”

fo

Wa do not want precepts go mich as pat

tern,

known at the present day,
The human re.
mains indicate that the men were of large
size, with well-developed heads, entirely
different in shape from those of the North-

American Indians,

The town

of Circleville, Olio, tikes its

Seldom does death take |

years and 11 months.

uway ‘a life so filled with hope

and

cause so deep a grief to +

promise, and

am

hearts,

She

was a sincere Christian,
© trust she has gone
"to dwell with the Saviour; and fo sing the songs
the ramsoned sing, B. F. PRITCHARD.

Treatise.

:

3

2 cents each for

copies.

S.

S.

Or-

for it. Ann thronghout Canada, it is well and favor.
ably known, and sold everywhere.
Read what

Saratdga

Post gives an acconnt of

Messrs. PERRY

TO

Superintendents.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published
by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.

mended to me,

been

constructed

were

discovered

neatly curved.
relics.

with

much

care,

being

At the foot of the fire-place
ashes,

bones,

and other

ever tried.

and

From

this fire-place was

which it was formed had been originated by
of this water,

in a medicated

has not been developed sufficiently to ascertain of what dimensions or depth it may be.

to meet ob-

structions or find any bottom. It contains
water, and is evidently very large, as it
would float on either side, sixteen feet.
No definite idea as to what it is or how it
was constructed can be found, and further

excavations will develop what now lies hidbeneath the mass of rock,

210

remains

a mystery.

O her

relics, novel in appearance and beaury,
such as ore, coal and limestone, have been
extracted. Among them a perfect infant's
leg, in a state of petrifaction, found in the
rock—the length from toe to knee being 11

in

go

Water

rR

TYPE,

promise,

and

beloved

by

all

who

and grandson

ot Rev,

T.

C.

Brown,

of

Scituate. R. L., died Sept. 24, aged 2 years 9 mos.
Thus this lovely bud was taken from this world
of sorrow to bloom in the paradise of God, Sermon on the occasion by the writer.
:

;

8. B. Youxa.

Boston.

THOMAS LENNAN
16,

aged

69

years.

died
Bra.

in Montville, Me., Oct.
Lennan

was

a

living

Christian more than forty-five years; faithful in
all the relations of life and always ready to stand
up for,Jesus, the Bible, and the church,
DupLEY CrAM died in Montville, Oct. 14,
aged 72 years.
Ie was one of the first settlers
in the town.
E. K.
ELEANOR M., widow of Mark H. Stevens, died
in New Durham, Sept. 20 in her 54th year.
In
early life she becume a Christian, and after baptism, united with the F. W, Baptist church, and
there labored until called to rest.—'* They rest
from their labors and their works do follow

them,”

bo

J; F. Joy,

BETSEY GORDON. of Candia, N, H., died Sept.
3, aged 70 yeurs.
She experienced religion in
early life, but did not unite with any church.
She took a lively interest in the cause of temperance, anti-slavery and education; gave much attention to the study of the Bible and was a reader
of the Morning Star for more than thirty years.
She was a strict observer of the Sabbath, aud
maintained aa exemplary moral life, Funeral
sermon by Rev G. 8, Hill
~ B,
SarAH WiLsox ‘died in Sutton, Vt., Oct. 8
aged 80 years, . Her sickness wus protracted and
her sufferings were intense; yet she endured all
patiently, leaning upon him to whom she consecrated hergellin youth,
8he maintained a Chri tian character to the end, und departing in peusce,
went to her reward.
SALLY Saw died in Barton, Vt,, Oct, 22, aged
87 yeurs,” Kor three-score years and ten she has

been » fiItHM

m mber of the I, Baptist

church

in Sutton, and a dutitul servant in the cinse of
her Master.
She waited patiently, vet anxiously,
for the summons, and departed finally in triumph
to “ that city which hath foundations,
whose
builderand makeris God.”
M.L. N.

208A, daughter of Churles
died in

Cape

Elizabeth,

Me.,

and Rhoda Lindall,
Octs

14,

aged

15

Old,

poi

a

i

. and

one

Old, ho

“

«
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The

Ten copies or

Ladies.

day

of Bradford

of December

building was

present

next, in the

erected

season.

In

Academy

last

The

year,

rooms

would

an-

new building.

and

for

the

finished

pupils

the

are un-

the construction of this house every at-

to the health and development of the pupils,
Johanson,

who

has

been at

the

head of this

Academy for twelve years, is assisted in every department by able iea hers and the myst eminent p- otessors
course

in history and the natural geiences.
The
of rtudy has been revised with great care,

aad it is believed is not excelled by that of any Female College in the country.

Board,

|

includ nz washing,

=

fuel

and

lights,

tu tion, will he $100 for the term,

Apolication may be made

Principal,

Bradford,

D. D., Biston,
Bradford,

to MiSs A. H

Mass.,

JOHN

or

with

JoHNSoOY,

RUFUS

BELLS!

poo est Church or School District,

MERRILN,

Fredericktown,

W.

L.

& J.

LIFE

ss

OF

BAGE, President.

r. Burton’s

H.

Rev. James

son tells me ke has seen
his recent western tou

paper
Do-

Brothers, New

York.

and

law,

$20

5

Tobacco

Antidote.

ALL DESIRE FOR ToBACCO.

MAC

NEILL)

VDSS «

KVUTPING

0'U

saasas

MACINT

H

MACHINE
/

QU, Boston,

|

97

N ES.

Theo Machines

2

Nb

i

1

Boston,

HEALING
SPRING

WATERS.

These Waters are performing the most wonderful
eures yet known in the

shortest time,

RIVALED for all diseases

of the blood

Rheumatism,
Liver

Dyspepsia,

Complaint,
Gravel,

Uterine,

Diabetes,

Neuralgia,

THE

AND

SYSTEM

are’ UNand

skin;

Erysipelas,

AND

BUILDING

Kidney,

snd

Piles, Female
Con

WHEN:

PURIFYING,

UP,

Hundreds of

SEND FOR PAMPHLET,

Middletown,

ANTED,

— AGENTS

Vt,

for the Cheapest

# lling ENGRAVINGS

and

off red the publie,

month; one young lady, with but little experience,
hag sold over $500 worth of goods in the last six

weeks.

Send for a private circular, containing terms,

premiums,

&e.

W.

Address

J. HOLLAND,
:

Springfield, Mass.,
Chicago, 111,

- OF ELGIN, ILL.
Pronounced by Watch

Makers, Railroad and Exe

AREY

St, Boston,

IFOR

1870.

by™

The National Watch Ce.

\

8

Ni
N

5

Pi)

press men, East and West,
10 be the most cor
Time Keepers made.

Ji

/s

}

a

€
WATCHES, apply

Avoid parties who ade

vertise to send

Watches:

«¢.0.D.”" PURPORTING
We
to be of our make.
{
furnish none for that
imi.
urpose. There are
To
ations in market.
FLAIR
GENUINE
get
locality
own
your
in
to dealers

elsewhere, w +] you know to be honorable.
Sales Room 159 & 161 Lake

Business Ofice and
Rteeet, Chicago, IL
6weowd0

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Wholesale

Prices.

ern

schools at as low rates as they can be

Dysentery,

its Sooth:

In addition to the publications of oth-

wuich eacigholule is accom panied

crs, we offer our own prize books which

for

the ¢ures of Cholera,

Sick 1le dacae

Tae osth

will snow thut

with

and

Col, Diarrhoea,

Vomiting,

there is notoiag injurign. in its com:

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
bought

elsewhere

are not excelled

in

of their class.

throughout the United Srates,
pet, 10 Park lace, New York.

list, and retail prices.

Sold

Ly

the

Drucgists and

Storekeeper s

Price, B0'oents.

De
dtu

hve,

Eo

“8. M. PETTENGILL & CO,, Newspaper Adverts.

ak Agents. 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, are suthorized

the Sta’,

to contract

for advertising

New

England.

by any other books

never be withoutit. Every bottle of the genuine
nas the sign sture of **S. 1. Tocin? on the ougide
wrapper,

th

Constipation,

EFFECTUAL

REQUIRES

ily Bewing and Manufacturing,

JOURNAL

and

affections, including

In another column, see
From thes: pri-

ces we make
A LIBERAL

to Sunday

schools.

]

Pay

5

Street,

MIDDLETOWN

aro

position, Thousands ot certit sates Bove been received speaking of the rare virtues of this valuatle
artes,
Any person after having use l it once wiil

»

ilb

Water

adapted to every Variety of Fam-

ing and Penetrating qualities are fel as soon as tak-

or St,
1235

the

PTI8 NOW 22 YEARS BINCE DR. TOBIAS FIRST introJuced
the “Vewtian
Linhment” in
the United
States, and never in a ringle instance has bis medi
eme failed ro do a'ly if not more than is statedin
his pamphlet.
As an external remedy in oases of
« hronie Rheumatism, Hoadache, Toothache, Bruises,
Buras, Cuts, Sores, Swelings, Sprains, Stiogs of mscot and ams in Limb-, Bok and Chest, its won.
der) curative powers are miraculous.
Taken in-

en,

Price $25

to return

Manufactured

win

Mass,

one wishes

One of my Engraving Agents eports a profit of $189
for two weeks’ canvassing: one 1w'y 225 for one

“WORLD RENOWNED

57 & 59 Bromfield

ternally

The simplaet,cheapese
and best Knitting Machine ever
invented
Will Kuit 20,000 tit snes per mimmute.
Lb
eral indneements to Avents.
‘vddress AMERICAN

KNITTING
Luis, Mo.

if any

GRAYS & CLARK,

“Who Would Suffer?”

Agents to introduce the BUCK REY £ $20 SHUTTLE
SEWING MACHINES, stitch alike on both sides, and
is the only LICENSED
SHU LITLE MACHINE sold io
the United States for less than M0.
All others are in:
fring 2ments, and the seller and user are liable to pros
ecution and imprisonment,
OUTFIT FrER.
Address W A. HENDERSON & Cou. ‘Cleveland,
Ohio.
Amd

AMERICAN

to refund the money

machine free of freight, after a month’s trial according to directions.
Liberal discount to the trade everywhere.
Circulars sent free on application.
|
GEO. H, HOOD, Gen’l Agent,

Address,

4%

GIVEN

in use,

money would be refunded if not liked.
s
If not found for sale in any town, and your 8
keeper refuses to get one for you. send
the
price, $14.00, and we will forward free of freight. amd
80 sure arg we tuat they will be liked that we sgree

iladelphia.

ial
NING a Fal
y Story tor Christmas, Plays,
Puzz1@
and Wonders, 16 large pages, illustrated.
sent BEE oa receipt of 2 vent Stamp for postage.
ADS MS & LO, 25 Bromfield street, Boston, Mass,

$20 A DAY ‘to Male and Female

AGE

40,000 now

its grea\curative power during
induces meNo
giveit a trial,

HOWE;

HOLIDAY

To good energetic men or women, in addition to our
regular terme.
Send for our Mirculars, with comulete
intormation and terms.
Addreas
HARTFORD
PUBLISHING CO. Flartiord, Conn.
4142

RD

Over

REGULATING

{
PER MONTH
made by
$200
to
$30
any man in any townManufaciuring and selling Rubber Moulding and
Weather Strips for Doors and Windows.
Instructiops
and Price List of Materials furnished.
ReA BRAD:
STREET, Boston, Mass.
4144

Work,

Agent,

and moet of them sold with the guarantee that the

2t44

2137

Now gelling in immense numbers in all, sections of
our land.
1tis fresh, lively, and sparklinz;
splen.
didly illustrated with elégant Steel Portraits; Kvery
Lady will want a copy; Gentlemen will want it for
them. No family can afford to be without it, Agent;
puticalarly Ladies, can do better with this book,
than with any other extant.
Great inducements ofreved, and Agents wanted in every township in the
United States,

WANT

Gen’l

(NEARLY STEAM TIGHT.)
is now established 4 WONDERFUL SUCCESS,

PLUMMER & WILDER,

To Canvass for Mrs. Elles new Book. just published
in beautiful style, and s Ad at a low price.

PREMIUMS

here.

GLOTHES WASHER. =

testimonials of cures;

Pi T.R. ABBOIT, Jersey City, New Jersey.

~ Sewing.

AGENTS, WANTED

EXTRA

2

HOOD,

THE

Cun pe nad of principal Drug-

National

H.

97 Water Street, Bostol
Wringers of all kinds repaired.

EVER

13635

A New

GEO,

sumption,

Direct all orders to

ELIAS

DAY.—33 new articles for Agents.
Samples sent free. H. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

BOOK

wringers combined.

Weakness, General Debiltty, Catarrb, Incipient

that ev:

Harper &

cogs at that end

The “Universal” has taken more * first premiums®
as the best, at State and Institute Fairs thaa alldb{

Urinary Diseases;

m4)

3md2
A

power of the

Any sensible person can understand that a wringer
Dives cog sd
vw hich can play apart or disconnect
when a large article is passing between the rolls, is
little if any better than one without any cogs at all,
because the cogs fail to be of service when most
needed. The
UNIVERSAL” has not this
objeetion, but is WARRANTED DURABLE.

is 24

The Genuine has Dr. Abbott's name and address on
each box.

prominent

gists.

the

lost, and it consequently ceases to be DOUBLE: or if
arments are run through the center when the pressure
5 taken off to admit larger articles, all she cogs may

6140

three cent stamp for + wrcular,to 227 Grand st., N.Y.
refers to Rev. Bi:hop James

.

The
great advantage of iRowell’s Patent Dots
ble
Cogs cannot
obtained by putting @
wheels on both ends of the roll, as some try
make it appear, for when articles disconneet the oogs

a year.

dution,~Beware of humbug imi®
[Trademark X Copyrighted.)

Brounchitiz, Asthwa Enlarged Tonsils, Loss of Voice,
Narrow Chest, use DR. J. M. Howr’s INHALING
TUBE for common air, ths best of »1l remedies. Send

substan-

NOTICE.

Best

and liberal feature or the best
been adapted by the Great West:
wanted throughout New England.
GANNKTT,
Vanazer for New
STATE STREET, BOSTON.
4042

and

The ‘ Universal” cannot be thrown out of gear
when the pressure is taken cf, to admit large articles,
as is the case with other cog-wheel wringers.

V

For Incipient Consumption,
Dr. Howe

strongly

Our readers may be quite sure they will find the
“Universal” wringer a good and serviceable article.

FRED'K W, MACY, Vice-

points, while additional libecality convinces

so

years it cannot be broken, in wringing

cowl13t19

All policies strictly nonforfeitable after first payment, under Massacnuse ts Act adopted by this Com-

ery gond, equitable,
Life Companies has
ern.
Active Agents
Apply to W. P.
England,—Ofiize, 10

tiatly that for

* The unimpeachable testi
in favor of Dr, Burton's
Tobacco Antidote. in eon ctio\yvith what Bishop Simpe

YORK,

musuality, are

“

“Universal has its iron parts either wrought

or malleable, and is built

M. E Church, and

COMPANY

pation except those of a peculiarly hazardous charae

,

garments, by the strongest person.

or Regis-

jurious effects of 1dgacco, with listsof tp€timonials, refers
x: Agents wanted! Address
s
. R. ApportyJersey City, N. J.

ter.

Safety, ability, and

per

Negetable and harmless.
It purifies and en:
the blood\ nvigorates the system, possesses great nougiShing
and strengN\yening power, is unequaled as a Tonic,
JMervine
enables the stomach to digest th
p refreshing, and establishesr
pers for sixty years cured.
cents per-box, pos\free
An interesting
tr

Presideat.
WESLEY £. SHADER, Sect: tary.
Issues Policies upon all approved plans, at lo y rates
and with unusual liberality to policy holders.
All surplus dividea among the iasured.
No Restrictions upon Residence or Travel, and no

pany.

;

It also has the peculiar advantage of {wo pressure
screws, 80 arranged that each screw presses on. both
ends of the roll alike, the same as if it was
in the
center,while the two togeiher give double the capacity

sent to one address, 20

WARRANTED TO REMOVE

Officers :

ROBRRT

$3,50

30 cents

WESTERN

NEW

to sepa

cogs

disconnect and lose their power, as is the, case with
other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both
ends of the roll

Diarrhea,

5

INSUKANCE

the

tion; alro,

to

GREAT

far that

Sample gopies will be sent free on app'ication.
;

I!

Ohio.

rollers

s

through the largest ar

Salt Rheum, Tumors, Uleerous and Cancerous Affec-

yy

MUTUAL

’

12,00

BURLINGAME,

new

rubger

(whichis on

us for the Mrile.

J0R
CHURCH,
ACADEMY,
FACTORY,
FARM, &e.
Every farmer waats a Bell at
#5 to 812
Large bells within the reach of the

from

250

¢
15

ANDERSON,

IB,

rate sufficiently to run

ty

alienating.

ure all scrofulous

4ti3

BELLS!

no other wringer) allows the

Sold bv Dealer s eve

under «the

strong

the

cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when
gent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicitel.
No percentage is allowed on money sent

D. KINGSBURY, Secretury.

Mass., Sept. 15, 1869.

and

easily, yet cannot separate so

Myrtle.

more

of the Myrtle,

This

tention has been given to the health, comfort and
happiness of those who are to occupy it. It will be
newly furnished, and particular regard will be had
Miss

Terms,

long

which, together with the “patent stop”

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTaGE.—The postage on a single core

ACADEMY.

Young

Tiustees

7,00

“

TerMS.—Single copy,

special permits requiced tor mariners, or for any occu-

MARY A., wife of D. S. Chadman, died in
Molunkus, August 17, of congestion of the brain,
aved 23 years. 4 months,
Her deuth has cast a
gloom over the family circle; her seat vacated,
the music of her voice hus died away, but long
will she live in our merfiories. May the mourning
circle secure, and hold fast, that hope which will
huoy them up in affliction and give triumph in a
dving hour.
A large
gathering of mourning
friends met to weep with the husband and parents on the day of her funeral, all of whom remember the words of Jesus,—* What I do, thou
knowest not now, but thou shalt know hereafter,”
CoM.

one

All orders and remittances for the

rivaled.

of much

and

should be sent to Li. R.
ver, N. H.

Agent,

single square can well be afforded to any
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

knew him.
When
he was convinced that he
could hot recover, he said, ** [ would like to live,
I enjoy life very much, but am willing that the
will of the Lord shou'd be done.”
He spent
much time mn prayer, and several times called the
family into his.room to unite in prayer with him.
Thus he fell asleep ia Jesus, and we feel that our
treasure is sate. Services by the writer, assisted
by Rev. C. Wade,
TroMAs H.,son of Capt. Asa and Elizabeth A.

te

tended for publication should be addressed
to “Tue MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

nounce that the Winter Term of the sixty-seveath
year of this institution will commence ou the first

HerBRRT F. SPRAGUE, of Gloucester, R. I.,
died Sept. 20, aged 21 years.
Bro. Sprague experieneed religion last winter, and in May was
baptized, together with seven others, and united
with the Morning Star church.
He was a young

“

~The

The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

Persons wishing obitua-

of consumption,at the residence of her father in
Wheelock, Vt., Oct, 13, aged 21 years, 9 months.
The deceased was religiously instructed at home,
early gave her heart to the Saviour and united
with the first F. Biptist church at Sheflisld, Vt.,
where she remained a worthy member till honored with a place in the church trinmphant.
May God sustain the bereaved husband, infant,
and numerous other friends.
F. L. WILEY.

Old,

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. Itis printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its. mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in-

METAL,

Street,

5,
7,50

one

Send by Check, Praft, Post-Office Order

NOTED FOR ITs

ROGERS,

i

and

Subscribers

5

be disconnected and rendered useless.

Old, for

Aud to any larger hnmber at the same rate.

NEWSPAPER
FAOES.
Address orders to

K.

one

gear), with very

SIDNEY E. MORSE. JR. & CO.,
Stil
37 P ark Bow, New York.

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to flve cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

man

‘ive

Six

and

Bubsecribers,
$s

Gy

our
Four

Post Office

Subscriber

“

Three

And lately for its unrivalled

55

of Oran J. Severance, died

¢

Three

BOSTON TIPE ROUNDAI,

JOHN

bh C

New

5%

(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
After, careful examination, we recommend
“Universal” as the best and strongest machine,
It has **patent cog wheels” (Rowell’s patent d

on either end,

3

One
. Two
Two.
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The

We will send the NEW YORK OBSERVER for one

WRINGERIN
°*
%

Which is the best Clothes Wringer 7

for pressure.

WORLD!»

year to

COMMENOED IN 1817.

JOB

2044

SUBSCRIBERS.

tered Letter.

BRADFORD

Lucra Craasetwife

NEW

i

AND

Others

TORK OBSERVER

sending them.

BOOK

Val-

every

We make the following liberal offers for

publica-

And its large varieties of

single

THE

Sample Copies Free.
Annum, in Advance.

©

What

lady makes $22 40 in one-half day!

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

.

Attractive!

Agents want!

BEST FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R.Burlingame,

AGENTS!!

ence, all the News, Religious and Secular, and a great
variety of the best Reading, Original and Selected.
Now is the time to secure the oldest and

Dover, N. H.
our

4t 4

Is now publikhing a series of Letters from the Rev
Dr. E.D. G. PRIME. who is making the tour of the
World, by way of California, Japan, China, India,
Egypt, &o. ; together with various ouher correspond-

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
for

what

ME NEW

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School

money

AGENTS!

¢ AROUND

Libraries or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the

of

.

have it! Something new!

Just

General

Springfield; Mass., or Chicago, Ill, ".

on the dollar-and-a-quarter beoks, 16 cents

~ HARD AND TOUGH

@bitwarics.

& SON,

can do it. I offer the largest premiums ever offered,
Sead for -my private ciicular,
W, J. HOLLAND

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents

ALWAYS

the full impression of the leg, is preserved

Particular Notice!

A young

Good Little Mittie,seeeeecesccsseccsssese ,70
Making Something,
cecesecerscsseccsesess ,0
Jamie and Jeannie, ceeesieccesccccrances ,10
Boy’s Heaven,.ceeseeetsscssscsescsecnss ,0

each;

4

tamily wants!
Something for Holidays!
100 more
Agents wanted at once! Quick sales! Large profits!

{

Series.

First Letter Foundry in New England.

which seems

to form a substantial wall entirely around it.
Whether this wall is the work-ot past generations, or has been formed by a cavity in
rock, yet

nable!

The Christ Child, sssesessssssarasssnnsss 55.

Remittances

The mouth is about a foot wide, and from
indications keeps growing larger, to the
depth of 20 feet. We saw a pole 20 feet in
length run into it, which failed

AGENTS!
NOW

each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.

used for that purpose, and the stones with

the

Child’s

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.eseeeeesecees1,25

these facts it is evident
the spilling

Jrs.

a custom in those

thé salts being used as a medicine.

DAVIS

STRONGEST AND BEST
THE WORLD.

Has a Double Gear and Double Pressure,

very truly.

at Port Burwell, Canada.

210

A Rainy Day at Schoolyeesesesecsccceeas
Birth Day Present,cesseeevssesssssassees

anything I

Capt. D. FOSTER.
Capt. FOSTER is a ¢hip owner and builder residing

cc cvvers ivesivrorevesinassrldD
Rainy Day Series.

that it was

daysto boil the water from this spring,
which was then known as the Iodine Spring,

den

AUDEMATUR

IMPROVED.
THE

My wife has also used it with most sutis-

Agents.

in the year 1812,

was in possession of a family by the name of
Swain,

than

factory results.

Series.

property,

learn that this

more readily

Yours

Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,cceccccscsscccrasncecnreseedl,25
Sunny SKkies,eeecsceerasessrresracesancesl,2

From colonial historic sketches we

I immediately procured it, and found

Sold by PERRY

of" the new bottling-house at the

piece of rock weighing nearly a ton. Underneath this was found what is supposed to be
a fice-place. and undoubtedly was used by
the Indians as long ago as 1790. It had

& SON,

Sirs :—1 am pleased to nofify

it to relieve my cough

Shining Hours,ceeeseesssssssessssscsaesl,hl

at Sar Spring: In excavating for the founspring, nearly inthe rear of the old bottling-house, at a distance of 12 feet from
the surface, the workmen removed a solid

DAVIS

you ot the benefit which I have received irom Ap.
LEN’S LUNG BA'8AM; having been troubled wit 1 a
cough for several years
past, the Balsam was recom-

some interesting discoveries recently made

dation

Capt. Foster writes :

PORT BURWELL, March 23, 1869.

Andy TuttPellysersse
sens vensrasssesssee 1,50

2 The

:

higher with the people.
It is well known on the Pa.
citie coast. and liveral demands for itfrom San Fran:
cisco, Sacramento in California, and Portland. Oregon; even from Austradin, Jarge orders are received

OF CHURCHE

Prize

ay

1y every brug Store in the United States—NoRTH,
EAST, SouTH and We 8ST. No similar medicine stanos

y

AND

i

was soon made known at home, and very ron its
fame was noired far and near; now it is sold in near-

ders are solicited.

TO ‘PASTORS

“UNIVERSAL.

It is but six years since ALLKN’3 LUNG BAL8AM, was first” offered for sale, Its good qualities

LJ

two or more

Dovrtsenrs

© Wberfisements,
MERIT SOON NOSED ABROAD.

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, o

Antiquitids at Saratoga.

trace in history;

ed by conjecture. Considerable similarity
is found between their relics and more modern works in Cental America, from which
it is inferred that they disappeared in that

agony

ed in the mounds.

Doane,

—

I ery out?

and

are very marked, and the same kind of implements are found here which are discover-

extended

Where they came from, how long they existed, what were their principles of govern-

torture

touls. Their manner of operation was to
break out the ore in masses. Tae effects of
the long action - of time upon these remains

landscapes, or complicated designsof any
kind. ** A fort upon a rock, guns mounted,

with
increased power, too. My neckcloth became too tight for my throat; I
was almost strangled with it, and yet could
vet reach my hand to it to untie it. Should
The

Superior, traces

teachers fels that you felt, that you, or rath- inches, with about 5 3-4 inches of the thigh,
er I, could do the work without them. No the foot 4 icches long. The limb was found
wonder they let us doit, or left for other -in a position to indicate that it had been
schools, where there was real service they buried in a sitting posture. . The rock in
could render, and where they were not which the petrification was found, giving

instead

and come,

of Lake

and how happy and pr
and lovinga form, upon them, and through the long
little lamb she has been ever since. That period which they have remained, it has bewas a happy moment in my life, and I do.{.come as hard a substance as the pure rock
believe | might have had many such, if itself. At a distance of about two feet from
you had only realized that my mission the fire-place is a large cave, which, as yet,

here for

an hour or so. Whit was to prevent him?
All was still as death outside. Could they
have gone to the upper deck and left me?
I knew that these were all idle surmises,
but

:

vicinity

of the Mound builders are quite abundant.
There they obtained the copper for their

the rest away.
‘‘l've tried it,” he said.
“I salted it, I peppered it, I boiled it

des-rted me, I thought; perhaps the com-

- of afew miauted, might keep me

In the

threw

had

they

down into the solid rock, and evi-

I was a

parfectly

were roaming through one of the decks un- | three hours, I turned all the water off
der the water-line—the orlop deck,I believe carefully and ate it, but,—no good. En—when he said: ¢If you will walk this way,

hers, cut

Not a bit dently intended for defense.

I was

that time Comodore James F. Schenk was recognized.
\
in command of her, and we all were deI never asked any such flourish and noise
- lighwd at his affability of manner, “and his ‘as you. made when you brought me into
h
o
constant desire to make us familiar with your school.
In factit frightened me, for
every portion of the ship, even to minute ittold that you expected me to accomplish
parti ulars, which few persons have had an impossibilities. You have heatd of the
opportunity to investigate. The ship was por heathen who had a chest of tea given
the party was all life and gayety,

At the summits of several mountains, high

above surrounding peaks, and in places
"| very difficult of approach, are squire cham-

be born? Did I seek to exist?”

of it.

These

works comprise large ridges running at
right argles and forming great squares in
regular Fows, as though intended for the
foundations for buildings. A very high and
wide ridge surroand the whole, and from
this wall to the Oaio river near
by, extends
an immense roadway or inclined plane,

into

lack thé cour-

svstem of ancient

eurth-works upon which It stands.

Six months ago, with great

' andy the Sabbath-school room, and given the
Frederic S. Cozzens gives Hearth
"most conspicuous place there. To-day I
Home an account of his experiences with hm resting in the wood-shed, between a
one of the barbarisms thavdid ngt leaveour toothless rake and a broken. saw horse,
service when the cat-o’-nine tails urnoticed except by those whose longing
naval
was excluded:

name from an extensive

Complaint.

oR

«t
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aan

#

'DISCOUNT

|
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hd

z

om

oy

upon

* Gen. Spinner, in his forthcoming report, will
strongly advocate the placing of female clerks on
an 'equality’ with the male clerks in regard to
work better

cam do the same

and faster than men.

Secretary

Boutwell has instituted

fora complete
marine seryice.

measures

reorganization) of the

revenue

Belle Boyd, the notorious rebel spy, has been
sent to the California State Insane Asylum,

revision

A board for the

avd

4

]

wis iarge

number,

to bring

The

design of God

them to our country

tbat

may

of army tactics is

United States Senator from Maine, to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of the Hon. Wil;
liam Pitt Fessenden,
The public debt statement for October, shows
in

the

national

indebtedness

since

September 30th, of $7,633,882,75.
Florida papers note the advance of the tem
perance movement in that State.
Societies are
forming in all parts of the State and public opin-

ion is gradually coming to their support.
It is stated that the large amount of trafic
drawn to the Pacific Railroad, has so taken away
business from the Panama route as to render

it improbable that the latter line can ever again
ehjoy prosperity.
A trial has just occurred im the Supreme
Court at Belfast, Me., in which
the plaintiff
and several witnesses were deal mutes.
Evie
"dence was conveyed by means of an interpreter
of finger sigus.
,

The latest news from the steamer: burned on
the Mississippi, leaves no doubt
hundred lives were lost,

An

African
the

about two

lion escaped from his cage in Sul-

livan, Illinois, while

was

that

principal

the menagerie

attraction

of which he

was

exhibiting

there.
His keeper found an opportunity while
the beast was crouching for a spring to deal him
a powerful blow on the head, which stunned

him, and he was picked up in a helpless state and
restored to his narrow quarters béhind the bars.
During the last fiscal year seven hundred and
sixty miliens of letters passed
through
the

mails

of the

United

States, being

an

increase

of forty millions over any previous year. This
is
about twenty letters per head for every man,

".vvoman and child in the United States.
There is 2 movement

in

Utah for

having that

territory admitted intp the Union as a State.
The entire population ig about one hundred
and fifty thousand. Should their application’
be made to Congress, it will bring up the, questionof their poligamy, and this wé shall not
‘ regret.

Let it be met and settled.

.

oe

A

eolporter
says, * upon the : neutral lands
in Seuthern
Kansas, 260 school-houses
have
been built the past year, where they were not
neefled before for want of population.
In each
of these houses a Sabbath school should be or_'ganized;” and he wants money for libraries.

On Sept. 22, a band of the Sioux under * Little

IT use a cast-iron

'

3000 feet aboye the timber line, are of stone, and
evidently very
ancient,
They: are
partly of
stones laid up, and partly of stones loosely
thrown up, covering areas of one or two hundred

The first Hne of telegraph

this country

and Belgium was signed

last Fri-

day.

FOREIGN.
The London Times warns Pius IX. that if he.
wishes to retain his spiritual power he must
give up his temporal kingdom.
A recent meeting at Limerick, called
cuss the land question, was broken up by
of Fenian sympathizers, the whole affair
in a disgraceful fight.
The Italian government
reserves the
to reject the decisions of the Ecumenical
cil, which are opposed to the laws of the
try and the spirit of the age.

to disa mob
ending
right
Councoun-

A Neapolitan
has invented, an instrument
which he cills an amismograph, which shows
the velocity of a vessel, the changes in her direction, and the deviation of the compass.
When John Bright is at home in Rochlale,
«uring the intervals of rest from public duty, he
goes about amoung the poor and sick, and reads
. *qdhe Bible to them.
“Miss Whateley, dwgh'er of the late Archbishop of Dublin, has a seminary with 200 pupils at
Cairo. Egypt. The iustitution is supported by
Hnglish fuads.
Admiral Topste’s resignation has been accepted, an 1 the political situation in Spain is greatly
complicated thereby.
Much anxiety is felt coneeraing future political movements.
The oppo-

sition to the Dake

of Genoa

increases

daily.

M re troops have been sent to Cuba.
Fhe old prison of the Conciergerie in Puris is
about to disappear, and with it the cell where

the unfortunate Murie Antoinetie was condned
previous to her execution. Charlotte Corday
before

her, and the infamous Fouqnier

Tinville

after her, occupied the same chamber.

The last steamer brought the October number of the Quarterly Review, which eontuins an
entertaining an | very able article on the Byron
controversy,
In it are published for the first

time the letters from Lady

Byrom toMrs,

Leigh,

which, us far 43 negative evidence cun du it,
- =uompletely dispose of thewocusativa against the
dafter. The letters ave all signedby Lady Byron,
ad contain affeciienwe assurances of love und
Turkey, by a recent Jaw, has a'opted the sys-

tem of

compulsory

educution,

Every

girl, dur-

* ing the period from six40 tén yeurs of aga, and
wvery boy fram six to eleven, ure obliged to gi to
school. If they do not, and there 15 no valid

excuse for their gbsence, the parents are to he
fined and the chrid seut to school by the authori.

ay

:

eorge Peabody, the philanthropist, died st
3

Mis residence in London,
pust eleven,

Toursday

night, ut

do it every

which to a great

extent represents

ie views, aad ls the mou’ hpiece of the

political disagreements have broken out

bed,

land, af+|

and

boiler,

into

day.

Ihold

which I put

that the value

Mr,
in ten
better
Mr.

in America, was

the

of my

Curtis: I am convinced that nine times
cooked corn is one-fifth, if not one-fourth,
for hogs than uncooked, ’
Lyman: The great loss farmers sustain

in failingto cook food, is in many cases equal,
I think, to 30 or 40 per cent.
Dr. Smith:
I object to the undighified prac.

tice of cooking

food for farm stock.

Itis,asI

have before said, against the great law of nutrition. It isa waste of time besides, and must
have a demoralizing effect on swine or cattle.
I firmly believe that the diseased meat brought
to this market—and every body knows the quantity is mot small—is largely due to improper
practices in fattening.. The best Western meat
isnot from animals that were forced to an unwholesome maturity.
I speak fora great principle, and I conclude by saying that animals fed
on grass and grain as they find these substances
in the natural state,are best. They have a mill,

A firm at Mound City sunk a well a few days
ago, at a mill near that place, from which are
dipped daily large numbers of little fish, some of
them from four to six inches long. After the well
bad been dug several feet deep, an iron was
driven down to feed it. Up through this the water flows freely, and through itthe fish also come.
It is thought the foot of the pipe rests in asubterranean stream that is a tributary to one of the
rivers in the vicinity, and that the fish go up the
little stream from the river. The fish have eyes
and resemble the common river fish, the most of
them being of the catfish variety. The well is two
and a quarter miles from any open -body of wa-

and can do their own
mean

minority

grinding.

here,

but

I.seelamina

the side I speak for is

the side of truth, d#nd it will, I am sure, be proved so on extended observation.

Mr.

Curtis:

of stable manure,by adopting such a course as
We do not mean to say a
we have laid down.
desert of sand may be restored to fertility; we
refer to sandy soils, that produce so light crops,
that their owner is at a loss to know whether

i

he had better abandon them or not,

After lands have become seeded with a good,

My father tried the experiment

the soil in most cases.
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climbing

Writing i+ a curious art as practiced by the Iinddoos, They may be ofcen seen walking along their
native strests writing a letter. An irom style
and a pulm leaf are the implements.
In writing, neither chair nor table is needed, the leaf
beirg supported on the middle fingergof the
left band and kept steady with the thumb and
tore tinger.
The writer does not, as with us,
move along the surface, but, ufter finishinga
few words, fixes the point of the irom in the
last letter, and pushes the lesf fom right to

lefi, su that

he

way

finish the line.

10 uw reform
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thatthe Kingof Italy is on his er referanceto what are regarded as forbidden
topics in England and America,

»
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The g'@ test and only remedy in the
Wai ran ed a Perfect Cure for all kinds ho! wor
ae
1a
¥, SCKOFULA, SALT Ru) UM, CATARRM,
ow of the 8kin and Blood. Inter: al and and al
external
ntirely vegetalle. In caofre
fuflnre,
t
ra 10 return money, and chirge it hackI reques
to me
for over ten years, H. D. FOWLE, Chem’,
. Boluevery where, Send for Ciroulars.

to let me take

Jour

has tried eves ribing

anything

of

yours,

that

and

hemd

we

have

large

boxes if you

please, and a

I can do better with the
Yours, &c., ELIZABETH

large
ones.
COOMBS,

I<lmershansen, now

bn”

of Bucks

port, Maine.)
This certifies that I have nsed Miss Sawyer’s Salve,

and consider it superior to any other. I cheerfully
recommend it to allin want 0* a
good Salve.
E. A. HELMKRSHAUSEN,
January 25, 1807.
[From

Mr.

& Mrs.

Wm. R. Kendall,

‘Among the many

Salves

now

Freeport, Me.

in use, Miss Sawyers

stands pre-eminent for almost all the aches and pains
the human family are sMisted with. For Rheumatism, Lame

Joints,

Nervcus

Headache,

1t gives

in-

stant relief,
We have used it for several years, and
find it an unfailing remedy
for Burns, Scalds, Sore
Throat,

cheerfully

S«it

Rheum,

Swelled

recommend

it to

fectly safe, and good
have mentioned.

MR.

Joints,

&

MRS.

&¢.,

&e.

We

the public as being per-

for many
:

more

WM.

R.

aches than

we

KENDALL.

Freeport, March 17, 1845,
{From John G. Dillingham,
This is to certify thar I had a
was there about three years.
‘nize, tll 1 was advised to try
I got a box ani carried *it with
thought of it I would rub the
and before [ used one box the

peared,

j

JOHN

of Freeport, Me.]
tumor on my face, It
li kept increasing im
Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
me, and every timo [
tumor with the Salve,
tumor entirely disap

G. DILLINGHAM.

[From Dr R. R'chord Clay, Rostun, Mass )
This is tocer'ify that T have krown Miss Siwyer's
falve for more thn

five years, and of it® having been

sucot psfu ly nsed in many cazes. [consider it a sup»
rior ticle, and well worthy the coafidence of those
requiring such aremedy.
R. RICHARD CLAY, M.D.
Boston, Dec, 10,187.

[From Rev. Nathaniel Butler.)
It is si ply an act of justue and perhapsit will be
a favor to tne public to say that 1 h.ve used Miss,
Sawysr's Salve fur ten years and believe itfo beg
most valuable remedy for the purposes for which it is
recommended. It is most effective for avimals ju
cases

where

a ralve

is ever

used

for

them.

J§ has

roved am almost certain eure for ordmary
gorstehe s
n hors 8.
NATH'L BUTLER.
Camden, Me., Nov. 13, i867,
:
Aa we

(From the Patten Voie, Jan, 1869.]
sald last month, cases are coming

to

our

knowledge every few diye «f curds performed by
Miss Saw) er’s Salve, Nof a person that has tried jt.
hasexpressed the leat dissaisfection. Many have
RR. ad the advertuscmentr
-| come for the second box
snd you will know w hat it claims to do.
Oar 0’ our
nelghtors weuld add to the list or cures, “N ural
a.”

shetried

fo greatly from

it on her head

Neuralgie, ad

and

fuce when suff’ r-

was. relieved by pne

applic tion,

( vom the Watchman snd Reflector of J
adi
MISS SAWYER'S SALVE, #0 lai gely
columas the present ard past weeks, B

bins, Rucklana, Me.,is no quack nox

by an excellent Christian liay ra
oe, 18
repura
:
servis as 3
or this could be ¢ré
rior article, It is, in fact, what every
the undersigned,

have

bien

ae

>

Wein

Mine awyer [or ALY

YOrrs, and

Rv WO Helman.
Rev Jo.eph Kalluck,
Rey George Pratt,
°°

Joh
Wedd

Capt J Crocker and wife,

Des Alex Snow,

Berd
nurse, and hur hug
Chrirtien lady und a skil ful give
a us great pleasuce:
It
her Salve fo our families,
we have ever
in saying it is the bert general wedi ine
used
Rev K F Cutter,

ARRELLLR

,

He

Salve

[From the Rev. Mr.

0 TH.. WORK. NG ( LASS
y
ie
nish all clos 4 wich Couatal i pri—V¢ Te
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thetime «1 rtlo wpa
p
poiitable. 1.00
en
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emul
devoting thelr whale time
. Svenin
tothe vind
business.a rel Borstional
nudge!
0 nearly nd much rs men,
J
en
H
Thatel
vho ree ths. notice
try se: 11 «ir nddre “wall testthe

Fowle's Pile and Humor Cure.

GULD

that

You can send me

em

[| BPP

crops may frequently be plowed under jn a
season. The next point is to seed down thickly
with clover and timothy, ay it is useless
to nt
tempt to obtain erop< from such lands til suffi

it.

has never - found

as

ew small ones

For all di-ensce of
Blood these
ills should be used, 1. t the cunse be the
what it may.

York, ndd ess Te 0. ALLEN A vs,

59

Brunswick, Me.)

you can
put this testimony together, and it can be of
any service (0 you,
you are welceme,

gases, &ec, &e.

i

wt

both found it to be all aud even more than you reeommmend it to be. Wehave had it it the family 5 or
6 years, and bave used it for everything,and ean truly
say we have never found its equal, I use it fora
weak back and it acts like a charm
Mr. Coombs has
had a Fever Sore on his |
for thirty years, and
wou d be a yipple to-day, if he had not found a vem.
edy In your Salve. It keeps it healed and takes out
the inflammation, y roud flesh, acd swelli'g,
and does
for him all that he can ask, 1 can reocmmend it for
a good many things that you have not, for I use it fo!
everything, I copsider it invaluable in a family, I

They are
recommenduble for Live: Compl diseases.
Juundiee, Dyspepaia. Fev re, Piles, Hedache ints,
Coughs, Neuralgia
orms in Choldr un, Nervous Alsordors, Female
Hy

3

been run over the land.
Tue hest time to plow
under is when the crop isin ently flow. r. Two

complain of itus immoral and sensatiounl. M,
Taine thiuks that our literature is the worse
for beingso proper und advises the infusion into
i; of the French vivacity and spice, and u plain.

system, and may, therefore, be safely
various
fore of

and

leg
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it
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Coombs,

glad you concluded

et along without

his

[Strengthen the digestive organs avoidin
vi
Bek, pro uddug a mist condition of the sk
ot a
a word, enabling the dittcreut orgsns
perfarm their unctions in a natural of the body to
manner, They operate in harmony with and healthy
the laws of
the human
ployed

Mre, Elizabeth

and was very

M....100
@ 190

~~
MISS SAWYER'S
A nti-Bilious Pills

gives it a

Salve.: I th ok 1 can do well with it, and it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot

8 [mperial.....100
§ 190
{Hyson......
95 @165
Young lfyson..% @ 1 70
Hyson Skin....70 @ . 95
Souchong.. ... 15 @ 1 80
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\
MAPLE SUGAR.
[eesessnnnne vaaaall @..

Marrow...... 4+ 00 @ 4 25 |White........7 00 @ 8 50

Jurange

Buckwheat, millet, corn or other seed may be
used, but never plrwed under till uw roll r has

generully

13

Conntry do..16 00 18 wb |

first be dug up, ani
piled in high heaps or
ridges, till it bscomes dry, much lahor would
be suved in carting.
We will suppose that this
muck is carted out in the spring of the year,
Directly ufrer this operation, a crop should be
sown to tun
under, us a green
manuring.

literature,

APPLES.
Dried ...e.e0.s20'%..

green Winterd 00 & 7 Ov |
ARLEY.
|New

BEEF .
ExMess ¥hbll2 00

upon the sandy soil, and

adi ted,
ought to

French eritie,

around

farmers have low lands, from which an sbundance of muck may be carted, it would ne advisahle to cart & hundred loads, at least, to the acre

pronunciation

morality
‘of English

planted

Many farmers in certain States, have fields
of sand, barren, which they are anxious to re
claim, but they think thatthe expense will exceed the benefit to be derived from the land

guide to the sp lling of if, and that

which

even

Sandy

The char-

with

shouldrbe

of this kind eould be erected in one or two days

acters are rendered legible by hesmearing the
lat with fuk-like flud.
A letter is generally
finished on a single leaf, which ix then envelop.
ed in a second, whereupon is the address.
There is qnite a stir

vine

building, und should be made to creep up the
walls and over the roof, as an additional defense
aguinst the burning summer sun.
A. biilding

and any one who

Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
SAWYER :—I received your letter last evening

Miss

Avbertiseinents,

Ma ricets.

coast

The followiog sre a few selected from the multitude
of recommendations in the possession of the Agent.

Freewill Baptist Register,

"he

the

box.

@ os
@ 165
@ 16%

question
was
brought up in Kentucky, and
some
distinguished
gentlemen, among
them
Cassius
M. Clay, made a report, the gist of
which,
if I mistake not, was to the effect that
Oolong.........70 @ 1 60
‘my mind, and I attribute the change to the’ dif- | Old
there is from 20 to 40 per cent benefit in cookJapans. .......80 @ 1 35
ferent manner in which it is cooked. Instead
WOOL.
ing food. I knbw
from my own
experience
of boiling it in water, as many do, I cook it as
€ 31'¢ !Ohio & Pennsylvania—
that there is 50 per cent in fattening fowls.
@ 30%
Picklock.... 60 @ . 65
follows: Place the beef, nicely shaved off, in
8..
Choice XX....!2 @ . 85
Mr. Robinson:
Iam familiar with the report a frying-pan with butter enough to fry it, let it
3.
@.
1%
alluded to, and there was another side to the fry until a little browned, then sprinkle in dry
story. Some Kentucky feeders, equally influenDry
e
s
$:
pr
flour, as much as you would take were you goIn ro
wens
Ii §o
:
60
tial, brought
the best of evidence that they
ing to mix it with water; let it brown, but
to
could not make it pay at the prices which then
46
take great care not to burn it. When browned Clear Pine.. 30 00 85
Coarse do...20 00 @22
@.
1
prevailed. In that belief I rest, where corn is
sufficiently, add cream or milk enough to make
Ship stock...21 00 222
19.46
iess than one dollar per bushel.
Spruce......
16
00
g18
5) |Other Western—
47
a gravy; let it boil a few moments, add a little
Oak,
¥ ton s..voe. @.. +. | Finéand X...44 @ . 47
butter and pepper, and itis done.
I very fre- Hemlock bdsl8 00 §15 00 | Medium......43 @ . 45
do.
plank...... @.. .. | Common.....43'@ . 46
quently boil eggs and cut them up lengthwise,
Street music in London is said to be improvIce Ilouses.
do,
joist....... @.. .. |Pulled, extra...40 @
—
and lay them around on the meat after it is Clapboards
ing in character, chiedy on account of the arrival
55 00 g60 00 | Superfine....40 @ . 55
——e
poured
into
the
platter.
This
makes
a
very
do.
Spruce
15
00
§30
00
|California......20
@
.
39
of real avandering
minstrels from
Germany.
The luxury of pure, fresh ice during the sum- pretty and very palatable dish, and with some Shingles,pine .235§ 7 50 (Canada........00 @ . 00
These bands often include from ten to sixteen indocedar..,c.... §.. ..
do.combing..65 @ . 70
mer months—the almost absolute necessity in nice mashed potato, and sweet
potatoes, and Laths, pine...2 25 g 8 25 |BuenosA
struments, and
sometimes they play admired
W209 .7
many places—should induce farmers and others tomatoes with sugar, and just a trifle of vinegar
do.
Spruce..... @.. .. {Ca
ope35 @ . 40
overtures
from
Rossini,
Aubur and Herold.
8.box
shooks...00
@+
..
|African,
wash....
@ . 3
to construet ice houses.
This can easily be done poured ‘over them, [ think we have a very good
These bands are regularly organized, the leader
Unwashed
..15 @., .18
without
much
expense,
and
a
very
few
days’
breakfast; sometimes I make a dish of toast,
being the proprietor and paymaster.
| work at the right time will furnish ice enough
.
too, but I find when we buve sweet potatoes
Through the policy of Victor Emanuel's govto lasg through the coming summer months.
that we do not use so much flour as without.
ernment in suppressing the convents and monA plan something like thut described below
I think as we cannot procure the variety which
asterics of Italy, the libraries of these instituwill serve as a modcl :
cities afford, we should take as much pains as
The Register for 1870, enlarged to a
tions have become public property.
A frame building twelve feet high and square, we can conveniently with our food.
Three hun-,
Another
will be sufficiently capacious for all purposes. way I cook dried beef is to cut up a sausage in 12mo.
| dred and sixty-nine libraries have thus already
in size, according to the direction
The house should be supported on posts eleva- slices and fry until there is enough fat tried out of General Conference,
| been made accessible to the public, and about
is ready for deliva few inches
above the ground, to secure to fry the meat; then put in the beef and pro- e-y.
f four hundred more will be opened as the work of ted
Besides the usual matter, it cc¢ntaios
proper drainage, and should be constructed of ceed just as for frying in butter, using water
opened contain
Those
suppression proceeds.
niuch inormaton respecting the various de.
about a-million volumes, besides valuable manuthree-inch joists, with an outer boarding, and instead of milk or cream for the gravy,
This
Missions,” &*. It is sold at
scripts. The sta‘e provides for the regular care
having inside another series of uprights, also givesan excellent flivor unless sausage is dis- nominations,
the
same
psice
as the snaller wok, viz:
boarded, from six to ten inches removed from
and for opening them to the pubof the libraries,
liked.
a“
lic use,
single
the outer shell.
The floor should be male of
copy,
*10
ects,, one dozen c¢ pes,
J
In feeding corn, sixty pounds ground goes as 96 cts. ; one
solid plank, and the space
between the two
| undred copi s, $7,00. Pos.
One of the latest experiments on the temperafar
us
one
hundred
pounds
in
the
kernel;
and
walls should be filled with tan, saw-dust, straw
tageon2,4cts.;
{ ture of th¢ interior of the earth is that made
if the m-al be co ked, the saving will be snl}
on3or4 6c¢'s.;onb, 8
or chaff; when a roof of good thatch is added, greater. Phere is no food we give stock which
und:r the direction of a ¢ )mmittee of the British
cte.;60r7,
10s
; on 8, 12 ta, on 9, 14
the
ice
house
is
ccmpleted.
A
drain
for
water
it
is
nearly
so
important.1o
cook
as
Tudiun
corn.
Association in an artesian well near ITampstead.
cts.; on 10 or 11, 16 cts.; on 160, %1,44
should
be
made
from
the
floor.
Oa
the
roof
The rate of increase of temperature was found
are solicited.
A'diess
A Mr. Towle, of I'orosi, Missouri, a few days Orders
from
LR.
guite uniform, being a mesn of 50 degrees at should be a ventilator, the top dufended
the rain and snow.
; ago, took fiom the same 11m» of a seedling apri- BURLINGAME, at this « fli se.
the surface, and reaching 70 degrees at a depth
cot tree in his gurden, perfect specimens of both
The ice should be pa ‘ked in one solid mass, the peach and the apricot; probably the result
fl
of 1.1060 feet, which ‘would give a boiling heat
the
sides
not
reaching
the
walls
of
the
builling,
of
the pollen ul the peach boing transferred to
at the depth of a mile and two-thirds,
but allowing a space of from six to twelve inch- the apricot by heney hees,
Professor Langenbeck shows by experiments
es all around,
The top of the ice should be
that the bou-s of the Jegs cun be: lengthened by
covered with
straw, and the dior should be
local irritation.
By inserting. ivory pegs in one
like the sides of the building, or d.uble doors
of the leg-hones-of a doz eight weeks old, he proshould be mad: one in the ou‘er and the other
"NEW YOoxs WHOLKSALE PRICES,
duced in four
months an elongation of fourA PURELY VEGETABLE CATHARTIC.
in the inner
wall.
Morning-glories or any
. For the week ending,27 Oct. , 1869.
tenths of an inch.
week

burn-
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TEAS,
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Eng. com...9% 00 @. 55
Gunpowder,

Do, Sheet, ¥# ® 5 @ .
before I was married, I used to think when we | Russia,
«17 @s.
had dried beef cooked, that it waa the least inviling of anything; since then I have changed

the seamen along

lime, and also among

and

trial according to directions, and is not satisfied; is
invited.
te return the box, with h Jf the eon
, and
the money wlll be refunded, Full directions with

Portland .ececveie @evane

[Refined

ing

whieh it is recommended,

16%

Fair tog'd ral?

the

at Rockland aod vicinity in

of Maine. So popular did
it become that while it was
only put up in old mustard boxes, without labels or
the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received or
ders for it from nearly or quite every State in the Un.
jon. The demand finally
became £0 extensive that
she was unable to meet it, and she made an arrangement with L. M. ROBBINS, a druegist of Rockland,
to take charge of the bu :iness and suj ply the trade.
The agent is so well satisfied with the merits of the
Medic'ne that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for

12%

Nos, 8to 12. 11;@ 13%
Nos.13tol7..23c @ 15%

23%

do. wet.......11 @.. 12

@

Havana,
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dry.
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Western, dry...20 @
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08m
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has fir many years made a Salve; which soon obtain.
ed an extensive sale, apd is mow in
at demand

Southernyel
115 @ 1 18 | Lin
,Am,2
40 @ 2 5C
10 @ 1 1 'Canary.......4 25 @ 5 2%

0 00

Ors

any other person in New England, professional or
otherwise. She has com
successfully with the
most able physicians in the States, as well as with
nurses and Indian doctors. From time to time she
has compounded remedies for use in certain diseases
in her own practice. Among other compounds she

ve

-

Layer ......0 00 @ 4 50 | West
and South. @.. 00

Corn, ¥ 56 Bs

,

accidents, such as Burns, Scalds and Bruises, than

vveens0 00 §0G 00 Poultry...os.. 17 e- 38

Bunch, ¥

C

rag

Lemons, #bx.0 00 g(0 00

Orang

Bruises,

WHO IS MISS SAWYER?
.
Miss Sawyer lives in the:
of Rockland, Knox
County, Maine. She has devot: dthe best years of her
life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience
in the cures of obstinate discases—old Sores and Ulcers,—and has also been consulted iv more cases of

common..13 § . 16

leme...

Earache, Sore Nipples,

's,

t never fails to cure Rheumatism if properly aplied, Rub it on well with the hand three times-a day.
n several cages it has cured palsied limbs, For Piles,
it has been discovered to be a swre remedy. Persons
that have been afflicted for
years have been relieved
by a few applications. For
sipelas it works wonders, Aleying the inflammation and quieting the patient, For
Chap
Hands it
produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt
Rheum obtain this Salve
and apply it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
Itis food in cases of Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers
have
cured with it. The best Salve ever invented for Swollen Breast and Sore Nipples. No way injurious butsure to afford relief. Sore or Weak
Eyes
—Rub
it on the lies gently, once or twice a day.—
Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a picce of
cotton, For Felons this 18 superior to anything
known, For Pimples this acts like a charm. For
Burns and Soalde apply, the Salye at once and it
gires immediate relief.
For Old Sores, apply once a
ay.
For HORSES AND CATTLE.—For Soies or Bruises
on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invaluable, and has
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
Salve has worked its own iay iffto notoriety, and is a
safe and sure remedy for all the above allmcnts,

25057 | 10 sllced.-..16 @.. 1>
00 @62 | donew¥Wbbl300 @ 5 50

50 @ 7 00 | Butter,
¥ Bb.

|

Fodor,
on sie, 1, Sid Yond,hE iA eli
Lin, and Soreson Chi'dren.

Extra Clear.36 00 @37 00
Clear......35 00 @i6 00
Mess, best.31 50 @82 50
| Prime.... 26 00 @57 60
|Lard
keg,Bb..ccee. @es 0
|Lard, bbl. B...195@
19
| Hams smoked..18 @.. 20
Pickled. .cosaese @oe oe
| Hogs, dressed ° 13 @ 18%

Mich
choice and
extra. IOS 6.7 50

in<

it home

@.
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aptha.

Family
Pork,

to the groove, and if they are angular, like
a cinder, they adhere in spite of the current of | Rye

to cook

.

14

Western...14 0C @)6 00

This is one

a dangerous

healing properties, with no dangerous ingredient. A remedy at hand for the many pains and aches,
wounds and bruises to which flesh’is heir. Is: more
easily applied than many other remedies, never producing abad
effect but always relieving pain however severe,
.
Hina
It is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it fn
her own extensive treatment of the. sick, for nearly
twenty years With great success.
The principal diseases for which this salve is recommended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles, Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns, Fever
Sores, Felons, Pimples, Zrisipelas, Sore Eyes, Barber's Ii , Deafness, Boils,
Worms, Corns, Bites

Beef- — Mess,

a little knowledge

would save a world of pain. Nothing is more
distressing to a traveler, than a piece of*cinder in
the eye, and no disorder is more easily remedied. Calling the family together, I proceeded to
show them that it was not an eyewash that Mrs.
Andrews needed to relieve her suffering, but
the removal of the foreign substance.
The cinder will be found just underneath the margin of
the lid, where there is a small groove or gutter
for the flow of tears
to the
inner
angle

@

PETROLEUM,

flamed eye; learned that she had a bit of cinder
in her eye; occurred while traveling’on the cars
four days ago; eye very much inflamed, painful,
of cases where

“ee

Glue. veveees

The following is from 4 communication in
Hearth and Home by an eminent physician :
Called to prescribe for Mrs. Andrews’ in-

and attended with severe headache.

\

J £ hd ‘you have a salve combihing soothing and
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in the Eye.

of feeding hogs on raw corn, and it proved ex" tears which now flow in great abundance,and
pensive.
His grunters grew small by degrees sooner or later carry off smooth substances.
and beautifully less; soon they were stiff and Now, if you raise the margin of the upper lid and
father turn itover, the cinder or grain of sand will be
I also remember that my
worthless.
used often to_have a dozen or twenty porkers, exposed, and may be easily removed with the
which he fattened on potatoes, boiled; and let point of a pencil, or with the finger covered
ter.
I then demonstrated this
me say, in this connection, that hogs will starve with a handkerchief,
on raw potatoes.
Another thing; it is a well- simple operation on one of the boys thus: TakAn extensive deposit of real French burr millstone grit has been discovered on Bald Knob,
known fact that barbarians .prefer raw food, ing my pencil in my right fingers, with my
Union county, Ill. It possesses all the qualities
and the
more
civilized a nation or a people thumb and first finger of my left hand I seized
of the French burr grit, the porous texture, the becomes, the better they cook their steaks. Prac- the eye-lashes of the upperlid, and drawing the
mixture of shells, &e., and competent judges
tical farmers know that all sorts of stock thrive lid gently out from the ball, pressed the point of
the pencil downward upon the upper surface of
have expressed the opinion that,
in its compaect- better on grain or roots that are well done.
ness and firmness, it is superior.
A good pair of
Mr. Robinson:
I am willing to concede the the lid about one-fourth of «a inch from the margrounds of the gentlemen that animals gthrive gin, and at tlie same time carried the margia upFrench burrs cost $500 to £600; burrs in every
best on cooked food; but the question, and the . ward over the pencil by the ecye-lashes, when
respect equal, it is said, can be manufactured
from this grit, for $150 per pair.
important question is: Will it pay, and,if so, the lid rolled over the pencil so as to expose
I then asked
when and where?
In the West it did not prove completely the gutter described.
The Red Sea is said to be the hottest place in
profitable to cook corn when corn was worth- one of the young ladies to perform the operation
the wosld. The atmosphere for about sixty miles
ten cents a bushel.
I remember well that Mr. upon her mother, which, after two or three failon that sea is steamy and sticky.
Everything in
ures she accomplished, and as I predicted, small
the shape of iron or steel about a “ship takes on a H. C. Ellsworth, formerly Commissioner of Patents, tested the subject as fully as any bedy, angular pieces of cinder were found beneath the
coat of rust.
and he decided against the practice. As to pota- margin of the lid, which she adroitly removed
A diamond 2s big as a lemon, and: weighing 3-4
Mrs. Andrews extoes, I grant that hogs will not take them raw, with the point of the pencil.
of a pound, or 900 carats, is said to have been
So much interest was
but horned cattle will, and the-latter fatten twice pressed immediate relief.
found in Australia.
Its discovery has been tel- as fastas when the potatoes are cooked.
I dis- felt in this painless operation, that allin turn
egraphed to Eiqgland.
The great English dia- _pute the oft-made statement that men degener- performed it, being much aided by requiring the
mond, the Koh-I-noor, weighs but 186 carats, and “ate by eating raw meat.
They do grow fierce, person operated upon to look downward when
its computed value is ten millions in gold.
The
and fit for blood and thunder romances, I admit, the lid was being everted, and upward when the
value of the stone just found, if computed by the
but it does not injure them physically. On the operator wishedto restore the lid.
tables in use, would be a hundred millions.
contrary, they grow strong and athletic.
I agree
How to Cook Dried Beef.
Each of the nuns of Spain, taking the value of with Dr. Smith that corn in the kernel comes
in no questionable shape, but just as nature inthe buildings and properties she occupies, costs
On
:
.
the State about $2,600 a year, and there are more tended.
I usually prepare at night what I am going

Mr. Bruen:

“GANDLES,

don’t for-|

much thicker, will not winter-kill, as much as
unrolled lands, and the sward will be more

corn is doubled by cooking.

"The London Morning Star,so long. known as nor serve as aid 10'ihe dieovery of the deriva
the organof the Manchester party, hus ceased tion should be dispensed with,
)
i
10 exist as u sepurate journal, and the “grod-wil
M. @'uine, the
News,

upon the

ing into lumps in the kettle. As soon as the thick clover sod, say two years old, the land
water boils I stir in the meal, shut down the will, with moderate manuring, produce a good
‘cover, and let it stand a short time, when it will crop of anything.
:
:
:
be well cooked.
Tt will stick a very little at the
If no muck can be obtained to mix with the
bottom, but if the fire is not too high it will not soil,
a system of green manuring, with plaster,
burn, and will clean. off easily. I know, for I and seeding down, will effect a renovation of

constructed between Washington and Baltimore
in 1844, through aid furnished by the Government. The results of its ac‘ion were 80 umsatisfactory that the Postmaster- General, in a subsequent
report, expressed the opinion that the revenue
therefrom could never be made equal to the expenditures, under
rate of charges which
might be adopted.
Now the territory of the telegraph embraces the entire civilized portion of the
continent, and the Western Union Company,
under which corporate title the great majority of
the telegraph lines in the States are united, works
52,099 miles of line and 104,584 miles cf wire.

letters

Of the pap:r hus become the property of the

Swine.

at which time there should be no blaze under
the kettle—only a bed of coals. Beside my ket"
tle, I have a box into hich I put the meal and
moisten it'with cold water, to prevent its forn.*

Bear ” were encamped on the south side pf the
Mississippi
river, above Fort Rice.
They had
camped for the night, and bad all gone io sleep.
At about
night the prairies, contiguous to
their lodges,were set on fire, and before the
alarm could be given, or measures taken to save | than 12,000 of them throughout the country. The
Spanish Minister of Justice proposes to reduce
their lives, about one hundred were consumed.
An injunction has been grasted by Judge the number of convents, in some of which there
The buildings
Stover, of the Superior Court of Cincinnatl{’ re- is actually only onenun living.
will be employed for charitable purposes and for
straining the board of education from carrying
public offices.
into execution resolutions prohibiting the reading of the Bible, religious books, and the singWe are promised another European cable. The
ing of sacred music, in the public schools. The
prospectus of the new Ocean Telegraph Company
ground on which the petitioners prayed for an
bas just been issued, by which it is promised to
injunction is, that the framers of the constituprovide cheaper and more direct ocean telegraphton, by declaring in that instrument religion
ie communic tion, and to begin by laying a cable
essential to good
government,
denied to the
from the southwes
coast
t of Ireland to Sable Isboard of education the right to exclude all manland and Halifax.
The prices are to be half the
er of religious instruction.
rates now charged.
The capital of the company
The concession for an ocean cable
between
is £600,000.

®

sown

labor is performed,

For the week ending, Oct. 27, 1869.

gei the roller, as by its use, the clover will set Moulds. .....18% @ 16% |Cuba, tart......48@. 50
Sperm..ceeeess.46 @.. 48 | do sweet....00 @. 00.

proper quantity of water and bring it to the boil,

The Rocky Mountain News announces the recent discovery of mounds in the mountains, similar to those which have already been found in

the valley of the Mississippi. These mountain
mounds are high up on the Rocky Mountains,

coat of plaster be

Charles Stoddard, of Auburn, Towa, gave this compact, and produce a greater crop .of grass.
Such lands may be restored without an ounce
account of his practice:
:

agent on the coast arranging for- colportage
work, and a large shipment of publications in
the Chikese language is on its way to San Fran

cisco.

good

be

It has the daty
now in session in St. Louis.
of codifying, re-arranging and harmonizing the ‘yards each.
The stones were evidently collected
. various systems of tactics now before the War ;| from the surrounding surface, which is cleared
Department, for all arms of the service.
of stones for some hundreds of yards around the
The Hon. Lot M. Morrill has been appointed mounds.
:

a decrease

Cooking Food for

may be

they

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

retain the strength of ‘manures upon, or neat |
the surface of the soil, On seeding down,
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